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One of the cornerstones of human dominant position on the planet is our social 

nature. Many, if not all, facets of our lives develop in a social context. Some of 

those facets are by definition social. Others, despite not being inherently social, have 
become intertwined with our social nature such that we find it difficult to imagine 
them outside a social context. Science, just as an example, has developed as a social 

construct; to such extent, that some of its defining features require the interaction 
between peers. It is, therefore, not surprising that in the study of the natural world 

social behaviours are also the ones that, most prominently, catch our attention and 

curiosity. From the communications songs of humpback whales to the incessant 

laborious worker ant, social behaviours appeal to our own social nature and magnify 

our thirst for answers. The study of social evolution is an attempt to use the Darwinian 

framework to have a deeper understanding of nature’s social dimension, and along 

with it, our own.

It was Darwin himself who first addressed some key issues of social behaviour 
from an evolutionary perspective. The most famous segment of the origin of species 

dealing with social behaviour is probably in chapter 7 where he discusses the worker 

castes of social insects. Darwin refers to the existence of sterile worker caste in 

social insects as “one special difficulty, which at first appeared to me insuperable, 
and actually fatal to my whole theory” (Darwin 1859). The problem that Darwin 

saw on the existence of a sterile caste was twofold (Ratnieks et al. 2010). First, and 

according to him the less important difficulty, the sterility of individuals; how can 
natural selection drive individuals to completely cease their reproductive effort, when 

it is precisely reproduction which is the currency in which individuals are measured 

in the struggle for existence? Secondly, the contrastingly different morphological 

and behavioural features of workers and queens; how can workers pass on the traits 
that characterize them if they don’t reproduce? The answer Darwin provides for this 

special difficulty is quite likely the predecessor of two fundamental theories of social 
evolution: kin selection and group selection theory. However, Darwin himself did 

not explicitly mention either of these two phrases; hence, he obviously did not make 

a distinction between them. His answer is that natural selection does not only act at 

the level of the individual but also at the level of the family and/or the ‘community’; 

although, he did not specify what community actually is.

Darwin’s views on the evolution of the sterile castes of social insects, and other social 

behaviours, implicitly point towards one element that is prevalent in all theories of 

social behaviour: conflict. Darwin’s solution to the worker caste problem is framed 
in terms of the conflict between different levels of organization. In the case of the 
worker caste, it may be in the interest of the individual worker to reproduce; however, 

the interest of the colony is that some of its individuals refrain from reproduction to 

boost colony productivity. According to Darwin’s logic, if natural selection at the 

level of the family is strong enough, we expect evolution to lead some members of 

the colony to be sterile. This conflict can also be framed as one between two classes 
of individuals: the offspring (worker) and the mother (queen). In such conflict, the 
offspring interest may lie with its own reproduction, and the mother’s interest in 

having a worker do the work for her. However, taking into account that both share 

genes, their evolutionary interest is in line with the reproduction of either one. It 

is interesting to see that both of these perspectives highlight different faces of the 

conflict that underlie social behaviour. The first highlights the hierarchical aspects 
of sociality. While the later one, highlights the necessary constraint to ameliorate 

conflict, the degree of kinship between individuals. 

Social evolution theory has been mainly focused on finding processes and conditions 
that ameliorate conflict, and mechanisms that allow individuals find a solution to 
their conflicts, in order to understand evolutionary origins of social behaviour. Group 
selection theory is concerned with the conflicts between an individual and it’s social 
group; and under what conditions these conflicts are diminished (Frank 1986). Kin 
selection theory (Hamilton 1964a) is about how genotypic correlations between 

individuals align the evolutionary interest of individuals. The theory of reciprocal 

altruism (Trivers 1971) is about how individual’s response rules allow them to find 
different solutions to their conflicting interests. These are the three most prominent 
frameworks to understand the evolution of social behaviours. 

This thesis is about the evolutionary origins of social behaviours and about the conflicts 
of interests inherent to social interactions. In the tradition of  kin selection theory, 

we derived conditions under which genetic correlations and life-history structures 

ameliorate the conflict between individuals, hence, allowing natural selection to drive 
the evolution of the worker caste (Chapters 2 and 3). In the philosophy of the theory 
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of reciprocal altruism, we investigated behavioural strategies with which individuals 

can respond to each other and find a solution to their conflicting interests (Chapters 
5 and 6). There are, nonetheless, two elements of novelty that are worth mentioning. 

First, the models presented in the thesis include the simultaneous evolution of 

multiple traits. For example in chapter two, we allow the coevolution of sex ratios 

and worker behaviour; behaviours whose evolution had been modelled before 

separately. The coevolutionary perspective we used provided new insights into the 

evolutionary transition to eusociality. Secondly, our models include the interaction 

between genetic correlations, which align conflicting interests, and response rules, 
which allow compromises in the conflicts; namely, integrating elements from the 
two leading frameworks to understand the evolution of social behaviours. Finally, 

this thesis is not a comprehensive study of a particular social behaviour, but rather, 

it comprises a set of research papers inspired by specific biological systems. Chapter 
one is inspired by the early evolution of human societies. Chapters 2 – 4 are inspired 

by primitively social insects, such as paper wasps and sweat bees. Chapters 5 and 

6 are inspired by the cooperatively breeding cichlid fish Neolamprologus pulcher, 

although chapter 6 presents an analysis of much more general scope. The connection 

between these different systems appears to be no other than the fact that they sparked 

mine and my collaborators’ curiosity. However, I leave it up to the reader to find any 
deeper link. 

In this introduction I will first describe quite generally three theoretical and conceptual 
frameworks under which the chapters of the thesis are circumscribed. Secondly, I 

will introduce the two main biological systems I studied, outlining the questions that 
were addressed. 

Theories on the evolution of cooperation

Social evolution is concerned in general with the evolution of traits that affect the 

fitness of an individual as well as that of her interacting partners. However, there has 
been a disproportionate amount of research, both theoretically and empirically, on 

traits that have a negative effect on an actor, and a positive effect on the partners. 

Despite much controversy about the semantics of the field (West et al. 2007a, 2007b; 

Wilson 2007), we can collect these traits under the umbrella of costly cooperation. 

The evolution of cooperation has become a field of study on its own; it now attracts 

researchers from diverse backgrounds such as: biology, psychology, computer 

sciences, economics, physics, mathematics, sociology and political sciences. There is 

a multitude of reasons of why the study of cooperation has grown to such extent, and 

why it has such multidisciplinary character. Some have to do with human interests 

to understand our own nature; some authors believe humans to be the champions of 

cooperation (Molleman, 2014; van den Berg 2015). Other reasons have to do with 

the fact that many of the political, social and economic issues faced by societies 

nowadays can be framed as a cooperation problem (e.g.: environmental degradation 

and global warming) (Hardin 1968; Ehrlich and Ehrlich 2013).  

The three theoretical frameworks I will discuss in this introduction have been mainly 

used for the study of cooperation. They are, however, not the only frameworks used 

to study the evolution of cooperation nor are their applicability restricted to the study 

of cooperation. I chose to elaborate on these, due to their direct relevance to the 

research chapters of this thesis.

Group selection theory

“It must not be forgotten that although a high standard of morality gives but a slight or no 
advantage to each individual man and his children over the other men of the same tribe . 

. . an increase in the number of well-endowed men and an advancement in the standard of 

morality will certainly give an immense advantage to one tribe over another.”

Charles Darwin, The descent of man (1871)

Cooperative acts often involve conflicts between an individual and its group. When 
behaviours of individuals inside a group favour the overall performance of group, but 

come with a detriment on individual’s reproduction, there is a conflict between the 
two levels of organization. Behaviours where individuals seem to follow their own 

interest are often called selfish; while behaviours that seem to favour the interests of 
the group are referred to as cooperative or altruistic.

It was Darwin who first extended the logic of natural selection to explain social 
behaviours that seem to harm the reproduction of individuals  (Darwin 1859, 1871). 
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Just as in a population of individuals, the idea is: if there is a meta-population of 

groups where there is variation in traits that characterize the groups, those groups 

that bear traits favouring survival and/or reproduction will be selected; and the 

meta-population will be in time composed mostly of groups with those traits. In our 

social evolution context, the traits that characterize populations can be thought of 

as the frequency of a social behaviour individuals express inside the group. Thus, 
in such group structured populations a cooperative or altruistic act will be selected 

for through the effect it has at the group level, and the population will be mostly 

composed of individuals with the social trait.

There is, however, an important caveat to this argument: the process of natural 

selection is fuelled by the existence of variation, in the trait under selection, between 

the entities being selected (Fisher 1930); and processes working at the level of 

the individual, such as migration and selection, will typically reduce the variation 

between groups. If the trait reduces the survival and reproduction of individuals 

Figure 1. The problem with group selection. Here I represent the change in frequency of cooperative 
strategies in a meta-population composed of three sub-populations. Blue and red dots symbolize 

co-operators and defectors, respectively. At t
0, 

a best case scenario for group selection, there are big 

differences in the frequency of co-operators between the groups. These differences lead groups with 
more co-operators to grow more than groups with defectors (t

1
). However, defectors can migrate into 

cooperative groups; and, they reproduce faster inside those groups. Thus, despite the advantage that 

group selection might confer to cooperative groups, individual level processes diminish the variation 

between the groups; and, with time, group level process are rendered weak.

within their group, selection inside all groups will select individuals that do 

not express the trait, reducing the variation between them. Moreover, the flux of 
individuals between the different groups, migration, will also tend to homogenize 

the frequency of traits in the overall meta-population. Hence, if these individual level 
processes, migration and selection, act faster than the group level process, natural 

selection will not favour cooperative traits (Figure 1). Altogether, the potential of 

group selection to favour social traits will depend on how variation is split among 

the two levels, individual and groups (Okasha 2006). Due to this tension between 

the different levels of organization, the process has been renamed by some authors 

as multilevel selection (Okasha 2006).

Multilevel selection theory, or group selection theory, has been a controversial topic 

in evolutionary biology. After Darwin’s initial ideas on the topic, it was Wynne-

Edwards in his book Animal dispersion in relation to social behaviour (1962) who 

more prominently brought the subject to attention. Wynne-Edwards argued that 

animals have the capacity to regulate their reproduction, and restrain the consumption 

of resources when these are lacking. He claimed this to be an adaptation at the 

group level, driven by group selection. Wynne-Edwards views on group selection 

sparked controversy, and brought opposition from prominent evolutionary biologists 

such as George Williams in his book Adaptation and natural selection (1966). 

Earlier formal models of group selection suggested that group selection is indeed 

a theoretical possibility; however, those models also suggested the conditions for 

such process to work to be very restrictive (Maynard Smith 1964, 1976). Around 

the same time of the first group selection controversy, W.C. Hamilton published the 
two seminal papers that originated kin selection theory (see below (Hamilton 1964a, 

1964b)). The foundations of kin selection theory provided a competing hypothesis 

for the explanation of social behaviours; one that gathered a lot more support among 

evolutionary biologists (Maynard Smith 1964). Later on, the work of George Price 
formally linked group and kin selection theories, showing there is an underlying 

process common to both (Price 1970, 1972; Queller 1992; Frank 1998; Gardner 
2008). Price derived a general equation that expressed evolutionary change in terms 
of covariance (Price 1970), and used to have a hierarchical theory of selection, 
formalizing group selection reasoning (Price 1972). The same covariance equation 
can be used to derive Hamilton’s rule in a more general way than originally done 
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by Hamilton  (Gardner 2008).  From a conceptual point of view, this link makes 
sense when one keeps in mind that kin-selection’s coefficient of relatedness is a 
statistical measure of how structured a population is; and in the context of group 

structured populations, such measure also quantifies how variation is split among the 
two hierarchical levels (groups and individuals). Nevertheless, the group selection 

controversy seems to come back every other decade. In the last few years, several 

papers have demanded a revision of social evolution theory, claiming that group 

selection must have a more prominent role (Wilson and Hölldobler 2005; Traulsen 

and Nowak 2006; Wilson 2007; Wilson and Wilson 2007). These demands have 

faced the expected negative response from other members of the evolutionary 

biology community (Lehmann and Keller 2006; Lehmann et al. 2007a; West et al. 

2007a, 2007b). 

Since the rise of cultural evolution theory (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1981; Boyd 

and Richerson 1985), group selection theory has had a new surge in popularity with 

the development of its cultural analogue: cultural group selection. As mentioned 

before, the main criticism to group selection is that individual level processes, which 

tend to be faster, exhaust the required variation for group selection to favour social 
behaviours. However, this criticism implicitly assumes that behavioural traits are 

inherited vertically (i.e.: from parents to offspring). When traits are transmitted 

by any form of social learning, transmission can happen horizontally as well 

as vertically; that is, between genetically unrelated individuals from the same 

generation. Horizontal transmission of cultural variants has the potential, in some 

cases, to homogenize groups and prevent the spread of less cooperative variants. 

Specifically, the social learning rules: conformism, when individual tend to learn 
the most common cultural trait, and leader-following, when individuals tend to 

learn from leaders, reduce variation inside groups and increase variation between 

groups. For instance, if two groups differ in the most common trait, individuals in 

those groups will tend to adopt different traits; thus, conformism will enlarge these 

differences and facilitate the action of group selection. In a cooperation context, in 

groups that start with cooperation as the most common trait conformism will prevent 

the spread of defectors. Due to this homogenizing effect, cultural group selection 

has been proposed to favour cooperative behaviours (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 

1981; Boyd and Richerson 1982, 1985). Although, several models have formalized 

this verbal argument, controversy still remains on the effect that homogenizing rules 

have on the cultural evolution of cooperation (Henrich and Boyd 2001; Lehmann 

and Feldman 2008; Lehmann et al. 2008; Boyd et al. 2011). Such disagreements 

seem to come from different modelling assumptions. In an attempt to settle this 

controversy, in chapter 1, we develop a series of individual-based simulation models. 

We contrasted combinations of different forms of social leaning, and different 

mechanisms of group selection, assessing in which cases cooperative behaviours are 

favoured.

Kin selection theory

“Would I jump in a lake

To save my drowning cousin?
It’s not a risk I’d take

For him plus half a dozen.

But if you raise the stake
And make the prize my brother?
Now that’s a deal I’ll make. . .

If you’ll just toss in another…”

D. C. Queller (2001)

W. D. Hamilton laid the foundations for what later would be referred to as kin selection 

theory in two papers published in 1964. Hamilton formalized mathematically previous 

ideas that high degree of kinship promotes the evolution of social behaviours. In 

order to make such formalization, he came up with the concept of inclusive fitness, 
as an extension of the concept of fitness already used at the time among evolutionary 
biologists. Inclusive fitness is a conceptual and mathematical tool to analyse 
and understand the evolution of social behaviours. But, Hamilton’s insight, that 

interactions between genetically related individuals promotes the evolution of social 

behaviours, is independent of the mathematical tool of inclusive fitness. Hamilton 
himself acknowledged this, and called the alternative neighbour-modulated fitness. 
Later theoretical work using such alternative mathematical approach have confirmed 
this important conceptual insight (Uyenoyama and Feldman 1980; Taylor and 
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Frank 1996). A key point in the popularization of Hamilton’s work is the simplicity 

with which he captured his ideas in an inequality, that later came to be known as 
Hamilton’s rule (Charnov 1977). The inequality states that social behaviours, which 
provide fitness benefits (b) to the partner at a cost (c) to the actor, will be selected by 

natural selection whenever the benefits weighted by the coefficient of relatedness (r) 

are larger than the costs, or mathematically

          

     b . r > c.   (1)

In the context of a social behaviour, when individuals interact with relatives they 

are interacting with partners that share, to certain degree, the tendency to express 

the same behaviour as themselves. Thus, the consequences of the social behaviour 
they express are restricted also to those behaviourally similar individuals. So, if the 

social behaviour we are interested in is cooperation -which provides fitness benefits 
to the partner- the benefits of cooperative acts will be focused on individuals that also 
cooperate. Conversely, uncooperative individuals –cheaters- will tend to interact 

among themselves. Under this interaction structure, the benefits of cooperation will 
increase the relative fitness of co-operators; hence, natural selection will lead to a 
higher frequency of cooperative acts in the population. 

Interaction with relatives favours cooperative acts because the assortment of 

genotypes in the interaction structure targets the benefits of cooperation towards 
co-operators. The assortment of genotypes, however, is not restricted to family 

structures. Instead, genetic relatedness is a statistical measure of assortment; and 

assortment can occur due to processes such as limited dispersal. In such cases, even 

if social partners are not direct family members, they have a high chance to share 

a genetic background, hence, to behave similarly. Genetic relatedness is, therefore, 
a measure of how structured interactions are between individuals in a population. 

Technically, relatedness is the regression coefficient between the phenotypic trait of 
the actor and genotypic trait of the receiver, determining the behaviour of interest 

(Michod and Hamilton 1980; Gardner et al. 2011). If such coefficient is positive, the 
trait of the focal individual is a good predictor of the trait of the interacting partner. 

In other words, co-operators tend to interact with co-operators, and defectors tend to 

interact with defectors.

Since Hamilton’s seminal work a lot of attention has been paid to the genetic 

component of the inequality; however, later developments of the theoretical 
framework have allowed a closer interaction with the ecology and life-history of 

social organisms. Beyond the technical definition, relatedness allows an intuitive 
understanding in the context of family relationships. It is not necessary to compute 

a regression coefficient to understand that brothers are more related than cousins. 
Moreover, with the development of molecular biology techniques, relatedness became 
quite easy to quantify both in the laboratory and in the field. Therefore, kin selection 
and relatedness reached the centre stage in field of behavioural biology; and became 
the leading explanation for social behaviours. Kin selection theory, however, is not 
a theory of only genetic relatedness. The benefits and costs in Hamilton’s inequality 
must implicitly include ecological and life-history considerations. Hamilton’s rule, 

in its simplest form, is a conceptualization of selective pressures, rather than a full 

account of those pressures. Later theoretical developments have allowed to make the 

connections between kin selection and ecology more explicit, and to derive clear-cut 

predictions that can potentially be tested in biological systems (Pen and Weissing 
2000a, 2000b; Wild and Taylor 2006; McLeod and Wild 2013a, 2013b, 2014). These 

connections are achieved by using class-structured models which can capture the 

ecology and life-history relevant for the biological system in mind (Taylor 1990; 

Taylor and Frank 1996; Taylor et al. 2007). In this thesis, in chapters 2 and 3, we use 

such an approach to model the evolution of eusociality. We develop class-structured 

models inspired by the life-histories of primitively social insects to investigate the 

conditions that favour the transition from solitary to eusocial life.

The theory of reciprocal altruism and other responsive strategies

“Who are the fittest: those who are continually at war with each other, or those who 
support one another?”

Petr A. Kropotkin (1902)

Robert Trivers formalized in a mathematical argument the idea that when individuals 

reciprocate each other’s actions cooperative behaviours have a chance to be selected 

for (Trivers 1971). Trivers explained the idea of reciprocal altruism using the 

example of a man drowning due to a muscle cramp; whose chances of surviving 
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would be considerably increased if he were to receive help from another person. This 

potential altruist, on the other side, would only incur the cost of a small probability 

of drowning himself, given that he is not physically impaired as the drowning man 

is. There is nothing in saving his peer for the potential altruist, unless individuals in 

that population often found themselves in such situation. In that case, individuals 

might want to have a good standing with their peers, in case they were to need saving 

at a later point. In general the idea is: if individuals are willing to help only other 

individuals that help, it pays off to help because in the long run the costs paid will 

be more than compensated by help from fellow reciprocators. There are, of course, 

conditions that are necessary or that favour reciprocal behaviour. Individuals must 

have the chance to interact repeatedly, and they must be able to discriminate between 

cooperators and non-cooperators (Figure 2a).

Figure 2. The evolution of cooperation through responsive strategies. In a co-operators (blue circles) 

respond to their partners with the same behaviour they received. This leads to co-operators enjoying 

the benefits of cooperation more often than defectors (red). Information regarding a partner’s behaviour 
can come not only from direct interaction; but also, from observing previous encounters of that partner. 

In b individual 1 cooperates while individual 2 defects in an interaction that individual 3 observes. At 

a later time points, individual 3 uses the information gathered and cooperates with individual 1, and 

defects with individual 2. Individuals 4 and 5 observe these interactions, and can potentially use this 

information. This has been referred to as indirect reciprocity. In c individual cooperates while individual 

2 defects; individual 3 observes the interaction and punished individual 2. In contrast in an interaction 

between two co-operators (individuals 1 and 3), individual 4 does not punish. Thus, cooperation can 

also be stable when defection is punished by other individuals. In d two types of individuals (blue and 

yellow) can potentially interact. Blue individuals offer a certain level of cooperation (width of the 

arrows represent the size of the offer); yellow individual chooses to cooperate with the blue individual 

that offers the highest contribution. Through this partner choice higher levels of cooperation can be 

selected for.

Reciprocity achieves, through the response of individuals, the benefits of cooperation 
to be given primarily to other cooperators. Since Triver’s seminal paper, theoretical 

models on reciprocity have flourished, mostly using the framework of the prisoner’s 
dilemma. It is known now that reciprocal interactions do not need to be stablished 

only by the response of an individual to its interacting partner behaviour; instead, 

individuals can base their decisions on the reputation in cooperativeness of their 

partners (Boyd and Richerson 1989; Nowak and Sigmund 1998). Under certain 

conditions, individuals do not need to respond to a specific partner but rather they 
can respond to their encounter with any other individual from a small group, and 

still establish cooperation (Pfeiffer et al. 2005; van Doorn and Taborsky 2012). 
In all these forms of reciprocity, the benefits of cooperation are restricted to other 
cooperators by a combination of the interaction structure and the way individuals use 

the acts of their partners to decide whether to cooperate or not. 

Alternative mechanisms that explain the evolution of cooperation among unrelated 

individuals also involve response rules that either punish defectors, or reward co-

operators. Punishment, or strong reciprocity, is a mechanism proposed to favour the 
evolution of cooperation (Clutton-Brock and Parker 1995; Gintis 2000). Punishment 
occurs when individuals impose fitness costs on partners that don’t cooperate. So 
instead of responding to defectors with lack of cooperation, punishers respond with 

extra fitness costs (Figure 2c). The fitness costs assure that even though the benefits 
of cooperation are obtained by defectors, their fitness is lower than co-operators; that 
is if there are enough individuals punishing. Punishment has been shown to stabilize 
cooperation in certain contexts. However, when individuals do not directly obtain 

benefits from punishment, punishment itself is not evolutionarily stable (Lehmann 
and Keller 2006; Lehmann et al. 2007b) unless there are particular conditions, such 

as population structure, favouring it (Gintis 2000; Boyd et al. 2003). Yet another 
mechanism that allows the evolution of cooperation among unrelated individuals is 

biological markets. Under the market mechanism, cooperation evolves through the 

choice of partners that individuals make in an interaction (Noë and Hammerstein 

1994). The theory envisions two or more classes of individuals that exchange 

different goods. These classes can be either different species or types of individuals 

in a single species. It is in the interest of each individual to provide less of the good 

to the partner; however, if the partner can choose she will choose the individual that 
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provides a better deal (Figure 2d). Thus, it is the response of individuals to the offers 

of the potential partners what drives the goods to be exchanged between the partners. 

All the different mechanisms described so far that allow the evolution of social 

behaviours do not necessarily act independently. On the contrary, when studying 

a specific biological system it seems plausible to find more than one. In chapter 
5 of this thesis, we use models to capture the evolution of cooperative breeding 

in a cichlid fish. Our model involves the evolution of responsive strategies, which 
conceptually resemble the mechanisms described in this section, such as reciprocity, 

punishment, and partner choice. Moreover, we compare situations with and without 

kin interaction to understand the interplay of the different mechanisms that allow the 

evolution of cooperation. In chapter 6 we use analytical techniques to get a deeper 
understanding of the evolution of these responsive strategies.

Evolutionary transitions: the evolution of eusociality

 “What is this ‘spirit of the hive’—where does it reside?... It disposes pitilessly of the wealth 
and the happiness, the liberty and life of all these winged people; and yet with discretion, as 

though governed itself by some great duty.”

Maurice Maeterlinck (1901)

Eusociality is the social structure where some offspring stay at their natal nest and 

devote their life to cooperate with their parents in caring for their sibling. Dispersing 

and phylopatric offspring come to belong to two distinct castes characterized by 

different behavioural, physiological and reproductive patterns; individuals define 
their caste at an early point of their development, and rarely switch later on in their 

life-time (Crespi and Yanega 1995). Even though the castes are defined by a multitude 
of factors, the most important characteristic defining them is their contribution to 
the reproduction of the social group. The reproductive caste, ‘queens’, monopolize 
reproduction within their social group, while ‘workers’ are mainly in charge of brood 

caring, and nest maintenance. The clear discrimination in tasks between these castes 

leads the social group to present a strict reproductive division of labour. 

Within this definition there is still a wide variety of social structures that fall 
under the umbrella of eusociality. A rough classification divides eusocial species 
into ‘primitively eusocial’ and ‘highly eusocial’ (Crespi and Yanega 1995). The 
distinction between these two types of eusocial species is mainly whether the 

reproductive caste can potentially take on the tasks of the ‘worker’ caste in some 

situations. For example, in social sweat bees and Polistes wasps queens can produce 
a brood of reproductive males and females if their workers die. In contrast, in highly 

advanced eusocial species, such as leaf-cutter ants and honey-bees, the queen cannot 
produce viable reproductive offspring without the presence of worker in the colony 

(Hölldobler and Wilson 2010). As a matter of fact, leaf-cutter queens cannot do much 
without their workers, they die pretty soon if they are without a worker force. This 

classification highlights the degree, and variation, of dependency that individuals 
reach in eusocial species. Nevertheless, dependency and reproductive roles are not 

the only characteristics that vary among eusocial nests. This classification also reflects 
the degree of differentiation between the two castes in morphological, physiological 

and life-history traits. A queen and a worker leaf-cutter ant can differ in size by two 
orders of magnitude; a queen can live up to 20 years, while a worker can die within a 
couple of weeks. In some primitively eusocial species, there is no way to physically 

distinguish between a queen and a worker (Figure 3).

Advanced eusocial insects are the emblematic image of eusociality. Each colony 

is a complex system of individuals working together towards the common goal of 

Figure 3. Difference between primitively and advanced eusociality. a shows queen and workers 
from leaf-cutter ants (Atta texana), an advanced eusocial species. Queen and workers can be clearly 
distinguished; their size difference can span up to two orders of magnitude. In contrast, b shows two 

females from eusocial paper wasp species (Mischocyttarus sp.) there is no morphological distinction 

between the castes in primitively social species. Images © Alex Wild, used by permission.
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production of reproductive individuals. Colonies in some cases reach the astonishing 

number of 30 million individuals, where most of these individuals are full and half-

sisters that belong to up 5 different castes. All these castes are adapted to divide the 

different tasks of the colony to such extent that their morphology is radically different 

from each other. Advanced social insects are known to have complex communication 

systems that include visual (Frisch 1953) and chemical cues (Oystaeyen et al. 2014). 

These communications systems allow them to produce self-organized patterns of 

behaviour (Bonabeau et al. 1997; Camazine et al. 2003), which lead to: astonishing 

foraging patters (Deneubourg et al. 1989, 1990; Camazine and Sneyd 1991; Perna 
et al. 2012; Reid et al. 2015) and construction of complex structures (Bonabeau 

et al. 1998; Johnson 2009; Khuong et al. 2016). Even before all these patterns 
were described and explained in the detail known today, advanced social insects 

colonies were referred to as ‘super-organisms’ (Wheeler 1922). In a way, the idea of 

‘super-organism’ foresaw the classification of the evolution of eusociality as a major 
evolutionary transition in individuality (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 1998; West 

et al. 2015).

Major transitions are events in the history of life that radically increased the level of 

complexity that biological entities could achieve. Despite the difficulties in defining 
and measuring complexity, major transitions encompass a list of changes that 

unequivocally open radically new paths for evolution. For example, multicellular 
organisms are more complex than unicellular organisms because they have the added 

complexity of regulating cell-to-cell interactions in their development; thus, the 

evolution of multicellularity is a major transition. Many of the major transitions consist 

of the formation of a new level of organization from the collective action of entities 

of the lower level. Another feature linked to the previous one is division of labour, 

when entities in the lower level divide the tasks necessary for the maintenance of the 

higher level. Finally, major transitions involve changes in the way that information is 

collected, stored and transmitted. The evolution of eusociality was classified as one 
out of the eight major evolutionary transitions in the history of life (Maynard Smith 

and Szathmáry 1998). In line with the idea of a ‘super-organism’, eusocial colonies 

form a new level of organization; individuals that are part of the eusocial colony 

cannot reproduce outside the context of the colony. They certainly divide labour by 

splitting up the nest tasks among different types of individuals (castes). And, in order 

to coordinate the functioning of the whole colony that has evolved complex forms of 

communication. The level of complexity reached by eusocial taxa is incomparable 

to that of any of their cousins. 

Since the major transitions were originally proposed, the evolution of cooperation 

has been regarded as the cornerstone in the major transitions (Maynard Smith 

and Szathmáry 1998; West et al. 2015). Evidently, cooperation plays a major role 

in the formation of a new level of organization. However, cooperation is not the 

defining feature of major transitions: there are many examples of cooperation that 
have not led to a major transition; and it takes more than one behavioral trait to 

form a new level of organization (West et al. 2015). Likewise, in explanations on 

the evolution of eusociality, altruism has had a predominant role (Hamilton 1964a; 

Foster et al. 2006; Ratnieks and Helantera 2009; Nowak et al. 2010). It is true that 

altruism, defined as a behaviour that reduces the life-time reproduction of an actor 
while increasing that of a receiver, is a cornerstone of eusociality. However, altruism 

alone does not bring about the structural changes necessary to complete a major 

transition. In order to have mutual dependency among members of a social group, 

evolutionary changes must accrue both in the altruistic individuals (workers) and 

in the reproductive individuals (queens). Moreover, several features of a species, 
such as behaviour, ecology and life-history, will adjust along the way. Generally, our 
theories on major evolutionary transition transitions must include the co-evolution of 

multiple traits, and the feedback between them (Crespi 2004), rather than conditions 

for the evolution of a single behavioural trait. 

In that spirit, in chapters 2 and 3 we develop models on the co-evolution of multiple 

traits that influence key features of the evolution of eusociality, with special reference 
to eusociality in primitively social insects. Primitively social insects fulfil some, but 
not all, the characteristics of the major transition to eusociality (West et al. 2015). 

Moreover, they present a wide diversity in social structures (Schwarz et al. 2007). 

Primitively social insects, therefore, provide the opportunity to phylogenetically 
test hypotheses about the initial stages of the major transition to eusociality. In 

the models presented in chapters 2 and 3, we assess whether certain life-histories 

found in primitively social insects favour the initial evolution of eusociality. More 

specifically, we start with Hamilton’s original haplodiploidy hypothesis (see 
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Figure 4), and analyse how combinations of pre-adaptations influence selection for 
eusociality

In chapter 4, I present some data that evidences the presence of extended maternal 

care in a primitively social bee, which shows polymorphism in social behaviour. 

Maternal care has been hypothesized to be another preadaptation to eusociality 

(Plateaux-Quénu 2008). However, sweat bees were assumed not to have extended 
maternal care, due to the presence of mass provisioning and closed brood cells. 

Mass provisioning is when females gather all the food necessary for the growth of 

one offspring before laying the egg. And brood cells are a physical barrier between 

the growing brood and their mother. The data of chapter 4 shows that, despite this 

physical barrier, female sweat bees can assess the state of their brood, and open the 

brood cells to care for their offspring. These events, however, occur seldom and only 

when females sense the need for their care. Our data adds up to recent evidence that 

primitively social bees present extended maternal care (Plateaux-Quénu 2008). 

Figure 4. The haplodiploidy hypothesis (Hamilton 1964b). Under haplodiploid sex-determination 

there is a relatedness asymmetry between the sexes. Females arise from a fertilized egg, while males 

from an unfertilized egg. Thus, if the mother in singly mated, sisters will be related to each other by 

¾. In contrast, females are only related to their daughters by 1/2. All else being equal, a female would 
prefer to have an extra sister than an extra daughter. Hamilton argued that this asymmetry will make 

haplodiploid species to evolve eusociality more often. Trivers and Hare  (1976) correctly pointed out 

that this argument ignored the male side of the brood. Sisters are less related to their brothers than to 

their sons. Hence, under even sex ratios siblings and offspring are equally valuable. However, if the sex 
ratio of the siblings is female bias, there is a chance that haplodiploidy favours eusociality.

The evolution of cooperative breeding

“The universal basis of co-operation is the proportioning of benefits received to services 
rendered.”

Herbert Spencer (1897)

Cooperative brood care, when individuals help raise the offspring of other individuals, 

is a key component of eusociality; however, it is a much more general phenomena that 

is present in many species that do not fit the definition of eusociality. Cooperatively 
breeding societies are present in a wide range of taxa (e.g.: insects, arachnids, mammals, 

birds and fish), and have very diverse characteristics when it comes to composition, 
degree of dependency and size. Moreover, these characteristics of the social groups 

are not phylogenetically correlated; in other words, the diversity of characteristics can 

be found within each of the big taxa that present cooperative breeding. Thus, it is much 

more challenging, if not impossible, to find a general explanation for cooperative 
breeding. 

Under the Darwinian paradigm, the most interesting part of cooperative breeding 

is its apparently selfless nature. Why would an individual invest her own resources 
into raising offspring that are not her own? Such behaviour would surely be selected 

against. Kin selection theory (see section above) provided the first formal explanation 
for cooperative behaviours, including cooperative breeding. Natural selection will 

favour individuals who invest in raising offspring of other individuals, if those helped 

individuals are relatives. By helping relatives reproduce individuals are, to a certain 

extent, indirectly promoting the spread of their own genes. Kin selection became the 
leading explanation for cooperative breeding, and gathered a lot of empirical support 

(Komdeur 1994; Cockburn 1998; Russell and Hatchwell 2001; Hatchwell 2009; 
Cornwallis et al. 2010).

Kin selection theory, in its more basic form, presents an evolutionary mechanism of 
how social behaviours can be selected for. However, the basic kin selection model 

is a conceptual model that is hard to translate into a clear-cut hypothesis of when to 

expect cooperative breeding to evolve. In contrast, several verbal hypotheses stress 

the importance of ecology and life-history in the evolution of delayed dispersal and 
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cooperative breeding (Gaston 1978; Emlen 1982; Stacey and Ligon 1987; Hatchwell 
and Komdeur 2000), and attempt to make predictions on the scenarios where we expect 
the evolution of such social groups. In that same line, modern kin selection models 

integrate the life-history and ecological hypotheses and make more clear predictions 

of the presence of cooperative breeding (Pen and Weissing 2000a; McLeod and Wild 

2013a, 2014). These models are quantifying the benefits and costs involved inside 
Hamilton’s rule (Wild and Taylor 2006). 

In recent years, the more detailed study of many more cooperative breeding systems 

has shown the prevalence of social groups where help is not uniquely directed to related 
individuals, and in some cases they are not directed to relatives at all (Clutton-Brock 

and Parker 1995; Clutton-Brock 2002, 2009; Riehl 2013). These findings have called 
for theoretical explanations for the evolution of cooperative breeding in a framework 

different from kin selection theory. Moreover, they show that kin selection alone cannot 

explain the distribution of cooperative breeding in the tree of life. Therefore, several 

evolutionary explanations for cooperative breeding among unrelated individuals have 

been explored in the last few years, both theoretically empirically, including the pay-

to-stay mechanism (Gaston 1978; Kokko et al. 2002; Bergmüller and Taborsky 2005; 
Hamilton and Taborsky 2005) and group augmentation (Kokko et al. 2001; Kingma et 
al. 2014). However, given the prevalence of interaction among relatives in cooperative 

breeding groups, all these potential mechanisms for the evolution of cooperation could 

interact with kin selection processes. Disentangling the consequences of the interaction 
of different process is a fundamental step towards an evolutionary explanation of 

cooperative breeding.  

In chapter 5 we present an evolutionary model of the pay-to-stay mechanism, one of 

the hypotheses for the evolution of cooperative breeding that has gather support in the 

last few years. We model the pay-to-stay mechanisms as a negotiation between two 

responsive partners that interact repeatedly; hence, integrating elements of the theory 

of reciprocal altruism (see above).  Furthermore, we evaluate how the mechanism 

responsible for the pay-to-stay scenario interacts with the presence of genetic 

relatedness between the interaction partners. Inspired in the pay-to-stay model, in 

chapter 6, we develop a general model for situations where individual negotiate 

outcomes to their conflicts on interests. 

Outline of the Thesis

This thesis consists of three parts. The first part consists of one chapter about the 
evolution of cooperation in human groups. The second part, encompassing three 

chapters, is about the evolution of eusociality. And, the last part is about negotiation 

games and their role in the evolution of cooperative breeding.

In chapter 1, I contribute to the discussion of whether cultural group selection can 

drive the evolution of cooperation. Using an individual based simulation model I 

contrast two different forms of group selection and three different social learning 

rules. Group selection is implemented as a “replacement” mechanism, where groups 
completely replace each other’s cultural traits; or as a “contagion” mechanism, 
where cultural traits invade groups when individuals copy the cultural traits of 

individuals in other groups. As for the learning rules, we first use pay-off based 
learning as an analogue to natural selection where individuals assess the pay-off of 

other individuals, and copy their traits with a probability that is proportional to the 

difference in pay-off. Secondly, we use frequency-dependent social learning in the 
form of conformism, that is, when individuals preferentially copy the most common 

trait in their social environment. The systematic comparison of the six scenarios 

(combination of two group selection processes and three social learning rules), 

provide a challenge to the idea that conformism greatly favours the evolution of 

cooperation through cultural group selection. 

In chapter 2, I present a series of models of the evolution of eusociality inspired 

by the life-history of primitively social insects. By contrasting models that assume 

different genetics (haplodiploidy and diploidy), life cycles (female hibernation and 

larval diapause) and forms of sex determination (flexible or fixed), we assess the 
effect of conditions that have been proposed as important preadaptations for the 

evolution of eusociality. Moreover, we show that when these preadaptations act in 

concert the transition to eusociality is accompanied by a change in life-history; and, 

the life cycle that emerges from evolution resembles that of advanced social insects. 

The models we present in chapter 2 ignore the conflict of interests that arises over the 
sex allocation of the colony between workers and queens. In chapter 3 we extend one 
of the models presented in chapter 2, and include worker fratricide as a mechanism 

for workers to take control over the sex ratio of the colony. We find that such 
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mechanism for worker control facilitates in some circumstances the initial evolution 

of worker behaviour. However, it also favours intermediate levels in the tendency 

to become a worker. Thus, populations end up showing polyphenism in their social 

behaviour; that is, when some nests are eusocial and some are solitary. We argue 

that the presence of such polyphenism in many species should not be immediately 

assumed to be a transitional state to eusociality; but rather, alternative explanations 

must be taken into account. We provide one here. Finally, our model shows that the 

costs of fratricide split the production of the sexes. In cases with social polyphenisms, 

the split is between social and solitary nests. In fully eusocial populations, the split is 

triggered by evolutionary branching. Overall, the model presents hypotheses for the 

diversity of life cycles in primitively social insects.

In chapter 4, I present evidence of extended maternal care in a primitively social 

sweat bee. Sweat bees are the taxon with most variation in social behaviour, 

and where eusociality has evolved most times. Sweat bees were thought to lack 

extended maternal care because of their provisioning strategy. Sweat bees have 

mass provisioning: females collect all the food necessary for the development of 

an egg before they lay the egg. After they have collected all the food they lay the 

egg and seal the brood cell that contains all the food and the egg. The sealing of 

the cell was seen as the end of brood care for these bees. This is in contrast to 

progressive provisioning, found in advanced social insects, where females provide 

food throughout the development of the larvae. Using a set of artificial nests we 
found that nest foundresses do care for the brood after the brood cell is closed. They 

are apparently aware of the state of their offspring and, if necessary, open the brood 

cell and care for the brood. This evidence of cryptic extended maternal care in a 

primitively eusocial bees supports the idea that maternal care is a preadaptation to 

eusociality.

In chapter 5, we present a model of the pay-to-stay hypotheses for the evolution 

of cooperative breeding. The model is inspired by the natural history of the 

cooperatively breeding cichlid N. pulcher, a system where the pay-to-stay hypothesis 

has received much support in the last few years. We model the pay-to-stay scenario 

as a negotiation between two partners, a breeder and a subordinate. We assume 

their negotiation proceeds as a series of repeated interactions where the partners 

use behavioural reaction norms to determine their actions. We assess the evolution 

of those reaction norms under different levels of genetic relatedness. We find two 
different evolutionary equilibria: one driven by the negotiation dynamics, and 
another one driven by kin selection processes. Moreover, genetic relatedness favours 

the evolution of kin selected help, but harms the achievement of the negotiated 

equilibria. Given that the negotiated equilibria yields a higher level of help, higher 
levels of genetic relatedness produce on average lower levels of help. 

Building upon the model of chapter 5, in chapter 6, we present a general model of 

the evolution of reaction norms in the context of negotiation games. We first outline 
some general features of the negotiation, such as the line of neutral equilibria. 
Furthermore, we show that the evolutionary stability of that set of equilibrium points 
depends on the slope and curvature of the reaction norms of the two partners. We 

illustrate these results by using the specific example of the interaction of a breeder 
and a subordinate (chapter 5).
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Chapter 1

Abstract

The role of cultural group selection in the evolution of human cooperation is hotly 

debated. It has been argued that group selection is more effective in cultural evolution 

than in genetic evolution, because some forms of cultural transmission (conformism 

and/or the tendency to follow a leader) reduce intra-group variation while creating 

stable cultural variation between groups. This view is supported by some models, 

while other models lead to contrasting and sometimes opposite conclusions. A 

consensus view has not yet been achieved, partly because the modelling studies 

differ in their assumptions on the dynamics of cultural transmission and the mode of 

group selection. To clarify matters, we created an individual-based model allowing 

for a systematic comparison of how different social learning rules governing cultural 

transmission affect the evolution of cooperation in a group-structured population. 

We consider two modes of group selection (selection by group replacement or by 

group contagion) and systematically vary the frequency and impact of group-level 
processes. From our simulations we conclude that the outcome of cultural evolution 

strongly reflects the interplay of social learning rules and the mode of group selection. 
For example, conformism hampers or even prevents the evolution of cooperation if 

group selection acts via contagion; it may facilitate the evolution of cooperation 

if group selection acts via replacement. In contrast, leader-imitation promotes the 

evolution of cooperation under a broader range of conditions. 

Introduction

The extension, degree and diversity of cooperation among unrelated individuals are 

key to the ecological success of humans. The term ‘cooperation’ refers to behaviours 

by which benefits arise from the interactions between individuals. Hence cooperative 
behaviour provides benefits at the group level. From the individual perspective, 
however, the evolutionary emergence and stability of cooperation is often puzzling. 

In particular, this holds for social dilemmas where performing a cooperative act is 

costly to the actor, and free-riding individuals can reap the benefits of cooperation 
without paying the costs.

In evolutionary biology, which is focused on genetic evolution, the evolutionary 

emergence and stability of cooperation is the subject of a considerable body of 

literature (Axelrod 1985; Lehmann and Keller 2006; Nowak 2006). Since the dawn 
of evolutionary theory, Darwin suggested that the evolution of cooperation might be 

explained by the differential performance of cooperative and non-cooperative groups 

in intergroup competition (Darwin 1859, 1871). Ever since then, this idea has been 

controversial (Maynard Smith 1964; Queller 1992; West et al. 2007b; Leigh 2010). 

Evolutionary models demonstrate that selection between groups can indeed favour 

cooperation, but only under a limited range of demographic conditions (Maynard 

Smith 1964; Leigh 1983; Lehmann and Keller 2006; Lehmann et al. 2006; Traulsen 
and Nowak 2006). The problem is that within-group processes are typically faster 

than between-group processes. The rapid spread of individually favoured strategies 

(like refraining from cooperation) within groups erodes intergroup variation and, as 

a consequence, undermines the effectiveness of selection at the group level. 

It has been argued that when social strategies are transmitted culturally rather than 

genetically, group selection can favour the evolution of cooperation under less 

restrictive conditions. The transmission of cultural traits is mediated by various forms 

of social learning, some of which play a key role in theories of cultural group selection. 

In particular, conformism, which is the individual tendency to acquire locally common 
strategies (Boyd and Richerson 1985), can retard or prevent the spread of initially 

rare defective strategies (Henrich and Boyd 1998). By homogenizing behavioural 

strategies within groups, conformism changes the distribution of variation within 

and between groups, rendering cultural group selection a potentially efficient force 
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promoting the evolution of cooperation (Boyd and Richerson 1985, 2002; Bowles 

et al. 2003; Boyd et al. 2003, 2011; Henrich 2004; Guzmán et al. 2007; Scheuring 
2009). Recent models, however, cast doubt on the facilitating role of conformism in 

the evolution of cooperation (Lehmann and Feldman 2008). These models indicate 

that conformism can even hamper the evolution of cooperation because it hinders 

the spread of any new strategy in a group. Some modelling studies suggest that 

other mechanisms of social learning, such as the tendency to follow a group leader 

are more efficient in promoting cooperation via cultural group selection (Cavalli-
Sforza and Feldman 1981; Lehmann and Feldman 2008; Lehmann et al. 2008). The 

contrasting conclusions of different modelling studies by different schools of thought 

have led to an on-going debate on the role of cultural group selection. Part of the 
debate centres on the range of parameter values considered reasonable by different 

authors. Perhaps more importantly, comparison across models is hampered by the 
fact that the models differ in their basic assumptions on social learning and group 

selection (Boyd et al. 2011).

In the theory of genetic evolution, there has been considerable confusion and debate 

around the meaning of ‘group selection’. Some authors even argue that this term 

should be abandoned altogether (West et al. 2007a), since group selection is a special 

case of a more general hierarchical theory of selection (Frank 1986). Yet the concept 
of group selection can be useful in the context of a group-structured population, 

since group traits may be an emergent property of the interaction of group members 

that cannot easily be reduced to individual-level traits (Okasha 2006; Simon et al. 

2012). When talking about group selection, it is crucial to distinguish between two 

main modes, each representing different mechanisms that can have different effects 

on the outcome of evolution (West et al. 2007a). First, group selection can be driven 

by the differential extinction and colonization of patches, that is, the replacement of 

less successful groups by more successful ones (Maynard Smith 1964; Leigh 1983). 

This mode of group selection played a prominent role in the earliest discussions on 

group selection and is currently been referred to as ‘old’ group selection (West et al. 

2007a) or multilevel selection 2 (Okasha 2006). We prefer to use a more descriptive 

term and will henceforth refer to ‘replacement group selection’ when group selection 

is driven by the replacement of less successful groups by more successful ones. 

Second, group selection can be driven by the differential production of individuals 

migrating to and settling in other groups, that is, the ‘contagion’ of groups by 

individuals derived from other groups (Wilson 1975; Rogers 1990).This mode of 

group selection has been coined ‘trait-group’ selection (Wilson 1975), ‘new’ group 

selection (West et al. 2007a), or multilevel selection 1 (Okasha 2006).  As a more 

descriptive term, we propose to call this mode ‘contagion group selection’. In the 

biological literature, the distinction between group selection by replacement and 

group selection by contagion, or the lack of it, has produced extensive discussion 

(Okasha 2004, 2006; West et al. 2007a, 2007b; Wilson 2007) and confusion (Wilson 

and Wilson 2007). Despite this, there have been very few attempts to compare the 

requirements for each of these processes to work (Lehmann et al. 2006; García and 
van den Bergh 2011). 

In cultural evolution, the distinction between replacement and contagion group 

selection is as relevant as in biological evolution (Henrich 2004). Replacement 

group selection corresponds to the cultural take-over of whole groups by other 

more successful groups (Boyd et al. 2003; Traulsen and Nowak 2006; Guzmán et 
al. 2007). This may happen as a result of intergroup conflicts, where the winning 
group imposes their ‘culture’ upon subdued groups (Boyd et al. 2003; Traulsen and 

Nowak 2006; Guzmán et al. 2007). It may proceed in a more indirect way, if less 

successful groups tend to disband and go extinct, while well-performing groups 

bud off subgroups recolonizing empty patches (Soltis et al. 1995). Contagion group 

selection is mediated by the more gradual migration of cultural traits from one group 

to another. This may, for example, happen if the cultural traits observed in well-

performing groups are preferentially imitated by the individuals of other groups, 

leading to the gradual introgression of group-beneficial strategies into less successful 
groups (Henrich and Gil-White 2001; Boyd and Richerson 2002; Lehmann et al. 
2008). It is to be expected that, as in genetic evolution, the two modes of group 

selection have contrasting effects on the course and outcome of cultural evolution. 

Yet, systematic studies on these effects are currently lacking.

Before continuing it is important to clarify the meaning of the term ‘selection’ 

in the context of cultural evolution. We use a definition that is analogous to the 
usage of natural selection in genetic evolution, but somewhat more restricted than 

the definitions often given in the literature on cultural evolution (e.g. (Cavalli-
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Sforza and Feldman 1981; Boyd and Richerson 1985). In genetic evolution, 

natural selection refers to the preferential transmission of alleles that enhance the 

‘fitness’ of individuals, groups or other entities, that is, the ability of these entities 
to survive and reproduce. Darwinian fitness is often measured in payoffs that are 
acquired in interactions with others. Natural selection is an important driver of 
evolutionary change, but there are many other processes (including genetic drift and 

mutation pressure) leading to a change in allele frequencies. These processes differ 
from natural selection in that the evolutionary success of an allele is not related 

to the effect this allele has on the performance of the individuals, groups or other 

entities harbouring this gene. Similarly, in cultural evolution, various processes 

lead to changes in frequencies of cultural variants. In some of these processes, the 
evolutionary success of a cultural variant is related to the ‘performance’ of individuals, 

groups or other entities harbouring this variant. Examples include the preferential 

imitation of high-payoff individuals or the higher rate of cultural take-over from 

groups with superior organisation or technology. However, as in genetic evolution, 

the cultural transmission of a trait is not necessarily linked to the ‘performance’ of 

this trait, or to any of its inherent properties. Examples of forms of social learning 

that lead to cultural changes independent of payoffs include conformism-based 

learning (imitating traits that are locally most frequent), and status- or reputation-
based learning (e.g. following a leader irrespective of intrinsic qualities of his/her 
cultural traits). To maintain consistency with genetic evolution, we interpret cultural 

change that is driven by performance- or payoff-based social learning as analogous 

to natural selection, while cultural change driven by other forms of transmission 

(such as conformism) does not fall into this category. 

In this paper, we study three forms of social learning: payoff-based learning, 

conformism and leader imitation. Firstly, humans preferentially copy strategies 

from successful individuals (Henrich and Gil-White 2001; Lehmann et al. 2008; 
Kendal et al. 2009). In the context of a social dilemma, this social learning rule is 

expected to decrease rates of cooperation within groups since free-riding leads to 

higher payoffs. Secondly, under conformist learning individuals tend to adopt locally 

common strategies, thereby further increasing the frequency of those strategies in 
their groups. Thirdly, individuals may be inclined to follow a leader or a teacher in 

their group, so that the strategy of one influential individual tends to spread locally 

(Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1981). Experimental results suggest that more than one 

of the abovementioned social learning rules can apply at the same time (Efferson et 

al. 2008; McElreath et al. 2008).

To clarify matters and to help resolving the disagreements in the literature on 

the role of cultural group selection, we developed an individual-based model of 

cultural evolution in a group structured population. The model allows to consider 

various mixtures of social learning rules (payoff-based learning, conformism, 

leader imitation) in the context of two contrasting modes of cultural group selection 

(contagion versus replacement). For all combinations of settings, we systematically 

varied the strength of individual and group selection with the aim of elucidating 

whether, and under which conditions, cultural group selection favours the evolution 

of cooperation in a social dilemma.

The model

Overview
We simulate a metapopulation structured in m groups of n individuals each. 

Individuals face a social dilemma, modelled here as a public goods game. At 

each point in time, each has a pure strategy, ‘cooperate’ or ‘defect’. Cooperators 

contribute to the public good of their group at a cost. Defectors contribute nothing. 

All contributions to the public good yield a benefit that is distributed equally among 
all group members, irrespective of whether they have contributed to the public good 

or not. In our simulations of cultural evolution, payoffs acquired in the public goods 
game influence the probability that a strategy spreads due to payoff-based learning. In 
each time step of the simulation, one individual (‘focal’) is randomly sampled from 

the metapopulation to change its strategy by imitating one or more other individuals. 

Imitation can be based on payoffs, conformism to the majority, or following a leader. 

After each iteration, the payoff that individuals obtain from the game is updated. This 

stepwise procedure leads to an evolutionary dynamics in which the population can 

lose or gain one cooperator per iteration. We iterate this event-based process until 

cooperation has either been lost in the metapopulation or spread to fixation. Imitation 
of strategies can either occur within the focal individual’s group or in the context 

of a different group. The probability of occurrence of within and between group 

imitation events is given by the parameter γ that corresponds to the probability of a 
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group level event. Within-group imitation occurs either based on individual payoffs 

from the public goods game (with probability α) or based on another imitation rule 

(probability 1 – α). As alternatives to payoff-based learning, we consider conformism, 

leader-following and – as a standard of comparison – the imitation of a randomly 

chosen group member. As motivated in the introduction, we interpret changes in 

the frequency of strategies due to payoff differences as ‘selection’. Therefore, the 
parameter α that specifies the frequency of payoff-based imitation within groups 
represents the strength of individual selection. Between-group imitation occurs either 

randomly (with probability 1 – β), or based on benefits of the public goods in the 
respective groups (probability β). The parameter β specifies the frequency of payoff-
based imitation at the group level, and therefore the strength of group selection. Events 

involving different groups are implemented in two ways, reflecting two modes of group 
selection (contagion versus replacement). Figure 1 gives a graphical representation of 

the possible events that occur in a single iteration of the simulation. Details of the 

implementation of the imitation rules and modes of group selection are given below. 

First we examine scenarios where the metapopulation initially consists of one fully 

cooperative group and defectors in all the other groups. This is an assumption that 

has been adopted in several models of cultural group selection (Henrich and Boyd 

2001; Boyd et al. 2003, 2011; Guzmán et al. 2007) and is based on the idea that 
cooperation gained a foothold and has spread to fixation in one group due to stochastic 
processes. Second, we contrast these scenarios with simulations that start with a whole 

metapopulation of defectors, allowing cooperation to arise spontaneously with a fixed 
probability (corresponding to a mutation in genetic evolution). 

The public goods game
The social dilemma is modelled as a public goods game with discrete strategies. 

Cooperators contribute c units of their resources to a public good. Defectors do not 

contribute, avoiding the cost of cooperation. The total of investments is multipliedby 

1a > , yielding the overall benefit 
	
b = nc ⋅a ⋅c   to a group containing 

	
cn  co-

operators. This benefit is distributed equally among the n members of the group, 

irrespective of their contribution. Accordingly, payoffs acquired by cooperators and 
defectors are 

	
cP b n c= −  and

	
dP b n= , respectively. Since the payoff of a defector 

is always higher than that of a co-operator, within-group selection favours defection 

over cooperation.

Within-group events
The focal individual can imitate a member of its own group with probability 1 – γ. 

We consider four social learning rules determining this within-group imitation. With 

probability α, social learning is based on the payoffs acquired in the public goods 
game. With probability 1–α, payoff-based imitation is complemented by either 

random imitation, conformism or leader-imitation. These four learning rules were 

implemented as follows:

• Payoff-based imitation: the payoff of the focal individual P
f
 is compared with the 

payoff P
m
 of a randomly chosen group member (the ‘cultural model’). The focal 

Figure 1. Structure of the event based-model. When an event occurs, a randomly chosen focal 

individual may change its strategy as a result of either between-group imitation (probability g) or 

within-group imitation (probability 1-g). In case of a within-group event, imitation is either based on 

the payoffs in the local public goods game achieved by a randomly chosen group member (probability 

α) or based on another form of social learning like conformism or leader-following (probability 1–α). 
Accordingly, α reflects the strength of individual selection against cooperation. In case of a between-
group event, imitation is either based on the comparison of the public-good benefits achieved in the 
focal individual’s group with those of another group (probability β) or by the random imitation of an 

individual from a foreign group (probability 1-β). Accordingly, β reflects the strength of group selection 
in favour of cooperation.
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individual switches its strategy to that of the cultural model when the perceived 

payoff difference 

	
m fP P ε− +  is positive, where the ‘noise’ term ε is drawn 

from a standard normal distribution. 

• Random imitation: the focal individual switches its strategy to that of a randomly 

chosen group member. Random imitation corresponds to genetic drift in genetic 

models of evolution. It is included in our model as a benchmark to assess the 

effects of a decrease in the strength of individual selection α on the evolution of 

cooperation in the absence of conformism and leader-imitation. 

• Conformism: the focal individual samples three randomly chosen models from 

its group and imitates the majority in that sample (Boyd and Richerson 1985). 

With only two strategies in our model, taking three models guarantees a majority 

in a sample of minimal size. This small sample size reflects limited availability 
of information (e.g. due to constrains on the time that individuals can spend 

sampling the behaviour of other group members), or limited cognitive capacities. 

Alternative implementations of conformism, including larger sample sizes, are 

discussed below. 

• Leader-imitation: the focal individual imitates the ‘leader’ of its group. Each 

group has a leader, who is randomly chosen at the beginning of the simulation. 

The identity of the leader remains unchanged throughout a simulation run. 

Leaders may change their strategy by imitation, like any other member of their 

group by payoff-based imitation or between-group events. Leader-imitation 

homogenises strategies within groups, irrespective of their payoff or frequency.

Between-group events
Imitation based on between-group comparisons occurs with frequency γ. With 

probability 1 – β, the focal individual imitates a randomly chosen individual from 

any group in the population. This process mimics the random migration of strategies 

or mixing of ideas between groups. With probability β, imitation is based on a 

measure of group performance, reflected in the acquired payoffs. In this case, the 
focal individual compares the per-capita benefit 

	
fb n  from the public goods in its 

own group to the per-capita benefits 
	
mb n  in a randomly chosen ‘model group’. The 

perceived benefit difference is 

	
( )m fb b n ε− + , where the ‘noise’ term ε is again 

drawn from a standard normal distribution. We consider the following modes of 

group selection:

• Contagion-based group selection: if the perceived benefit difference is positive, 
the focal individual imitates a randomly chosen individual from the model 

group. The group of the focal individual is ‘contagioned’ with the strategy of the 

model group. 

• Replacement-based group selection: if the perceived benefit difference is 
positive, with probability 1/n the strategies of all n members of the group of 

the focal individual are changed to the strategies in the model group. The group 

of the focal individual is replaced by the model group, so that the group of the 

focal is an exact copy of the model group. With probability 1 – 1/n, no change 

does occur. We introduced the probability 1/n to compensate for the fact n group 

members change their strategies in case of group replacement. This allows a more 

direct comparison of contagion-based and replacement-based group selection, as 

the same number of individuals is expected to change in every time step. 

Initial conditions
In the first set of simulations, we initialise our population with one group composed of 
only cooperators and the other m–1 groups composed of only defectors. This choice 

of the initial state rests on the assumption that one group has shifted to a cooperative 

state due to stochastic effects (Boyd et al. 2003, 2011). The initial presence of 

strategic variation allows us to study the effect of transmission and selection without 

‘mutation’. In the second set of simulations, we start with m groups of defectors (and 

no cooperators) to see if a stochastic group shift is likely to occur. To this end, we 

allow individuals to spontaneously change their strategy with probability μ. While 

we consider this second set of simulations - including spontaneous changes - more 

realistic, we include both sets to compare the effects of common settings used in the 

literature. 

In all simulations, we track the evolution of cooperation by iterating the model for 

a maximum of 500 000 time steps (events). Simulation runs finished when either 
cooperation or defection had reached fixation in the population. Parameters (α, β, 

γ) were varied between 0 and 1 with steps of 0.1, and with steps of 0.01 for values 

under 0.1. Based on preliminary simulations runs, we chose to run 30 replicates 

for each parameter combination to assure that the results were robust to stochastic 

processes. In the results reported in the main text, we consider a metapopulation of 
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m=50 groups consisting of n=20 individuals, yielding a total population size of 1000 

individuals. All figures shown below are based on the payoff parameters a=3 and 

c=1. 

Results

For each parameter combination, we calculated the frequency of cooperation in the 
metapopulation at the final time step averaged across the 30 replicate simulations. 
Figure 2 gives an overview of the simulations that were initialised with one cooperative 

group. Each panel summarizes the outcome of cultural evolution as a function of the 

parameters α (strength of individual selection) and β (strength of group selection). 

The 24 small panels to the right correspond to the scenarios obtained by combining 

two modes of group selection (contagion-based versus replacement-based) with 

three alternatives to payoff-based imitation (random imitation R, leader-imitation 

L, conformism C) and four levels of g (corresponding to the relative frequency of 
between-group events). 

Selection strengths
As exemplified by the enlarged panel in Figure 2, the evolved frequency of 
cooperation decreased with the strength of individual selection (from left to right), 

while it increased with the strength of group selection (from bottom to top). In all 

scenarios considered, cooperation disappeared in case of weak group selection (β≈0) 
while it spread to fixation in case of strong group and weak individual selection 
(β≈1, α≈0). This makes sense, since payoff-based imitation disfavours cooperation 
in case of within-group events, while it favours cooperation in case of between-

group events. Strong individual selection (α≈1; right-hand side of each panel) almost 
invariably lead to the disappearance of cooperation; only in case of strong (β≈1) 
replacement-based group selection it remained in the population and even spread to 

fixation.

The scenarios where payoff-based imitation is combined with random imitation 

(panel rows R) exemplify how a decrease in the strength of individual selection on 

its own may lead to the establishment of cooperation. The corresponding panels 

serve as a benchmark for the cases where payoff-based imitation is combined with 

leader-imitation (panel rows L) or with conformism (panel rows C). A comparison 

across panel rows reveals that the effects of leader-imitation and conformism, while 

clearly present, only marginally expand the parameter range for the establishment 

of cooperation. In case of contagion-based group selection, conformism even leads 

to a reduction in the parameter range allowing for the evolution of cooperation. In 

that sense, conformism can hamper the evolution of cooperation by cultural group 

selection. 

Group selection by contagion
When group selection is based on contagion, only leader-imitation favours the 

evolution of cooperation, whereas conformism has a detrimental effect. It is easy 

to understand why conformism hampers the spread of cooperation: even if some 

individuals get ‘contagioned’ by a cooperative strategy (by imitating an individual 

from a group with high public-goods benefits), this strategy cannot get a foothold 

Figure 2. Evolution of cooperation under cultural group selection under various assumptions 

on social learning and the mode of group selection. Each panel depicts the evolved frequency of 
cooperation as a function of the rate α of payoff-based imitation within groups (a measure of the 

strength of individual selection) and the rate β of payoff-based imitation between groups (a measure of 

the strength of group selection). The six rows of panels present outcomes when within-group payoff-

based learning is complemented (at rate 1–α) by either random imitation (R), leader-imitation (L), or 

conformism (C), under group selection by either contagion or replacement. The four columns of panels 

present varying frequencies of between-group events (γ) as opposed to within-group events. Values 

obtained from the simulations were interpolated to smoothen the plots. 
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in the local group since within-group payoff comparisons act against cooperation 

while within-group conformism tends to weed out cooperation as long as it is rare. 

In contrast, leader-imitation can promote the evolution of cooperation provided that 

group selection is strong enough to overcome the effects of individual selection. 

Group selection by replacement
Under group selection by replacement, both conformism and leader-imitation 

widen the scope for cooperation (Figure 2). In contrast to the contagion scenario, 

conformism can promote cooperation here. This is even the case when group selection 

is relatively weak (low values of β), particularly when within-group events are based 

on considerable frequencies of conformism (say, α < 0.4). Note that conformism 

favours cooperation most when rates of between-group events (γ) are relatively low. 

This effect is also exemplified by Figure 3. When between-group events are rare, 
conformism can prevent defectors from invading in cooperative groups and facilitate 

the evolution of cooperation under group replacement (Figure 3, right panel). This 

effect breaks down if between-group events are too frequent. All else being equal, 
the impact of group selection increases with γ. However, beyond a certain level of γ, 

within-group dynamics is too slow for conformism to prevent the spread of defectors 

that are introduced by random mixing between groups. When conformism is 

infrequent, variation between groups breaks down, weakening the potential of group 
selection to promote cooperation. While the effect of conformism on the evolution of 

cooperation is strongly dependent on the mode of group selection, leader-imitation 

has similar effects under contagion- and replacement-based group selection (Figure 

2, panel rows L, Figure 3). In contrast to conformism, leader-imitation promotes 

cooperation more strongly under increasing rates of between-group events (Figure 2, 

panel rows L; Figure 3). The arrival of migrants form other groups does not diminish 

the homogenising power of leader-imitation.

Spontaneous emergence of cooperation
All results reported so far were obtained from simulations initialised with one 

group of cooperators. We relaxed this assumption by initialising the population 

with only defectors and allowed individuals to spontaneously switch their strategy 

by innovation. In this scenario, conformism does not promote the evolution of 

cooperation. Even under group selection by replacement, conformism impedes the 

evolution of cooperation, preventing the spread of any new strategy that arises by 

innovation (Figure 4). For leader-imitation, the initial conditions do not influence the 
outcome of cultural evolution qualitatively. 

Robustness of results
In addition to the simulations reported above, we ran numerous other simulations. 

Changing the payoff parameters in the public goods game, the distribution of 

individuals over groups (e.g. m=10, n=100; m=40, n=25) and the total population 

size (with n=20 and m=500) only had a small quantitative effect but did not change 
our conclusions. In contrast to the findings reported by Boyd and colleagues (2011), 
the outcome of cultural group selection was also not affected when we considered 

a spatially explicit model with stepping-stone migration on a torus (Boyd and 

Richerson 2002). More localized migration only slows down the speed of evolution, 

but does not change the outcome in a qualitative way. 

Figure 3. Increasing the frequency g of between-group events hinders cooperation under 

conformism and promotes cooperation under leader-imitation. Both graphs are based on α=0.2 

and β=0.5. For low rates of between-group events, simulations with conformism do not always reach 

fixation within 5.106 time steps.
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In our implementation of conformist learning, an individual samples only three 

models in its group (Boyd and Richerson 1985). Increasing the size of this sample 

strengthens conformist effects, leading to more efficient within-group homogenization 
of behaviour (simulation data not shown). Moreover, alternative approaches to 

modelling the effects conformism on the cultural evolution of social behaviour yield 

results in line with the findings reported here (Molleman and Weissing in press), 
suggesting that our simulation results are robust to changes in the way conformism 

is implemented.

Figure 4. Outcome of cultural group selection when cooperation was initially absent and could 

only arise by spontaneous ‘mutation’ (innovation). Panels as in Fig 2. Per event, the focal individual 
spontaneously changes its strategy with probability µ=0.01. Values obtained from the simulations were 

interpolated to smoothen the plots.

Discussion

The last years have seen a debate about the role of social learning in the evolution 

of cooperation by cultural group selection. On the one hand, it has been argued that 

a social learning rule like conformism favours the evolution of cooperation (Boyd 

and Richerson 2002; Boyd et al. 2003, 2011; Choi and Bowles 2007). This argument 

is based on the idea that conformism reduces behavioural variation within groups, 

thereby increasing the effects of variation between groups (Henrich and Boyd 

1998). As a result, cultural group selection could potentially be an important factor 

facilitating the evolution of cooperation. On the other hand, recent theoretical work 

has challenged this argument, showing by means of example models that conformism 

does often not favour the evolution of cooperation (Lehmann and Feldman 2008; 

Lehmann et al. 2008). Our systematic comparison indicates that the contrasting 

conclusions reflect the specific combination of social learning rules and mode of 
group selection assumed in the models underlying these conclusions. Under group 

selection by contagion, individuals from cooperative groups are imitated more and 

defector groups get ‘contagioned’ by cooperative strategies. Conformism hinders the 

evolution of cooperation in this scenario: uncommon behaviours are strongly selected 

against and rare cooperators contagioning defector groups are disfavoured by both 

payoff-based imitation and conformism. When cooperative groups can replace less 

cooperative groups, conformism can promote the evolution of cooperation, provided 

that initially one group in the population consists of cooperators (Boyd et al. 2003).

Our results contrast with previous models in terms of the facilitating effects of 

conformism on the evolution of human cooperation (Boyd, Richerson, & Henrich, 

2011; Boyd et al., 2011; Boyd & Richerson, 1985; Henrich & Boyd, 1998, 2001). 

However, one could think of scenarios in which conformism could have a positive 

influence on cooperation in a more indirect way. For instance, conformism might 
homogenize groups with respect to various norms and habits and thereby increase 

social cohesion. As a consequence, trust may build up among group members more 
easily, potentially facilitating cooperation. Secondly, conformism may have positive 

effects on cooperation when payoffs of behaviour vary spatially. Conformist learning 

can help newcomers to adopt locally beneficial strategies, allowing them to coordinate 
with resident individuals, and adapt to local equilibria (Boyd & Richerson, 1985). 
Therefore, it is possible that under these different conditions conformism plays a 
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more prominent role in the evolution of social behaviours. Further theoretical work 

is needed to clarify these issues.

Earlier studies (Lehmann and Feldman 2008; Lehmann et al. 2008) arrived at the 

conclusion that leader-imitation is more efficient than conformism in establishing 
cooperation through cultural group selection. Our results are in line with this 

conclusion. In fact, imitating a group leader can promote the evolution of cooperation 

irrespective of the mode of group selection. However, the way that leadership is 

implemented in these models as well as ours, is a simplification that is certainly 
quite unrealistic. Leaders are most likely not chosen at random, but they emerge in 
the interaction between individuals (e.g. (Weissing 2011)). Becoming a leader or a 

follower and accepting the leadership of somebody else will often be the outcome 

of a game with strategies and payoffs that are quite unrelated to the public goods 
game considered here. Leadership and followership can also be institutionalized, 

again associated with costs and benefits that are not necessarily congruent with those 
of the underlying public goods game. Accordingly, leaders and followers will often 

be motivated by incentives that are not conceptualized in our simple model. It is 

easy to imagine situations where leader-imitation is an even more potent force in 

bringing about cooperation than in our model (e.g. if institutions reward leaders 

on the basis of group benefits). However, in other situations leader-imitation might 
actually hamper the evolution of cooperation (e.g. if the leader has to be paid from 

public-good benefits). Clearly more refined models of leadership are required to 
really judge the role of leader-imitation for the evolution of cooperation. 

In total, we conducted more than 4·109 simulations, each simulation running for up to 

5·105 time steps. Yet, even an extensive study like this can only address few potential 
interactions between social learning rules and modes of cultural group selection. For 

example, we assessed the effects of only two imitation rules (conformism and leader-

imitation).  There may be many other rules potentially reducing variation within 

groups (Laland 2004; Rendell et al. 2011), and the way this reduction comes about 

could interact with the mode of group selection in unexpected ways (witnessed by 

the effects of conformism reported here). Also, different modes of group selection 

are by no means mutually exclusive, and may act simultaneously and interactively 

(Okasha 2006). In our model, payoff-based imitation is error prone, but we did not 

systematically investigate the implications of various error rates and degrees of 

noise. For simplicity, we assumed that the errors associated with the measurement of 

payoff differences are equally large when imitation occurs within or between groups. 
In many situations it is more plausible to assume that the success of individuals from 

other groups is harder to assess than the payoffs of group members.

Models studying the evolution of social learning mainly focus on contexts in which 

outcomes of behaviour are independent of the behaviour of others (Boyd and 

Richerson 1985). The same is true for most (McElreath et al. 2005, 2008; Efferson 

et al. 2008) but not all (Traulsen et al. 2010) experimental work investigating 

how humans use social information to determine their behavioural strategies. Our 

understanding of the cultural evolution of cooperation would benefit from theory 
that predicts which forms of social learning are adaptive in contexts where outcomes 

of behaviour also depend on the strategic choices of others. Confronting humans 

with such contexts under controlled laboratory conditions could then test if humans 

indeed use these social learning rules in decision making in cooperative interactions. 

Also, studying cooperation should not restrict itself to social dilemmas. Human 

cooperation comes in many different forms and flavours; the public goods game 
modelled here represents only one specific context in which humans cooperate. 
Exploring the effects of various social learning rules on the cultural evolution of 

social behaviour in other games, such as coordination games and evasion games, 

presents an interesting venue of research for the future.
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Abstract

Explaining the origin of eusociality, with strict division of labour between workers 

and reproductives, remains one of evolutionary biology’s greatest challenges. It has 

been proposed that specific combinations of genetical, behavioural and ecological 
traits favour eusociality, but quantitative models integrating such preadaptations 
are lacking. Here we use mathematical models to show that the joint evolution of 

helping at the natal nest and maternal sex ratio adjustment act synergistically to 

trigger a major evolutionary transition consisting of two simultaneous changes: a 

behavioural change from solitary to eusocial breeding, and a demographic change 

from a life cycle with two reproductive broods to a life cycle with production of a 

worker brood before reproductives. Specific suits of preadaptations are particularly 
favourable to the evolution of eusociality: lifetime monogamy, bivoltinism with 

hibernation of mated females, and haplodiploid sex determination with maternal 

ability to adjust the sex ratio. This explains why eusociality has evolved most often 

in Hymenopterans.

Introduction

Eusociality is the most advanced form of social life found in the animal kingdom. Its 

hallmark is reproductive division of labour, where some individuals refrain from their 

own reproduction but instead increase the reproductive output of their parents. The 

first evolutionary hypothesis that attempted to explain the distribution of eusociality 
across animal taxa, the “haplodiploidy hypothesis”, was proposed by W.D. Hamilton 
using his then new inclusive fitness theory (Hamilton 1964a; Queller and Strassmann 
1998). Haplodiploidy is the sex determining mechanism whereby fertilized eggs 

become females, and unfertilized eggs males. As a consequence, sisters are more 
closely genetically related to one another (r = 3/4) than to their own daughters (r = 

1/2), thus favouring workers to channel more effort into raising the former rather 

than the latter. When Hamilton proposed his hypothesis, almost all the taxa known 

to have evolved eusociality – with the notable exception of termites (Thorne 1997) 

– were in the haplodiploid Hymenoptera, the order of ants, bees and wasps. Thus, it 

seemed at least plausible that haplodiploidy was an important preadaptation: a trait 

that arose before, and independently of eusociality, but that increased the chances for 

eusociality to evolve. However, since then a number of additional diploid eusocial 

clades have been discovered, including ambrosia beetles (Biedermann and Taborsky 

2011), sponge-dwelling shrimp (Duffy 1996) and bathyergid mole rats (Jarvis 

1981), weakening (Queller and Strassmann 1998; Nowak et al. 2010) the apparent 

importance of haplodiploidy. 

Trivers and Hare (Trivers and Hare 1976) pointed out that Hamilton’s original model 

overlooked the fact that in haplodiploid species females are more closely related 

to their sons (r = 1/2) than their brothers (r = 1/4), and that this exactly cancels the 

genetic benefits of helping raise siblings instead of direct descendants. Consequently, 
only when the production of the sexes is split among different nests (split sex ratios), 

will haplodiploidy favour worker behaviour, and it will do so only in those nests 

with female-biased sex ratios (Trivers and Hare 1976; Grafen 1986; Stubblefield 
and Charnov 1986).  Thus, maternal ability to bias offspring sex ratios came to be 

seen as an additional preadaptation for the evolution of eusociality, as well as the 

conditions that favour split sex ratios (Seger 1983; Stubblefield and Charnov 1986). 
Seger showed that temporally split sex ratios are promoted by the bivoltine life 
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cycle found in many species of solitary insects closely related with eusocial species 

(Seger 1983). Bivoltinism, the production of two broods in one reproductive season, 

opens the possibility to split the production of the sexes between the two broods. 

Seger (Seger 1983) hypothesized that a female biased second brood in the season 

would promote the evolution of worker behaviour; thus, adding bivoltinism as yet 

another preadaptation for the evolution of eusociality. The female-biased summer 

brood implies that if a spring-hatched female stayed to help her mother, she would 

help raise siblings that are on average more closely related to her than her own 

offspring would be. However, Seger’s argument pertains only to the initial invasion 

of the helping trait, and does not account for possible changes in sex ratios driven 

by the presence of  helping behaviour, once it has evolved (Fawcett et al. 2011). Sex 

allocation theory predicts evolutionary feedbacks between helping behaviour and 

sex ratios when only one of the sexes helps, as it’s the case in Hymenoptera (Pen 
and Weissing 2000b; Stubblefield and Orzack 2013), thus, making it necessary to 

account for the co-evolution of all traits.

Besides haplodiploidy, maternal manipulation of the sex ratios, and bivoltinism, 

several additional factors have been proposed to bias the odds in favour of eusociality, 

such as specific life cycle structures and ecological conditions (Gadagkar 1991; Hunt 
and Amdam 2005), the presence of a defensible nest (Queller 1989; Nowak et al. 
2010), and a monogamous mating system (Boomsma 2009; Fromhage and Kokko 
2011; Herrera 2013). However, it is unknown how these factors jointly affect the 

evolution of eusociality, and in particular whether they act synergistically in promoting 

it. Here we develop a unified model, grounded in the life history of primitively social 
insects described by Seger (Seger 1983). The model integrates many of the proposed 

preadaptations, and allows the co-evolution of worker behaviour and sex ratios. We 

show that, indeed, specific combinations of traits are much more likely to trigger an 
evolutionary transition to eusociality.

The model

Partial bivoltinism.
We constructed models for populations with two partially overlapping generations 

per year, i.e. partially bivoltine populations that are common in Hymenoptera (Seger 

1983) (details in the SI). The first generation of the year, or spring generation, gives 
rise to a summer generation consisting of offspring and survivors of the spring 

generation. The summer generation then gives rise to an autumn generation, some of 

which members overwinter to form a new spring generation, thus completing the life 

cycle (Fig. 1 top). In the models, females have three potentially evolvable traits: the 

tendency 0 1h≤ ≤  of females hatched in the spring to forgo reproduction and stay at 

their natal nest to help their mother, and the offspring sex ratios: (proportion of sons) 

1
0 1z≤ ≤  and 

2
0 1z≤ ≤  produced in spring and summer broods, respectively. Each 

helper adds an additional b offspring per offspring produced by their mother. 

Unisexual or bisexual overwintering
We consider two types of partially bivoltine life cycle: the “female hibernation” 
(FH) type where only mated females from the autumn generation overwinter, and the 

“larval diapause” (LD) type where both sexes overwinter as diapause larvae (Seger 

1983; Stubblefield and Charnov 1986) (Figs. S1 and S2). For both types of cycle, 

overwintering females may reproduce first in the spring, and a second time during 
summer, while females from the spring brood can only reproduce in the summer. 

In the FH model, males hatched in the spring can mate with females hatched in the 

spring, and if they survive (with probability S
m
) they can mate with females hatched 

the in the summer as well. In contrast, males hatched in the summer can only mate 

with females hatched in the summer. As a result, in the FH scenario, males hatched 

in the spring have an inherently higher expected reproductive success than males 

hatched in the summer. This causes natural selection to favour male-biased sex ratios 

in the spring and female-biased sex ratios in the summer (Seger 1983). In the LD 

model the situation is reversed in that males from the summer brood overwinter 

and  get the chance to mate both in the following spring and, if they survive (with 

probability S
m
), once again in the summer. Thus, the LD life cycle favours male-

biased sex ratios in the summer and female-biased sex ratios in the spring (Seger 

1983). 
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Eusociality threshold
We represented the life cycles described above using matrix population models. We 

first derived a transition matrix to track the dynamics of rare mutant phenotypes 
invading a resident population monomorphic for the three traits. Using the 

reproductive value approach (Taylor 1996; Pen and Weissing 2000a), we derived 

Figure 1. Partially bivoltine solitary life cycle used in the model as evolutionary starting point 

(top) and univoltine eusocial life cycle obtained as evolutionary endpoint (bottom). Disks depict 

different classes of individuals: pink and blue disks female and male reproductives, respectively, while 

the green disk represents female workers. Black arrows represent contribution from one class to another 

via reproduction (filled) and helping behaviour (dashed). Red lines connect male classes with potential 
mates in female classes. Evolvable parameters in the model are the spring sex ratio z

1
, the summer sex 

ratio z
2
 and the helping tendency h of female offspring hatched in the spring. Top: each spring starts 

with females that mated during the previous autumn, survived hibernation and founded a new nest. 

Each female can produce up to two broods per year: one in the spring and one in the summer. Females 

from spring broods reproduce once during the summer. Males from spring broods mate with females 

from spring broods and can also survive to mate with females from summer broods. Before helping 

evolves (h = 0), selection favours male-biased spring sex ratios (z
1
 > 1/2) and female-biased summer 

sex ratios (z
2
 < 1/2). Bottom: effectively univoltine life cycle, evolved from partially bivoltine life 

cycle. Only females are produced during spring (z
1
 = 0) and these females help their mother (h = 1) raise 

the summer brood, which has an unbiased sex ratio (z
2
 = 1/2).

the selection gradient for each of the traits. Our main interest was in studying the 

conditions under which altruistic helping ( 0)h >  evolves, and how this is affected 

by the presence or absence of specific preadaptations. To this end, we analysed 
different versions of our models, by varying (1) the life cycle structure; (2) the type 

of genetics (diploidy vs. haplodiploidy); (3) the type of mating system (lifetime 

monogamy vs. polyandry or serial monogamy); and, lastly, (4) the degree of sex 

ratio control (presence vs. absence). We analysed the effects of the preadaptations by 

deriving the minimal level of worker benefits (B
min

) necessary for selection to favour 

the evolution of helping; thus, we refer to this quantity as the eusociality threshold. 
B

min
 > 1 means that workers are more efficient at raising siblings than their own 

offspring; conversely, B
min

 < 1 means workers are more efficient at raising offspring 
than siblings. Consequently, the lower B

min
, the easier it is for eusociality to evolve. 

This measure is analogous to the “efficiency ratio” of Charnov (Charnov 1978) and 

Grafen (Grafen 1986), and the “potential for altruism” of Gardner (Gardner 2010; 
Gardner et al. 2012). Furthermore, we computed evolutionary dynamics of these 

traits using adaptive dynamics assumptions (Dieckmann and Law 1996; Pen and 
Taylor 2005)  with our inclusive fitness expressions (Taylor et al. 2007), and we 

complement them with matching individual-based population genetic simulation 

models (see Methods and SI for details).  

Results

Co-evolutionary dynamics
An analysis of the co-evolutionary dynamics of helping and sex ratios shows that the 

FH life cycle, with overlapping generations of males, initially favours the evolution 

of male-biased broods in the spring and female-biased broods in the summer (Figure 

2), as predicted by Seger (Seger 1983). Thus, sex ratio manipulation under the FH 

life cycle strongly promotes a transition from solitary to eusocial behaviour, while 

the LD life cycle tends to inhibit it (SI). Moreover, once helping behaviour is present 

and workers increase the fecundity of the queen, natural selection favours queens that 
allocate more resources into the production of a larger worker force. This is achieved 

by shifting the sex ratio of the spring brood to produce more females. Eventually, 

the spring brood becomes 100% females while, due the lack of surviving males in 

the spring, the summer sex ratios evolves back to even (Figure 2). This amounts to a 

major life history transition from a partially bivoltine (Figure 1 top) to a univoltine 
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life cycle (Figure 2 bottom), triggered by an evolutionary feedback between social 

behaviour and sex ratios (Fawcett et al. 2011).

Effect of preadaptations in the conditions for the evolution of worker behaviour
Our models, unlike Hamilton’s original hypothesis (Hamilton 1964a), account 

for the joint effects of genetics, life history and ecological traits. The independent 

effect of each trait can range from considerable importance to negligible. Lifetime 

Figure 2. Coevolutionary dynamics of helping behaviour and sex ratios in populations with a 

female hibernation life cycle, haplodiploid genetics and lifetime monogamy. Smooth darker curves 

are deterministic predictions from the mathematical inclusive fitness model; more lightly coloured 
ribbons represent corresponding outcome ranges of 10 stochastic individual-based simulations. During 

the first 10,000 generations, helping is not allowed to evolve while sex ratios evolve towards male-
biased spring broods and female-biased summer broods. From generation 10,000 onwards, helping is 

allowed to evolve: initial evolution of helping behaviour feeds back on sex ratio selection, reversing the 

direction of selection on sex ratios; as helping evolves towards maximal levels (h→1), spring broods 
evolve towards 100% female sex ratios (z

1
→0) while summer broods evolve towards an even sex ratio 

(z
2
→1/2). At evolutionary equilibrium, a transition has occurred from a partially bivoltine life cycle 

without helping behaviour towards a eusocial univoltine life cycle with production of workers followed 

by production of reproductives. Parameter values S
f
 = 0.9, S

m
 = 0.6, b=1.5, F

1
 = F

3
 = 5.0.

monogamy (Boomsma 2009), for instance, due to its positive effect on within-brood 

genetic relatedness, reduces the eusociality threshold to one half of the threshold 

under polyandry or serial monogamy (Figure 3). In contrast, haplodiploidy (Ross et 

al. 2013) and sex ratio manipulation can both favour or harm the evolution of helping 

behaviour (Gardner et al. 2012), depending on the specific life cycle (FH or LD, 
Figure 3). But the simultaneous presence of all these traits in animals with a FH life 

Figure 3. Helping efficiency B required for the evolution of eusociality as a function of male survival 

probability (S
m
), partially bivoltine life cycle type (female hibernation vs. larval diapause), genetical 

system (haplodiploidy vs. diploidy), type of mating system (lifetime monogamy vs. polyandry), 

and maternal ability to adjust her brood sex ratios (present vs. absent). A helping efficiency of B = 

1 indicates that a worker is equally efficient at raising her own offspring as she is at helping her mother 
raise offspring. Under polyandry (orange area, B > 2) eusociality always requires workers to be at least 
twice as efficient raising siblings relative to own offspring. Under diploidy, eusociality always requires 
workers to be more efficient at raising siblings than their own offspring (yellow area, B > 1). Under the 
combination of monogamy, haplodiploidy and LD, the efficiency required for eusociality increases with 
male survival (dashed lines inside yellow area), and more strongly if sex ratios can coevolve (full line 

inside yellow area). Under lifetime monogamy, haplodiploidy and FH, the benefits required decrease 
with male survival (dashed line in green area), more so if sex ratios can coevolve (dark green area). 

Parameter values F
1
 = F

3
 = 2.0.
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cycle can reduce the threshold to only 2/3 of their productivity as solitary breeders 

(Figure 3, SI). Thus, in taxa possessing combinations of specific preadaptations, the 
likelihood of an evolutionary transition to eusociality is much increased.

Discussion

The two types of life history considered here represent distinctive conditions found in 

different taxonomic groups of Hymenoptera. The FH condition is a common feature 

of Halictine bees (Schwarz et al. 2007) and Polistes wasps (Hunt 1999), where 

despite large diversity in life history and social behaviour, life cycles usually start 

with a mated female. Overwintering characterizes the life cycle of many temperate 

species due to seasonality, but tropical species also have periods of inactivity driven 

by the cycles of rainy and dry weather (Smith et al. 2003). Halictine bees are the 

group of animals in which eusociality has evolved more times than in any other group 

(Danforth 2001). The end point of the transition predicted by our model is the typical 

life cycle of eusocial Halictines. In contrast, the initial stage, although present, is 

rare among solitary Halictines (Schwarz et al. 2007). Most solitary species produce 

only a single brood per reproductive season. Some species can be both eusocial and 

solitary depending on the geographical location; solitary populations are univoltine, 

but if they are in places that allow more than one brood, they show eusocial life 

following the life cycle predicted here (Hogendoorn and Leys 1997; Richards 2001). 

The rareness of the bivoltine life cycle, and the corresponding biases, in solitary and 

social Halictines has been used as an argument against the broader applicability of 

Seger’s model  to understand the evolution of eusociality (West 2009; Gardner et 
al. 2012). However, our model shows that those biases and strict bivoltinism are no 

longer expected once worker behaviour has evolved, due to the feedback between 

sex ratio evolution and the helping tendency. In reality, the production of females 

in first broods is highly variable among social Halictines and has been recognized 
to have predictive value for the level of sociality (Breed 1976; Packer and Knerer 
1985). Our model presents an explanation for this statistical pattern. 

The larval diapause condition is found in sphecid wasps, for which – although 

less well studied – there is only a single report of eusocial life (Matthews 1968). 

 However, there is some evidence of the sex ratio biases predicted by the model 

(Seger 1983; Brockmann and Grafen 1992). Larval diapause is also common among 

Megachilidae bees (Tepedino and Parker 1988), a group that despite being sister to 

Apidae (the family of the honey bee) (Hedtke et al. 2013), is predominantly solitary. 

The evolutionary scenario portrayed by our model starts with a population living in a 

seasonal environment that allows the production of two broods, associated with two 

mating episodes in one reproductive season. Our model predicts that evolution drives 

such populations towards a unique synchronous mating episode in the life cycle, a 
condition predominant in all taxa with advanced stages of eusociality, even when 

living in tropical environments and having multiple mating partners in that unique 
episode (Boomsma 2013). Statistical analysis show that the number of broods, 

governed by breeding season length and developmental time, is positively correlated 

with the level sociality (Kocher et al. 2014). Moreover, environmental factors related 

to season length seem to be important determinants in the expression of worker 

behaviour in facultatively eusocial species (Hogendoorn and Leys 1997; Richards 

2001; Fucini et al. 2009; Field et al. 2010). Thus, from the eusocial univoltine life 

cycle predicted here, it is easy to envision evolutionary, demographic and ecological 

changes that extend and specialize the production of the first (worker) brood leading 
eventually to advanced eusociality, where workers possess morphological adaptations 

and whose production is maintained throughout the year; or, conversely, changes 

that reduce season length leading to a reversal toward solitary life, an event that has 

also occurred in the Halictines more than in any other taxon (Danforth 2001). 

Our models incorporate several preadaptations that have been proposed to be required 
for the evolution of eusociality, and point to the causal role they have played in the 

evolutionary transition. First, a monogamous mating system ensures high genetic 

relatedness among nest-mates. In turn, this mating system is particularly favoured in 

the Hymenoptera by another preadaptation: the presence of sperm storage (Wilson 

1971; Boomsma 2009, 2013). Secondly, haplodiploidy plays a twofold role in the 

presence of monogamy: it creates a relatedness asymmetry between the sexes (Trivers 

and Hare 1976), and in addition allows a flexible maternal sex ratio manipulation 
(West and Sheldon 2002). These two effects can cause an evolutionary feedback loop 

between social behaviour and sex ratios variation that not only promotes the evolution 

of helping behaviour, but also pushes the population towards a typical colonial life 

cycle where first a “somatic” brood of workers is produced, followed by reproductive 
brood. Finally, bivoltinism sets the stage for all these traits to synergistically bring 
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about eusociality (Seger 1983; Gadagkar 1991; Hunt and Amdam 2005). The 

production of a second brood by the foundress allows offspring from the first brood 
to express allomaternal care towards their siblings. The expression of allomaternal 

care might also be influenced by behavioural, and developmental preadaptations 
(West-Eberhard 1987a; Hunt 2012). For example, certain developmental “bauplans” 
might promote the newly hatched spring females to express brood care, without 

ovarian development, due to the presence of their mother, hence naturally leading 

to reproductive division of labour. Those mechanistic preadaptations are not 

contradictory to our framework, but rather, naturally complement it.

The evolutionary transition to eusociality, the most advanced form of social life, 

encompasses radical and complex changes in many facets of a species’ biology. 

Rather than one unique causal factor, we showed how specific combinations of them 
can drive the transition. The Hymenoptera seem to have serendipitously ended up 

with such a set of traits, and because of them, have achieved their supreme ecological 

position.

Methods

We constructed class structured matrix population models (Brommer et al. 2000; 

Caswell 2000), where classes are defined by sex and stage in the life cycle. Here we 
outline the model for the female hibernation life cycle (Figure 1 and Extended Data 

Figure 1; see SI for more details). We distinguish 7 classes: 1, spring females; 2, 

sperm stored by spring females; 3, non-helping female offspring of spring females; 

4, helping female offspring of surviving spring females; 5, surviving spring females 

that reproduce in summer; 6, sperm stored by class 5 females; 7, male offspring of 

spring females. Fecundities of class-i females are given by F
i
. We considered three 

evolvable traits: the sex ratio z
1
 (proportion sons) produced by spring females, the 

sex ratio z
2
 produced by summer females, and the helping tendency h of daughters of 

spring females. For each of the three traits x we derived an expression W(x,x*) for the 

inclusive fitness of a focal female expressing the trait value x in a resident population 

fixed for trait value x*

* * * * *

1 1 1 1 dau f1 1 son m1 f 3 1 1 2 dau f 2 2 son m2

* * *

2 2 3,5 2 dau f 2 2 son m2

* * * * *

3 2 dau f 2 2 son m2 f 2 sis f 2 2 bro m2

( , ) ( ) (1 )( )

( , ) ( )

( , ) [ ( ) ( )]

W z z F z r v z r v S F bhz F z r v z r v

W z z F z r v z r v

W h h F h z r v z r v hS b z r v z r v

= + + + +

= +

= + + +

� � �

�

� � � (1)

Here 

	
!zi =1− zi (i ∈{1,2})  are the proportions of daughters; r

dau
, r

son
, r

sis
 and r

bro
 

represent coefficients of relatedness between females expressing the trait of interest 
and their daughters, sons, sisters and brothers respectively (Pen and Weissing 
2000b). Sex-specific and generation-specific reproductive values are given by *

ij
v  

(sex i 

	
{ , },f m∈  generation j 

	
{1,2})∈ . 

3,5
F is the average fecundity of females 

reproducing in the summer (social and solitary). Evolutionary equilibria and adaptive 
dynamics of traits were calculated using the selection gradients ∂W/∂z

1
, ∂W/∂z

2 
and 

∂W/∂h according to standard methods (Dieckmann and Law 1996; Pen and Taylor 
2005; Taylor et al. 2007).  In addition to the analytical inclusive fitness models, 
we also used individual-based population genetic simulation models to verify the 

mathematical results (see Supplementary Information for details).
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Suplementary information

General modelling approach
We consider populations with two partially overlapping generations per year, i.e. 

partially bivoltine populations with a spring generation and a summer generation. 

Each generation has a specific class structure, i.e. a frequency distribution of 
females and males, reproductives and helpers. The vector 1( )tN keeps track of the 

class distribution for the spring generation in year t, while 2( )tN tracks the summer 

generation in year t. Transitions between generations are modelled with demographic 

matrices ( {1,2})i i∈D that track survivors and the offspring produced by females 

(Caswell 2001): 

2 1 1

1 2 2

( ) ( )
( 1) ( )
t t
t t

=
+ =

N D N
N D N

       (1)

At demographic equilibrium (DE; when ( 1) ( ))i it t+ =N N , all transitions in a 

single year can be described by a block matrix of the form (Brommer et al. 2000)

1 2

1 2

=
O D

D
D O        (2)

The O
i
 are matrices of appropriate dimensions filled with zeroes. The dominant 

eigenvalue of D must be l=1. To ensure this we scale winter survival by a factor α 

(see Demography bellow). The corresponding dominant right eigenvector u contains 

for both generations the stable class distributions in DE, which will be needed for the 

inclusive fitness calculations outlined below.

Class-specific individual reproductive values, the long-term genetic contributions of 
individuals to future generations (Fisher 1930), are derived from a gene flow matrix. 
This matrix keeps track of female and male reproduction and survival, where each 

contributor to a newly born or survivor in the next time step gets credit according to 

the proportion of genes derived from the contributor. For example, in haplodiploids 

a female gets 100% credit for her male offspring, while females and males both get 

50% credit for each of their female offspring.  In diploids both parents get 50% credit 

for offspring of both sexes. The gene flow matrices have the same block structure as 
the demographic matrices:

1 2

1 2

=
O A

A
A O

       (3)

The dominant left eigenvector v of A, i.e. the solution of 
T T=v A v , where T denotes 

transposition, contains the class specific individual reproductive values.

To model the evolution of a trait x, where x is a sex ratio or helping tendency, we 

analysed the inclusive fitness of a focal mutant individual with trait x in a resident 

population fixed for trait value x*. If the focal individual belongs to class k, and 

contributes 
*( , )jkw x x individuals to class j, with average relatedness jkr  to the focal 

individual, then the focal individual’s inclusive fitness is given by

* * *( , ) ( , )jk jk j
j

W x x w x x r v= ∑
      

         (4)

where
*
jv is the reproductive value of class-j individuals in the resident population 

(Taylor et al. 2007). The selection differentials with respect to x are then given by

      

         (5)

If a trait is expressed by individuals in more than one class k, then the selection 

differentials are obtained by summing over the appropriate classes, weighing each 

class according to its normalized class frequency .ku

Evolutionary equilibria are calculated by setting the selection differentials to zero 
and solving for

* .x  Evolutionary dynamics are modelled using a standard adaptive 

dynamics approach (e.g. Pen & Taylor 2005), where the rate of change of *x over 

evolutionary time is proportional to the selection differential:

*

*d
d x x

x W
t x =

∂∝
∂

       (6)

We used individual-based simulations to check the results of the analytical inclusive 

fitness analyses; details of the simulations are in the corresponding section.
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Demography
Here we construct the demographic models that keep track of the class frequencies 
in the partially bivoltine populations. A summary of our notation is in Table S1. We 

consider two kinds of life history: the Female Hibernation (FH; Extended Data Fig. 

1) life history and the Larval Diapause (LD; Extended Data Fig. 2) life history. For 

the moment we assume female monogamy, i.e. each female mates once in her life 

with a single male; later (section S7) we drop this assumption.

1. Demography: female hibernation

We keep track of 7 classes of individuals (see Extended Data Figure 1). The spring 

generation consists of mated females, the ‘foundresses’, which have survived 

hibernation (class 1) and the sperm they carry (class 2). Each mated female produces 

F
1
 offspring, a fraction 1z of which are sons (class 7) and  daughters 

(classes 3 and 4). A fraction of daughters remain at the natal nest and become 

helpers (class 4), while  become independent breeders (class 3). Mated 

females themselves survive until summer to breed again with probability S
f
 (class 5), 

along with the sperm they still carry (class 6). 

These transitions between spring and summer generations are encapsulated by the 

matrix

      

         (7)

Numbers above the columns indicate contributing classes, numbers along rows 

‘receiving’ classes. Note that column 2 contains zeroes only since we only count 

offspring of females in order to prevent double counting. 

In the summer generation, each class 3 female mates with a single class 7 male 

and produces F
3
 offspring, with sex ratio 2 .z Each class 5 female, which may have 

helpers at her nest, produces F
5
 offspring with sex ratio 2 .z  We sometimes refer 

to the offspring produced by the summer generation as the ‘autumn offspring’. 

These autumn offspring mate in the autumn, as do a fraction S
m
 of class 7 males of 

the summer generation. The mated females go into hibernation and have density-

dependent survival such that the number of class 1 females in the next spring is the 

same as in the previous spring. These transitions are governed by the matrix 

         

(8)

Both demographic matrices can be combined into a single matrix that keeps track of 

the class frequencies in both generations at DE:

1 2

1 2

=
O D

D
D O

       (9)

Here 1O and 2O are respectively2 2× and 5 5×  matrices filled with zeroes. 
The DE relative class frequencies are solutions of ,=Du u and they are

      (10a)

2 1 1u u= =         (10b)

        (10c)

        (10d)

5 fu S=         (10e)

6 fu S=         (10f)

7 1 1u z F=         (10g)

Note that we have set the relative frequency u
1
 of class 1 to unity and expressed the 

other class frequencies as multiples of the class 1 frequency. This normalization 
determines the density-dependent female winter survival, as follows:

.      (11)
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AF can be  regarded as the total number of autumn offspring per spring female, and 

therefore the corresponding number of females among autumn offspring. The 

scaling ensures that on average every spring female is exactly replaced by another 

spring female one year later.

Given the DE class frequencies, the average number of mates per male during the 
autumn mating season, respectively during the summer mating season, are given by:

       (12a)

        (12b)

In the autumn, males produced by the summer generation 2( )Az F and the surviving 

males of the summer generation m 1 1( )S z F compete together for females, hence 

on average 1Q mates per male. In the summer, the class 7 males compete for the non-

helping class 3 females, hence 2Q mates per male.

2. Demography: larval diapause

For the LD life history, the spring generation consists of unmated females and males 

that survived winter diapause. This first generation mates randomly and produces the 
summer generation, consisting of surviving adults and new offspring (see Extended 

Data Figure 2). It is conceptually convenient to split up summer males into surviving 

spring males and the sons of spring females, hence we now have 8 classes in total. 

Following the same approach as for the FH life history, the DE class frequencies are 
tracked by the block matrix

   

         (13)

The stable class distribution follows again from Du = u :

        (14a)

        (14b)

3 1 1u hz F= � �         (14c)

        (14d)

5 fu S=         (14e)

6 fu S=         (14f)

7 1 1u z F=         (14g)

8 m 2 2/u S z z= �         (14h)

The average number of mates for spring and summer males are, respectively,

        (15a)

     (15b)

3. Effect of helping

For both FH and LD life histories, the expected number of helpers for a class 5 

summer female is given by 

.        (16)

We assume that each helper increases the number of offspring produced by her 

mother by an amount 3bF , hence

.     (17)

Note that a class 5 female’s output increases linearly with the number of daughters 

1 1z F�  she produced during the spring.

At the moment a helper ‘decides’ to stay at her natal nest, her expected contribution 
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B for each of her mother’s future offspring is conditional on her mother’s survival:

fB S b=
.        (18)

Class-specific individual reproductive values
Individuals of different classes typically differ in their relative contributions to the 

future gene pool, and individual reproductive values (RVs) quantify these differences 
(Fisher 1930). In matrix population models, the individual RVs are the elements of 

the dominant left eigenvector of a gene flow matrix, and they are used as weights in 
inclusive fitness calculations (Taylor 1990, Taylor et al. 2007). In this section we first 
derive the class-specific RVs and then use them to derive the RVs of daughters and 
sons for the spring and summer generations.

1. Female hibernation, haplodiploid

The gene-flow matrix is easily derived from Extended Data Figure 1 by inspecting 
the outgoing edges from each node and determining what proportion of genes in 

a ‘receiving’ node can be attributed to the ‘donating’ node. Surviving individuals 

obviously contribute 100% of their genes to their surviving selves, while under 

haplodiploidy a male offspring derives 100% of his genes from his mother and for 

a female offspring both her mother and her father get credit for 50% of her gene 

content. For the haplodiploid FH life history, this gives rise to the following gene 

flow matrix:

         (19)

Note that the columns that correspond to contributions by males contain the iQ
defined in (15ab), which are the mean numbers of mates per male. 

The RVs are solutions of  :T T=v v A
1

1 1 1 3 f 5 1 1 72v hz F v S v z F v= + +� �
      (20a)

1
2 1 1 3 f 62v hz F v S v= +� �        (20b)

      (20c)

4 0v =          (20d)

      (20e)

        (20f)

      (20g)

The RVs of daughters and sons born in the spring and the summer, respectively, can 

then be calculated as

       (21a)

     (21b)

        (21c)

      (A21d)

Here

m 1 1
m

2 m 1 1

S z F
O

z G S z F
=

+
,       (22)

1
2 32V hz F= � �

        (23)

and

.       (24)

Note that the RVs (21a-d) are normalized such that the RV of a daughter born in 

summer, f 2v , is set to unity and the other RVs are multiples of f 2v . A crucial 

quantity is m0 1O≤ ≤ , which can be regarded as measure of generation overlap 

between spring and summer males. If m 0S =  and/or 1 0,z =  male generations 
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do not overlap, and the relative within-generation RV of males to females reduce to 

the familiar for haplodiploids (e.g. Taylor 1988). On the other hand, if there 

is male generation overlap ( m 0O > ), then in the spring the RV of males increases 

with respect to that of females, while in the summer the RV of males decreases with 

respect to that of females. This explains selection for male-biased spring sex ratios 

and female-biased summer sex ratios for the FH life cycle, at least as long as helping 

is rare (see sections S4.1-2).

2. Female hibernation, diploid

The gene-flow matrix differs from the haplodiploid case in that both parents now get 
credit for 50% of male offspring:

         (25)

The class-specific RVs are then given by:

      (26a)

2 1v v=         (26b)

      (26c)

4 0v =          (26d)

5 5 3 3( / )v F F v=        (26e)

6 5v v=         (26f)

       (26g)

The spring and summer RVs of daughters and sons are now

       (27a)

    (27b)

        (27c)

      (27d)

Here

m 1 1
m

2 A m 1 1

S z F
O

z F S z F
=

+
,       (28)

is again a measure of the degree of generation overlap in males. It is slightly smaller 

than corresponding quantity for haplodiploids; thus in diploids the divergence in 
RVs between females and males will be slightly smaller as well. If there is no male 

generation overlap, i.e. m 0,O =  then the relative RVs of males to females reduces to 

the familiar for diploids (Taylor 1988).

3. Larval diapause, haplodiploid

The gene-flow matrix can be derived from Extended Data Figure 2, as follows:

(29)

The corresponding RVs are given by

1
1 1 1 3 f 5 1 1 72v hz F v S v z F v= + +� �

      (30a)

1
2 1 1 1 3 f 1 6 m 82v hz FQ v S Q v S v= + +� �

     (30b)
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F
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3
v
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4 0v =          (30d)

5 5 3 3( / )v F F v=        (30e)

v
6
= 1

2
α!z

2
F
5
v
1         (30f)

v
7
= 1

2
α!z

2
F
3
Q

2
v
1        (30g)

8 7v v=         (30h)

The RVs of daughters and sons in spring and summer are now given by

      (31a)

      (31b)

v
f2
= αv

1
= 1         (31c)

     (31d)

Here

f 5
f

S F
O

G
=         (32a)

,       (32b)

are measures of generation overlap in females and males, respectively. If m 0,S =  

there is no overlap between male generations, and the relative RVs of males to 

females again reduces to the familiar 1
2 /i iz z� for haplodiploids. In contrast to the 

case for the FH life cycle, for the LD life cycle male generation overlap reduces the 

RV of spring males relative to that of spring females, while the RV of summer males 

is increased with respect to that of summer females. This explains why selection 

favours female-biased spring sex ratios and male-biased summer sex ratios (see 

sections S4.3-4).

4. Larval diapause, diploid

The gene-flow matrix is now given by

 

(33)

The RVs are then given by the equations

      (34a)

    (34b)

      (34c)

4 0v =          (34d)

5 5 3 3( / )v F F v=        (34e)

6 5v v=         (34f)

7 2 3v Q v=         (34g)

8 7v v=         (34h)

The RVs of daughters and sons in spring and summer are now given by

       (35a)

     (35b)

v
f2
= αv

1
= 1         (35c)

         

(35d)

v
f2
= αv

1
= 1
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Here male generation overlap mO is given by (32b) and

.       

         (36)

Note that 1T ≥ with equality if there is no male generation overlap. As before, if 
there is no male generation overlap, i.e. m 0,O =  then the relative RVs of males to 

females reduces to the familiar for diploids.

Sex ratios selection
In this section we derive inclusive fitness expressions and corresponding selection 
differentials for females controlling the spring sex ratio 1z and summer sex ratio 

2 .z

The inclusive fitness expressions are a focal female’s expected lifetime number of 
daughters and sons, each weighed by a corresponding coefficient of relatedness and 
RV, given the focal female’s sex ratios 1z and 2z in a resident population with sex 

ratios 
*
1z and 

*
2 :z

 (37a)

    (37b)

Variables equipped with an asterisk are evaluated at their resident values *
1z and 

*
2 .z

In outbred populations, the relatedness of a daughter to her mother is 1
dau 2r = , for 

both haplodiploids and diploids, while a son is related to his mother by son 1r =  for 

haplodiploids and 1
son 2r = for diploids. The first term in the inclusive fitness (37a) 

of a spring female correspond to her 1F  offspring produced in the spring, while the 

second term corresponds to her expected number of offspring 

produced in the summer, provided she survives with probability f .S Note that her 

total inclusive fitness increases with the number of female helpers, given by (16), 
which in turn increases with the proportion of daughters produced in the 

spring.

The corresponding selection differentials are given by:

  (38a)

*
2 2

* *3 3 5 52
dau f2 son m2

2 3 5

( )
z z

u F u FW
r v r v

z u u
=

+∂
= − +

∂ +     (38b)

Note that in the absence of help ( 0h = ), the sex ratios iz are in equilibrium if and 
only if daughters and sons yield the same ‘life-for-life’ relatedness to their mother:  

* *
dau f son m .i ir v r v= Otherwise, all else being equal, the presence of female helpers 

shifts selection in the spring towards more daughters.

1. Female hibernation, haplodiploid

Plugging in the reproductive values (21a-d) and the relatedness coefficients, the 
selection differential (38a) for 1z can be written as

   

         (39)

The parameter mO is given by (22) and measures overlap of male generations. It is 

easy to see that in the absence of help ( 0),h = and with non-overlapping generations 

of males m m( 0),S O= =  all terms between brackets but the first vanish and 
the equilibrium sex ratio is Without help but with overlapping male 

generations m m( , 0)S O > , the equilibrium spring sex ratio is male-biased, i.e. 
. With help ( 0)h > , the last term on the right of (39) may come to dominate 

and a female-biased sex ratio may be favoured.

The selection differential (38b) simplifies to

      

         (40)

Without overlapping generations of males m m( 0)S O= = the equilibrium sex 
ratio is again unbiased: . If male generations do overlap m m( , 0)S O >
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daughters are overproduced in equilibrium: , i.e. a female-biased summer 

sex ratio. 

2. Female hibernation, diploid

The selection differentials (38a-b) simplify to

 (41a)

    (41b)

Now the overlapping-generation parameter mO is given by (28). Qualitatively, the 
same results hold as for haplodiploids: in the absence of help ( 0)h = and with non-

overlapping generations of males m m( 0),S O= = the equilibrium sex ratios are 
unbiased ( ). If male generations overlap m m( , 0)S O > , the equilibrium 
spring sex ratio is male-biased and the summer sex ratio is female-biased. However, 

again, a sufficiently large benefit from help favours female-biased sex ratios in the 
spring.

3. Larval diapause, haplodiploid

The selection differentials (38a-b) now simplify to

 

         (42a)

    (42b)

The overlapping generation parameters fO and mO are given by (32a) and (32b), 

respectively. In the absence of help ( 0),h = and with non-overlapping generations 

of males m m( 0),S O= =  clearly the equilibrium sex ratios are again unbiased: 
Without help but with overlapping male generations m m( , 0)S O > , the 

equilibrium spring sex ratio is female-biased, i.e. , while the equilibrium 
summer sex ratio is male-biased, , in contrast to the results for the FH life 

cycle. With help ( 0)h > , a female-biased spring sex ratio is favoured regardless of 

generation overlap.

4. Larval diapause, diploid

The selection differentials (38a-b) now simplify to

   (43a)

     (43b)

The overlapping generation parameter mO is given by (32b) and T by (36). 

Qualitatively, the same results hold as for haplodiploids with the LD life cycle: 
in the absence of help ( 0),h = and with non-overlapping generations of males 

m m( 0, 1)S O T= = = , the equilibrium sex ratios are In the absence 

of help but with overlapping male generations m m( , 0)S O > , the equilibrium spring 
sex ratio is female-biased ( ), while the equilibrium summer sex ratio is 
male-biased ( ).With help ( 0)h > , a female-biased spring sex ratio is always 

favoured.

Selection on helping behaviour
The inclusive fitness of a focal daughter with helping tendency h in a resident 

population with helping tendency 
*h is given by

  (44)

The first term between brackets is the inclusive fitness through daughters and sons 
obtained by not helping (with probability ), while the second term is the inclusive 

fitness through additional sisters and brothers obtained by helping (with probability 
h). The appropriate coefficients of relatedness and RVs depend on the specific 
scenario regarding genetics and life history and will be derived below.
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The corresponding selection differential is then:

  (45)

Clearly, positive selection for helping ( / 0hW h∂ ∂ > ). 

1. Female hibernation, haplodiploid

Plugging in class frequencies, RVs and the appropriate relatedness coefficients 
( 3

sis 4r = , 1
bro 2r = ), the selection differential (45) simplifies to

    (46)

Therefore helping will be selected for whenever

m
min

m

4 2
4
O

B B
O

−
> ≡

−
       (47)

Since 

m 1 1
m

2 m 1 1

0 1
S z F

O
z G S z F

≤ = ≤
+

,      (48)

it follows that 

2
min3 1B≤ ≤         (49)

A greater generation overlap in males favours a lower benefit threshold for helping 
behaviour to evolve, which in turn is favoured by a male-biased spring sex ratio and 

female-biased summer sex ratio – precisely the sex ratios favoured by selection in 

the FH life cycle.

2. Female hibernation, diploid

Using the RVs (27c-d) and the relatedness coefficients 1
sis bro 2r r= = , the selection 

differential (45) now reduces to

     (50)

Obviously helping will be selected for whenever

1B >          (51)

Unlike in haplodiploids, for diploids with the FH life cycle generation overlap in 

males does not favour a lower helping threshold and helping is always more difficult 
to evolve than in haplodiploids.

3. Larval diapause, haplodiploid

Using the RVs (31c-d) and the relatedness coefficients 3
sis 4r = and 1

bro 2r = , the 

selection differential (45) now becomes

  (52)

where the generation-overlap parameters fO and mO are given by (32a-b). Now 

helping will be selected for whenever

f m
min

f m

4 2(1 )
4 (1 )

O O
B B

O O
+ −

> ≡
+ −

      (53)

Whenever there is some generation overlap, min 1B >  and in general

3
min 21 B≤ ≤         (54)

In general, therefore, helping in haplodiploids with the LD life cycle is harder to 

evolve than in haplodiploids with the FH life cycle.

4. Larval diapause, diploid

Using the RVs (35c-d) and the relatedness coefficients 1
sis bro 2r r= = , the selection 

differential (45) now becomes

      (55)

Just like in diploids with the FH life cycle, helping is selected for whenever

1B >          (56)

Therefore, in contrast to the FH life cycle, for the LD life cycle haplodiploidy makes 

helping more difficult to evolve.
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Coevolution of sex ratios and helping behaviour
Coevolution of sex ratios and helping behaviour was modelled using a standard 

adaptive dynamics approach (Dieckmann & Law 1996; Pen & Taylor 2005). For 
each trait x 1 2( { , , })z z h∈ , the dynamics over evolutionary time t is given by

d
d

iWx K
t x

∂
=

∂         (57)

The scaling constant 0.145K =  was chosen to make the adaptive dynamics results 

commensurate with the results from individual-based simulations (see section S8). 

The selection differentials are given above.

Numerical integration of differential equations (57) was carried out with R 3.1.0 (R 
Development Core Team 2014) , using the package deSolve (Soetaert et al. 2010). 

An example is shown in Figure S4, for each of the four scenarios studied. 

Polyandry hampers the evolution of helping
We look at two types of polyandry: (1) serial monogamy, where surviving spring 

females mate for a second time with a different male; sperm from the first mating 
is not stored. (2) singular polyandry, where autumn females mate with very many 

males, such that female siblings are effectively always half-sisters ( 1
hsis 4r = ). Their 

sperm is stored and used by surviving females to produce a second brood. We show 

calculations only for the FH life cycle.

1. Serial monogamy

Since a female does not store sperm, class 6 disappears; otherwise the demography 

remains the same. The reproductive values are now given by

      (58a)

        (58b)

      (58c)

4 0v =          (58d)

5 5 3 3( / )v F F v=        (58e)

    (58f)

Here 3 5 7 f 1 1/ / ( ).Q u u S z F= =  To analyse the evolution of helping we only need 

the RVs of summer daughters and summer sons, where we normalize the former to 

unity:

f 2 1v =         (59a)

      (59b)

Here mO is given by (A22) and

2 f 5
f

2 m 1 1

z S F
O

z G S z F
=

+
       (60)

The selection differential is the same as (45) except that sisr is replaced by hsisr , and 

it simplifies to 
     (61)

Clearly, positive selection for helping requires 

2B > .         (62)

This is a much stricter condition than condition (47) under monogamy – indeed the 

threshold benefit is at least twice at large and at most three times as large.

2. Singular polyandry

The relevant RVs are the same as for the monogamy scenario, (21c,d). The only 

difference is that the relatedness of full sisters is replaced by the relatedness of half-

sisters: 1
hsis 4 .r =  The helping selection differential then reduces to

     (63)

And again positive selection requires B > 2, and we see that singular polyandry 

restricts the evolution of helping exactly as much as serial monogamy.
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Individual based simulations
Evolutionary dynamics were also analysed using individual based simulations. We 

simulated a population that has the life cycle exemplified by Extended Data Figures 
1 and 2. Each individual is characterized by three loci. The loci represent proportion 

of males in the spring ( 1z ) and summer ( 2z ), and the probability that a female born 

in the spring stays to become a helper ( h ). We assume that the phenotypic effect 

of an allele in each locus is a continuous quantity that ranges between 0 and 1. Sex 
ratios in the colony are in full control of the reproductive females, therefore, sex ratio 

loci are only expressed by reproductive females. Furthermore, all traits are expressed 

in codominance, thus, the phenotypic value of an individual is an average of the two 

allelic values. Individuals starting the season (founders) can reproduce up to two 

times (bivoltine life cycle), producing a spring and a summer brood. Individuals born 

in the spring brood can reproduce once and contribute to the summer generation. In 

the case of females, they can also stay and help their mother care for their siblings; 

this happens with a probability equal to the average allelic value of the helping 
locus. We assume that fecundity of a foundress in the summer is a linear increasing 

function of the number of helpers (see the effect of helping above). Individuals born 

in the summer overwinter to start the population in the following spring. Depending 

on the life-history, overwintering occurs only for females (female hibernation, 

Extended Data Figure 1) or for both sexes (larval diapause, Extended Data Figure 

2). Generations overlap depending on the sex specific survival probability ( mS  for 

males, and fS  for females). Newly born females mate at random with males available 

at that point of the season, thus, when male generations overlap surviving males from 

a former brood can mate with newly born females. N nests (see table S2), each with 

one foundress, start each year. Population grows during the season by the production 
of both broods according to the fecundity values of females. During winter, density 

dependence re-establishes the population size back to the initial value. 

During reproduction mutation occurs on each allele with probability μ. If mutation 

occurs, the allelic value is changed by a value drawn from a normal distribution 

with mean 0 and standard deviation  s=0.01 (see table S2). Allelic values for the sex 

ratio loci start at 0.5. In the helping loci allelic values start at 0, and mutation only 

occurs after 10000 time steps, to allow for the sex ratios to reach their equilibrium 
values. The moment in which mutations are introduced on the helping loci does not 

change the qualitative results of the simulations. Moreover, parameters chosen for 
the mutational process do not affect the qualitative outcome of the model. We run the 
simulation for 25000 time steps, each time step corresponds to one year.

Table S1.  Parameters and variables of the inclusive fitness model. FH refers 

to the female hibernation life cycle, LD to the larval diapause life cycle, RV to 

reproductive value.

Symbol Description

iF Fecundity class-i females

fS Survival probability adult spring females

mS Survival probability spring (LD) or summer (FH) males 

iu Frequency of class-i individuals in demographic equilibrium

iv RV of class-i individuals

f m,i iv v RV of resp. daughters (f) and sons (m) in spring (i=1) and summer (i=2)

1 2,z z Proportion sons in spring resp. summer. 

Proportion daughters.

Helping tendency of spring daughters

a Scaling factor of winter survival to ensure stable population sizes

1 2,Q Q Mean nr. of mates for males contributing to spring resp. summer generations

b Benefit of help. Additional offspring per helper per offspring

B S b= f Expected benefit of help, conditional on maternal survival

xr Coefficient of relatedness of x to female controlling evolvable trait

W Inclusive fitness

1 2, ,D D D Demographic transition matrices for resp. spring, summer, overall  

populations

1 2, ,A A A Gene flow matrices for resp. spring, summer, overall populations

λ Population growth factor (dominant eigenvalue) 
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Table S2.  Parameter values used in the individual based simulations.

Parameter Value Description

N 5000 Number of nests or founding females in the spring

m 0.01 Mutation rate

s 0.01
Standard deviation of the normal distribution from 

which mutation values are drawn

t 25000 Number of years the simulation was run

Extended Data Fig. 1  Structure of the female hibernation (FH) life cycle. The top row of disks 

represents the spring generation of mated females (class 1) and the sperm (class 2) they store. The 

middle row of disks represents the summer generation consisting of non-helping daughters (class 3), 

helping daughters (class 4), surviving spring females (class 5) and the sperm they carry (class 6), and 

sons (class 7). The bottom row represents the spring generation of the next year. Solid arrows represent 

genetic contributions (female, black; male, grey) from one class to another through reproduction or 

survival for both haplodiploid and diploid species, while the dashed lines are contributions unique to 
diploid species.

Extended Data Fig. 2  Structure of the larval diapause (LD) life cycle. The top row of disks 

represents the spring generation of mated females (class 1) and males (class 2). The middle row of disks 

represents the summer generation consisting of non-helping daughters (class 3), helping daughters 

(class 4), surviving spring females (class 5) and the sperm they carry (class 6), sons (class 7) and 

surviving spring males (class 8). The bottom row represents the spring generation of the next year. 

Solid arrows represent genetic contributions (female, black; male, grey) from one class to another 

through reproduction or survival for both haplodiploid and diploid species, while the dashed lines are 

contributions unique to diploid species.
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Abstract

Hamilton’s idea of haplodiploidy favouring the evolution of eusociality, the 

haplodiploidy hypothesis, rests on the relatedness asymmetry between the sexes 

characteristic of this sex determinations system. Further theoretical work on the 

consequences of the relatedness asymmetry significantly improved our understanding 
of sex allocation in social Hymenoptera. However, the positive role of haplodiploidy 

on the initial evolution of worker behaviour, which Hamilton was originally trying 

to explain, requires female biased sex ratios; thus, it’s been assumed to be of less 
importance. A recent model, inspired on the life-history of primitively social 

insects, has shown that haplodiploidy can indeed promote the evolution of worker 

behaviour; if the necessary female bias sex ratio evolves due to the presence of a set 

of preadaptations such as life-time monogamy, bivoltinism and maternal sex ratio 

adjustment. However, the model ignores that workers have been shown to manipulate 

brood sex ratios, and to differ from the queen in their sex ratio interests. Thus, in here 
we extend the model to include the evolution of sex-specific ovicide, as a mechanism 
of worker control over the sex ratio of the colony. We show under what conditions 

worker fratricide evolves and has favourable consequences for the initial evolution 
of eusociality; furthermore, we show worker fratricide leads to intermediate levels in 

the tendency to help. Intermediate levels of helping tendency imply populations with 

polymorphism in social behaviour, where some nests are solitary and some eusocial. 

Furthermore, we show that the co-evolution of worker control and sex ratios, which 

are contingent on the presence of workers, leads to a split production of the sexes 

in the reproductive brood; where some nests produce males and other females. Our 

model predicts the occurrence of three types of life-history structures that are found 

in taxa known for their variability in social behaviour and life-history. 

Introduction

Due to the notable abundance of eusocial species in the order Hymenoptera, where 

eusociality has arisen more than in any other order, it has been suggested that some 

traits which are especially common in hymenopterans might facilitate the evolution 

of eusociality (Hamilton 1964b; West-Eberhard 1987b; Boomsma 2009; Hunt 

2012). The first proposal of a preadaptation to eusociality was formulated in the 
haplodiploidy hypothesis. Hamilton (1964a) argued that  reproductive division of 

labour, the hallmark of eusociality, was favoured by the genetic sex determination 

system present in the Hymenoptera, haplodiploidy. Under a haplodiploid sex 

determination females are produced from fertilized diploid eggs, while males are 

produced from unfertilized haploid eggs; thus, by sharing identical paternal halves 

of their genomes full sisters have a higher coefficient of relatedness (3/4) than they 
would have under diploidy (1/2). Hamilton’s (1964a) argument was that females, 

hatched in a nest founded by a singly mated queen, would be more inclined to 
forgo their own reproduction, and stay to help their mother raise siblings, under 

haplodiploidy, due to the higher genetic relatedness. However, a more comprehensive 

picture of the effect of genetic relatedness in the nest shows that females have a 

lower coefficient of relatedness to their brothers (1/4) than to their sons (1/2), and 
this exactly cancels the benefit of raising sisters rather than daughters. Therefore, 
haplodiploidy favours eusociality only when the sex ratio is female biased in at least 

some nests of the population (Trivers and Hare 1976), a condition which has been 

referred to as split sex ratios (Grafen 1986; Boomsma and Grafen 1990).  Conditions 
for natural selection to favour split sex ratios, such as described by Trivers and Hare 

(1976), are promoted by the bivoltine life-histories often found in the Hymenoptera.

That is because under certain demographic conditions the second brood of a 

reproductive season is female biased, while the first one is male biased (Charnov 
1978; Seger 1983). All in all, the relatedness asymmetry originally discussed by 

Hamilton (1964a) can have an important role; however, it seems that a set of other 

traits need to be in place for eusociality to be favoured. 

In chapter 2 of this thesis, we built a model including many these elements and 

showed how haplodiploidy, together with life-time monogamy, partial bivoltinism 

and conditional sex ratios, can be regarded as preadaptations that favour not only 

the evolution of reproductive altruism, but also a transition in life-history from 
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bivoltinism to univoltinism. This set of preadaptations is together in several taxa 

in the Hymenoptera, which may well explain why the transition to eusociality has 

occurred so often in this order. 

The partially bivoltine life-history considered by Seger (1983) and Quiñones and 
Pen (chapter 2) highlights life-history differences between males and females which 
partially align the interests of queens and workers regarding the sex ratio of the 
brood workers help to raise. In a so-called female hibernation (FH) life cycle the 

reproductive season starts with a singly mated female that produces two broods, one 

in the spring and another one in the summer. Males produced in the spring brood 

have the possibility to survive and mate a second time with females from the summer 

brood (Fig. 1). Given that surviving spring females do not re-mate, the surviving 
spring males bias the mating pool of the summer brood. In a male biased mating 

pool the females are the rare sex, hence, the summer females are more valuable from 

a reproductive point of view. Therefore, it is in the interest of the foundresses to 

produce a female biased summer brood, which is also more related to the potential 

workers (females from the spring brood) due to the relatedness asymmetry. The 

occurrence of mating before overwintering, and the surviving of spring males, aligns 

the interest of queens and workers regarding the direction of sex ratio bias in the 
summer brood. However, once helping behaviour evolves and there is selection for 

a larger worker force, the sex ratio of the spring brood turns fully female biased, and 

the sex ratio of summer brood becomes even again (Fig. 1b). The lack of males in the 

first brood brings back the conflict between workers and the queen; the queen prefers 
an even sex ratio in the summer brood, and the workers a female biased brood. 

Consequently, worker control over the sex ratio of the colony could evolve after the 
evolutionary transition has occurred. 

Trivers and Hare (1976) original hypothesis did not include the sex ratio biases 

described by Seger (1983), rather it envisioned a population with split sex ratios 

driven by some nests having the sex ratio controlled by queens, and some by workers. 
Worker control over the sex ratio came to be seen both as a condition favouring 

eusociality (Charnov 1978), and a source of conflict between colony members 
(Mehdiabadi et al. 2003). Empirical studies show that workers often achieve at least 

partial control over the colony investment policy (but not always: see e.g. Helms 

(1999); Jemielity and Keller (2003); Duchateau et al. (2004); for a meta-analysis see 
Meunier et al. (Meunier et al. 2008)), either by manipulating female development 

(Hammond et al. 2002) or by selective destruction of male brood (Sundström et al. 

1996; Foster and Ratnieks 2000). In general, experimental studies support the idea 

that the queen and workers indeed have different sex allocation strategies and that 
both have at least some leverage in the conflict (Mehdiabadi et al. 2003).

Figure 1. Life-history structures before and after the co-evolution of helping behaviour, sex ratios, 

and ovicide. a depicts the Female Hibernation (FH) life cycle originally described by Seger (1983) and 

used in chapter 2. Mated females start the life cycle producing a spring brood, and produce a second 

brood in the summer. Males and females hatched in the spring mate and produce also offspring for the 

summer brood. If males from the spring brood survive, they can mate with the females from the summer 

brood. Summer females after mating go into hibernation. b depicts eusocial univoltine life-history 

that arises from FH after the evolution of helping and sex ratios. Females come out of hibernation and 

produce first a spring worker brood, and then a summer reproductive brood. c depicts eusocial bivoltine 

life-history that arises from FH after the evolution of helping, sex ratios, and ovicide under low worker 

efficiency. Females come out of hibernation and produce first a fully female biased spring brood some 
females become workers and some solitary breeders. In the summer brood, solitary females produce 

only males, and social females only females. d depicts eusocial bivoltine life-history that arises from 

FH after the evolution of helping, sex ratios, and ovicide under high worker efficiency. Three types of 
females come out of hibernation and produce first a spring worker brood. In the summer brood, one type 
of females produce only males (homozygote for z

3
), a second type produces only females (homozygote 

for z
3
), and third type produces both males and females (heterozygote for z

3
).
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Despite the success that sex ratio theory has had explaining patterns of sex-allocation 

in social insects (West 2009), the question remains of whether split sex ratios, driven 
by worker control, have had an important role in the initial stages of the evolution 

of eusociality. The most common causes for split sex ratios, variation in number of 

queens and queen mating frequency, could not have played a role in the evolution 
of eusociality if the transition happened under strict monogamy and the sub-social 

route, as the data suggests (Hughes et al. 2008; Boomsma 2009; Gardner et al. 2012). 
Moreover, theoretical analysis of alternative conditions under which split sex ratios 

and worker control could have favoured eusociality suggest this effect to be either 

very weak or non-existent (Gardner et al. 2012; Alpedrinha et al. 2014). Nevertheless, 
the models of Gardner and collaborators did not consider the bivoltine life-histories 
proposed by Seger (1983), nor did they let the traits involved in the determinations 

of sex ratios co-evolve with helping behaviour (chapter 2). Thus, here we assess 

the effect of worker control over the sex ratios in the co-evolutionary scenario 

proposed by in chapter 2. We are interested both in the potential favouring effect that 

worker control could have on the evolution of eusociality and the consequences of 
its presence in the later stages of social evolution. We model worker control as the 

tendency of workers to eliminate male eggs and to partially recycle them to increase 

the survival of female eggs.  Furthermore, we allow all the relevant traits to co-

evolve together. For this purpose, we use a combination of inclusive fitness models 
and Individual Based-Simulations (IBS).

The model

Life cycle
We use the matrix population model derived in chapter 2 for the female hibernation 

life-cycle (for details see SM). The model captures the dynamics of a population 

with a partially bivoltine life-history, that is, where reproductive individuals can 

have up to two broods in a reproductive season (Fig. 1a). The cycle starts with mated 

females in the spring after they survive the winter. These females produce a spring 

brood, where a proportion
z1  of the offspring are males and  females (from 

here on we denote with tilde ~ complementary probabilities). Spring born females 

can stay and forgo their own reproduction to stay and work in their mother’s nest, 

and they do so with probability h; with probability  they mate with spring 

born males and found their own nest. Females born in the spring that decide to form 

their own nest produce a brood in the summer; a proportion z2   of the offspring will 

be males and  females. Spring males survive after mating with probability S
m
; if 

they do so they become part of the mating pool in the autumn. Spring foundresses 

survive after their first brood with probability S
f
. If they survive, they have another 

brood. We assume that females are life-time monogamous; thus, they do not re-mate 

to produce the second brood. The fecundity of surviving females in the second brood 

is given by

F5 = F3(1+ bH ) = F3(1+ bh!z1F1)      (2)

where F
3
 is the summer brood fecundity of solitary females, b is the benefit per worker, 

and H is the expected number of workers. H is proportional to the fecundity (F
1
) and 

sex ratio ( ) of the first brood, and the helping tendency in of the workers (h). The 

benefit of workers b quantifies the number of extra offspring breeding females get 
per worker, relative to their fecundity as solitary breeders. This quantity has a clear 
demographic interpretation: it represents the efficiency with which workers raise 
siblings relative to their own offspring; thus, if b is equal to 1, workers are equally 
good in raising sibling as in raising offspring. If b is larger than 1, workers are better 

at raising siblings; and conversely, if b is smaller than one, potential workers are 

better are raising offspring.

Our model differs from the one proposed in chapter 2, in the sex allocation of the 

social nests, that is, the ones with workers. The proportion of males produced by 

a female with workers is given by z
3.
 This implies that reproductive females make 

their sex allocation strategy dependent on the presence of workers. Moreover, 

we allow workers to influence the sex ratio by selectively removing male eggs. 
Each male egg is killed by the workers with probability ω  , which is the workers 

average tendency to kill male eggs (ω). Each killed male egg is recycled as a new 

individual with probability ϕ, whose sex is determined by z
3
; hence, we call ϕ the 

recycling efficiency. After ovicide, the total number of males produced in social 
nests is 

 
, that of females is , and is the total loss 

of individuals due to ovicide. The idea here is that killed male eggs can be fed back 

to the queen to produce more eggs, or they free resources to increase the survival of 
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the rest of the progeny. Finally, males born in the summer, from social and solitary 

nests, together with surviving males from the spring, compete for females born in 

the summer. After mating, females born in the summer enter hibernation. We assume 

that density regulation maintains a constant population size, thus, only a fraction of 

the overwintering females emerges again in the spring (for details see SM).

Strategy
We work with a large haplodiploid population, where individuals are characterized 

by 5 phenotypic traits (x= {h, z
1
, z

2, 
z

3, 
ω}) that together determine their social 

behaviour and sex allocation strategy. h is the tendency of spring females to stay 

and help on their natal nest. z
1
 is the proportion of sons produced by females in the 

spring broods. For summer broods, z
2
 and z

3
 are the proportions of sons produced 

by solitary females and females with workers, respectively. ω is the tendency of 

each worker to kill male eggs; ω , the average worker tendency to kill male eggs, 

determines the probability that each male egg is killed in a nest. If a male egg is 

killed it will be recycled as a new individual with probability ϕ. The new ‘recycled’ 

individual will be again a male with probability z
3
, and a female with probability !z3  .

We assume a monomorphic population for all traits, with resident trait values x*
i
,  

where x is one of the elements of the trait vector described before, and * denotes 

resident value. We are interested in the fate of mutants with a trait value 
*

i i
x x≠  in 

the context of the resident 
*

i
x . Thus, we derive expressions for inclusive fitness of 

those 5 mutants. Using the inclusive fitness, we derive expressions for the direction 
and strength of selection on those 5 phenotypic traits. We use those expressions to find 
evolutionary equilibria; and furthermore, we use adaptive dynamics assumptions, 
including uncorrelated mutations on the different traits, to compute co-evolutionary 

dynamics (for details see SM). 

Inclusive Fitness
Using the class frequencies and reproductive values obtained from the matrix 
population model we can derive expressions for the inclusive fitness of mutants for 
the 5 traits of interest. 

1. Sex ratios

The inclusive fitness of a mutant for the sex ratio in the spring brood is given by 

              

         (3)

where r 
dau

 and r
son

 are the coefficient of relatedness between the foundress and her 
daughters and sons, respectively; 

*

f1
v and 

*

f2
v  are the reproductive values of the 

females and males from the first brood; *

f2
v  and 

*

m2
v are the reproductive values of 

females and males of the second brood. Reproductive values are derived from the left 

eigenvector associated with the leading eigenvalue of the gene-flow matrix (see SM); 
they are evaluated at the resident values for all the traits. If we assume the number 

of workers to be a random variable with a Poisson distribution,  is the 

probability that at least one female from the first brood stays and becomes a worker 
in the foundress’ nest; in which case, the sex allocation is influenced by ovicidal 
behaviour. 

The inclusive fitness of a mutant for the sex ratio of solitary nests in the summer 
brood is given by

,                   (4)

where 
5

u and 
5

u are the stable class frequencies of the females from the spring brood 
and the surviving foundresses, respectively. 

The inclusive fitness of a mutant for the sex ratio in social nests is given by

.      (5)
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2. Helping behaviour

The inclusive fitness of a mutant female, for helping behaviour, born in the spring 
is given by 

,       (6)

where r 
sis

 and r
bro

 are the relatedness coefficients between a worker and her sister and 
brother, respectively. 

3. Ovicidal behaviour

The inclusive fitness of a worker mutant for ovicidal behaviour is given by 

  (7)

Strength and direction of selection
Using the inclusive fitness expressions, we derive the corresponding selection 
gradients by taking the derivative with respect to the mutant trait, and consecutively 

replacing the mutant with the resident trait, according to expression S5 (SM). The 

selection gradients capture the strength and direction of selection on each one of the 

traits. A positive value, for the selection gradient, means directional selection towards 

higher trait values; conversely, negative values mean selection towards lower values. 

Trait values for which the selection gradient is zero are evolutionary equilibria.

We use selection gradients to derive conditions for natural selection to favour 

helping and ovicidal behaviour when they are rare. Furthermore, we use an adaptive 

dynamics approach (Dieckmann and Law 1996; Pen and Taylor 2005) to compute the 
co-evolutionary dynamics of the 5 traits. The rate of trait value change over time is 

proportional to the selection gradient of that trait (6 SM). Moreover, we complement 

the analysis of the dynamics with IBS, where a computer program keeps track of a 

population of individuals who are followed through their individual life histories. 

The trait values of individuals is subject to changes caused by random mutations, 

thus, the distribution of trait values in the population is driven by natural selection 

and random genetic drift. We keep track of changes in the trait value distributions.  

Results

Co-evolutionary dynamics
The analysis of the evolutionary dynamics shows that the coevolution of helping 

behaviour with sex ratios and ovicide favours the emergence of social behaviour 

relative to a model without ovicide. The conditions derived in chapter 2 for the 

evolution of helping (equation  47 SM) provide a boundary of minimal worker benefits 
required for the evolution of helping in a bivoltine life-history. The dynamics shown 

Figure 2. Co-evolutionary dynamics of helping, ovicide and sex ratios. a shows predictions from 

the deterministic model, and b the corresponding stochastic IBS (thick lines represent the mean of the 

trait in one representative run, and colour ribbons the area one standard deviation around the population 

mean), for a parameter combination where helping is not expected to evolve without ovicide. During 

the first 5000 generations, spring and summer sex ratio evolve opposite biases, and helping does not 
evolve; hence, in the IBS (b) sex ratio in the social nests and ovicide evolve subject to genetic drift. 

Once sex ratio of social nests turns female biased and ovicide increases, helping behaviour evolves. The 

evolution of helping drives spring sex ratio towards full female bias, and ovicide splits the production 

of the sexes between solitary and social nests. In the deterministic model (a), we simulate the changes 

in ovicide, and sex ratio (generation 5000), caused by genetic drift and obtain the same transition in 

social behaviour and life-history. c shows predictions of the deterministic model for a combination of 

parameters where helping is expected to evolve without ovicide. The evolution of ovicide splits the 

production of the sexes as in a, and reduces the final level of helping. d shows an IBS run with a high 

worker benefits (b), and high recycling efficiency (ϕ). The higher level of helping and ovicide produces 

a lack of males that triggers evolutionary branching in the sex ratio of social nests. The inset shows the 

distribution of the sex ratio in social nests at the end of the simulation. Parameters values Sf = 0.8, Sm 

= 0.8, F1 = F3 = 5.0
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in figure 2 (a and b) were obtained assuming worker benefits bellow the boundary 
derived in chapter 2; nevertheless, helping behaviour emerges as an evolutionary 

outcome. However, the dynamics that lead to this are not straightforward. In the 

individual-based simulations (figure 2b), sex ratios of the first and second brood are 
first biased in opposite directions (continuous green and orange line), in line with 
previous predictions (Seger 1983). Secondly, we see ovicidal behaviour (ω purple 

line fig. 2b) and sex ratio of social nests (z
3 
dashed orange line) change subject to 

genetic drift. At this stage, ovicide and sex ratio in social nest are not under selection 

because helping behaviour has not evolved, thus, there are no workers or social 

nests (π=0). At around 5000 generations the sex ratio of social nests has reached a 

considerable female biased, while ovicide keeps on increasing; these two changes 

pave the way for helping behaviour to evolve (blue line). The emergence of helping 

in turn influences the direction of selection on sex ratios. Spring sex ratio (green 
line) turns female-only, summer sex ratio of social nests evolves further female bias 

(dashed orange line), and summer sex ratio of solitary nests (continuous orange line) 

becomes completely male-only. Ovicide is selected for, while the sex ratio changes 

take place. But, once sex ratio of social nests is completely female biased, there are 

no male eggs to be killed, thus, ovicide is again subject to genetic drift. 

The evolutionary transition in social behaviour and life-history, triggered by 

stochastic changes, can be nevertheless understood with our deterministic inclusive 

fitness model. In figure 2a we show the trajectories of the 5 traits derived from the 
inclusive fitness model. During the first 5000 generations, only the sex ratios of 
the spring and of solitary nests evolve their corresponding bias (Seger 1983). At 

generation 5000, we alter the value of ovicide and sex ratio in social nests in the 

same direction as it goes in the IBS. Sex ratio of social nests (z
3
) is changed from 

the equilibrium value in solitary nests under FH towards further female bias; ovicide 
is changed from zero to 0.5. Instead of returning to their previous values, the traits 

follow an evolutionary trajectory very similar to the one found in the IBS. 

Despite having a positive effect on the emergence of helping, ovicidal behaviour has 

a negative effect on the final level of helping arising from the evolutionary process. 
The dynamics presented in figure 2c correspond to a parameter combination where 
helping is expected to emerge without ovicide; the worker benefits (b=1.2) are above 

the boundary derived in chapter 2. As expected helping behaviour evolves (blue 

line), however, the increasing level of ovicide (purple line) at some point changes 

the direction of selection on helping. Hence, helping behaviour decreases up until the 

point when the sex ratio of social nests (dashed orange lines) becomes fully female 

biased. At that point, ovicide does not have any fitness consequences because there 
are no more male eggs to be killed in the social nests, thus, helping behaviour stops 

decreasing.

The evolution of ovicidal behaviour promotes split sex ratios in the summer brood. 

The dynamics presented in figure 2 (a-c) show that as ovicide evolves in the 
population, either driven by natural selection or genetic drift, the sex ratio of social 

nests (dashed orange lines) turns female biased. In contrast, the sex ratio of solitary 

nests evolves toward male bias. The contrasting dynamics in the sex ratio of the 

second brood amounts to natural selection splitting the production of females and 

males in social and solitary nests, respectively (Figure 1c). Under the split sex ratios, 

the proportion of male and females in the mating pool depend on the prevalence of 

helping behaviour, which in turn depends on the tendency of spring females to stay 

and work for their mother (h). Given that higher worker benefits (b) select for higher 

helping levels, and this leads to less solitary nests, under high worker benefits there 
is a shortage of males in the population, as these are produced by solitary nests. 

The shortage of males generates a trade-off for social nests: if they produce male 

eggs some will be killed by the workers, but the surviving males will enjoy a high 

reproductive success. This trade-off drives the sex ratio of social nests towards an 

evolutionary branching point (Geritz et al. 1997). The distribution of the sex ratio 
in social nests splits into two alleles. One allele produces extremely male bias sex 

ratios, and enjoys lower fecundity due to the costs of ovicide, and the other one 

produces extremely female biased sex ratios. In the end, social nests are of three 

types: one that produces only males, one that produces only females, and one with a 

heterozygote female that produces even sex ratios (inset in Fig. 2d).

The changes described before lead the population trough a transition in life-history; 

depending on the magnitude of worker benefits (b), and the recycling efficiency (ϕ), 

the population goes from the initial FH (Figure 1a) to either a life-cycle of a univoltine 

eusocial species (if recycling efficiency is low, and ovicide does not evolve) (Figure 
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2), or to a life cycle with polymorphism in helping behaviour (if ovicide evolves) 

(Figure 1c), and the production of the sexes split between social and solitary nests, 

or to a eusocial life-cycle, with split sex ratios (Figure 1d). 

Eusociality threshold 
In order to understand the effect of ovicidal behaviour and sex ratio on the evolution 

of helping behaviour, we derived the conditions for natural selection to favour helping 

in terms of the per-capita benefits that workers provide to the colony (B in equation 
1). Conditions for the evolution of helping in terms of B are derived for bivoltine life-

histories in chapter 2, where it is shown that B>1 is necessary for selection to favour 

helping under diploidy. Under haplodiploidy and female hibernation life-history, the 

necessary benefits decrease as the survival probability of males (S
m
) increases. In the 

SM, we derive an analogous condition, including the level of ovicide and a different 

sex ratio for nests with workers. For the sake of clarity, here we present an expression 

assuming that z
2
 is in equilibrium with the level of male overlap, mimicking the 

conditions before the evolution of helping in the evolutionary dynamics presented 

in Fig. 2(a and b). In such case, natural selection favours the evolution of helping 

whenever

B > 2
3− 2z3 + z3ω φ 3− 2z3( )−1( )

 

.          (8)

Expression 7 shows ovicidal behaviour can both increase and decrease the necessary 

benefits for helping to evolve, depending on how efficient killed male eggs are 
recycled to new offspring (Fig.3a). The third term in the denominator can be either 

positive or negative depending on ϕ. If the recycling efficiency is high, the third 
term in the denominator of  is positive, and ovicide is beneficial for the evolution of 
helping. By imposing more female biased sex ratios, ovicide increases the inclusive 

fitness that workers gain by staying to work at their mother nest. A higher efficiency 
makes the process less costly for the colony. Expression  also shows the positive effect 

that female bias sex ratios in social nests have on the evolution of helping (Figure 

3b), irrespective of ovicide. The second term of the denominator, which includes the 

proportion of sons, is always negative; hence, the more females social nests produce 

the lower is the threshold for the evolution of helping. Figure 3b confirms the effect 
of the sex ratio of social nests in the benefits required for the evolution of helping 

under different levels of male overlap (see SM). Extremely female bias sex ratios 

have a stronger effect in reducing the benefits required for the evolution of helping 
than ovicide. The effect of sex ratio is even more favourable with male generation 

overlap (Fig. 3b), which support the results presented in chapter 2.

As seen in the co-evolutionary dynamics, ovicide and female biased sex ratio in 

social nests synergistically favour the evolution of helping, thus, the benefits required 
for its emergence are considerably reduced (Figure 3).

While ovicide can have considerable effect favouring the emergence of helping 

behaviour, it also has negative effect on the final level of helping achieved in the 
population. For the derivation of the condition 7, we assumed a population at the 

onset of helping behaviour (h=0). However, assessing the strength of selection as 

a function of the level of helping gives a more complete picture of the effect of 

Figure 3. Minimal worker benefits required for the emergence of helping behaviour as a function of 
ovicide (a) and sex ratio of social nests (b). The effect of ovicide (a) depends on the recycling efficiency 
of the killed male eggs (ϕ); the higher the efficiency the more beneficial ovicide is, for the evolution of 
helping. This effect is irrespective of the male survival probability. (b) Female biased sex ratios in social 

nests considerably favour the emergence of helping, while male bias sex ratios inhibit it. Parameters 
values Sf = 1, F1 = F3 = 5.0, ϕ=0.6 (unless stated differently).
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ovicide. In the absence of ovicide, the direction of selection does not change with 

higher levels of helping (continuous and dashed lines Figure 4). In contrast, when 

ovicide is present selection favours helping when it is rare, and disfavours it when 

it is more prevalent (dotted and dashed-dotted lines in Figure 3). Thus, the presence 

of ovicide enforces negative frequency-dependent selection on the helping trait. 
The frequency-dependent effect triggered by the evolution of ovicide is in line with 
the co-evolutionary dynamics presented before (Figure 1c,d), where the helping 

tendency reached intermediate values.

Conditions for ovicide to invade
Using the selection gradient for ovicide (equation 60 SM), we derive conditions for 
natural selection to favour ovicidal behaviour, assuming a population at the onset of 

Figure 4. Strength and direction of selection on helping behaviour as a function of current level 

of helping. When ovicide is zero (continuous and dashed lines) the strength of selection increases 

monotonically without changing direction. The direction depends on the worker benefits, being 
positive for higher benefits (continuous line). When ovicide is present (dotted and dotted-dashed lines) 
selection favours helping when rare (h=0), but the strength decreases as it becomes more common, and 

eventually changes direction; thus, helping is disfavoured by natural selection. Thin grey line represents 

the boundary between positive and negative selection for helping. Parameters values Sf = 1, S
m
=1, F1 

= F3 = 5.0, ϕ=0.75.

the emergence of ovicide (ω=0, see SM). Conditions for the evolution of ovicide can 

naturally be expressed in terms of the recycling efficiency (ϕ), as the complementary 

probability (1-ϕ) is a measure of the cost of ovicide. Figure 5 shows the minimal 

recycling efficiency necessary for the evolution of ovicide (ϕ
min

) as a function of the 

sex ratio in social nests, for different levels of male survival (S
m
). Ovicide is favoured 

when social nests have female biased sex ratios, and the pattern is strengthened by 

high levels of male overlap. Ovicide evolves as a strategy of workers to control the 

sex ratio of the colony at a certain cost; however, in nests with more female biased 

sex ratios the cost is reduced. 

Conditions for sex ratio evolution 
We use the selection gradient of the sex ratio traits to assess the effect that ovicide 

has on the proportion of males and females. Figure S6a confirms the intuition gotten 

Figure 5. Minimal level of recycling efficiency required for the evolution of ovicide as a function 
of sex ratio in social nests. Female biased sex ratios in social nests provide more lenient conditions 

for the evolution of ovicide; that is, because they effectively reduce the cost of ovicide. Male overlap 

also favours the evolution of ovicide. Thin grey line represents even sex ratios. Parameters values Sf = 

1, S
m
=1, F1 = F3 = 5.0.
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from the co-evolutionary dynamics, ovicide imposes selection for more female 

biased sex ratio in social nests; this effect is stronger with lower levels of recycling 

efficiency. Hence, this is a response to the cost of ovicide, which increases with 
lower recycling efficiency. Moreover, the solitary nests, which do not have ovicide, 
are selected to have the opposite bias in the sex ratio compared to the social ones 

(Figure 6b). Social nests produce more females, due to the costs of ovicide; therefore, 

solitary nests are selected to produce more males which have a higher reproductive 

value when rare. However, if the sex ratios are even and there is male overlap (black 

Figure 6. Strength and direction of selection in the summer sex ratios of social (a) and solitary 

nests (b). In a, higher levels of ovicide promote biases toward females in the sex ratio of social nests. 

Selection for the production of more females is stronger with lower levels of recycling efficiency. In b, 

female biased sex ratios in social nests favour the opposite (male) bias in solitary nests when helping 

is present in the population (dashed and dotted lines). When sex ratios are even, the female hibernation 

life history with male overlap inherently bias the summer brood toward females (black lines). After 

sex ratio evolution has acted (grey lines) the sex ratios are only biased by the presence of ovicide. 

Horizontal thin grey lines represent the boundary between selection for more or less males. The vertical 

thin grey line represents even sex ratio in social nests.  Parameters values Sf = 1, S
m
=1, F1 = F3 = 5.0, 

b=1 for both panels; ω=0.8 and ϕ=0.8 in panel b.

lines Figure 5b), female biased sex ratios can still be favoured. The excess of males 

caused by male overlap make females the rare sex, and therefore more valuable in 

reproductive terms. Thus, we expect ovicide to split the production of the sexes in 

a population once sex ratio selection has already bias the sex ratios according the 

pattern of male overlap. 

Discussion

We have extended the model proposed in chapter 2, including ovicide as a mechanism 

for partial worker control over the sex allocation of the colony. Under the partially 

bivoltine FH life cycle, ovicide, together with a plastic sex allocation on the side 

of the queen, can evolve, and its evolution can promote the evolution of helping 
behaviour. However, the presence of worker ovicidal behaviour imposes negative 

frequency-dependent selection on helping. Thus, evolution often leads the helping 
tendency towards intermediate values and the population ends up in a polymorphic 

state in social behaviour, where some nests are eusocial and some are solitary. The 

cost imposed by ovicide on the social nests pushes the production of sexes to be split 

between the solitary and social nests. Social nests eliminate the costs of ovicide by 

producing only females, and the solitary nests produce only males. Furthermore, 

when the benefits of worker behaviour are high enough to drive all females to become 
workers, the production of the sexes is also split; in this case, different types of social 

colonies arise through evolutionary branching (Geritz et al. 1997). 

Split sex ratio theory has been very successful at explaining the patterns of sex 

allocation in advanced social insects (Kümmerli and Keller 2009; West 2009), 
however, its role in the initial evolution of eusociality has been revised on theoretical 

grounds (Gardner et al. 2012). The evolution of split sex ratios is often driven by 

relatedness variation, caused by different degrees of polyandry, between the male 

and female producing nests (Boomsma and Grafen 1990; Kümmerli and Keller 
2009). Such variations are not expected to occur in the initial stages of eusociality 

(Boomsma 2009; Gardner et al. 2012), when females seem to be singly mated 
(Hughes et al. 2008). However, here we show how eusociality and split sex ratios 

can co-evolve in a monogamous population, mutually reinforcing each other. Rather 

than being imposed by the mating system, relatedness differences in the nest can 

emerge due to the flexible sex ratios that depend on both the time of the season and 
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the presence of workers. Thus, we conclude that split sex ratios, with shared control 

over sex allocation, can have an important role in the initial evolution of eusociality 

in a life-history grounded on the natural history of primitively social insects.

In our individual-based simulations, ovicide initially evolves to higher values due to 

genetic drift (Figure 1). In solitary populations, ovicide, as a trait of the workers, is 

completely neutral because there are no workers. This initial neutral evolution of the 

trait is an artifact of our simplified model. However, we believe that ovicide could 
have been present before the evolution of eusociality through a different mechanism. 

Egg cannibalism is part insect societies in different contexts like policing (Wenseleers 

and Ratnieks 2006), offspring conflict (Schultner et al. 2014), parasitoid life-style 
(Hopper and Mills 2015) and brood parasitism (Litman et al. 2013). The presence of 

egg cannibalism in some of this context is not restricted to social insects, but also in 

sub-social or solitary species. Thus, the behavioural machinery necessary for ovicide 

is quite likely present in many hymenopteras, and was before, in their ancestors. For 
ovicide to favour eusociality in the scenario our model presents, it is only necessary 

to express egg cannibalism in the context of worker behaviour with a bias towards 

killing males. Such bias would require workers to be able to discriminate between 
male and female eggs. And even though, to our knowledge, there is no evidence of 

that ability in workers, there is evidence workers using chemical cues to discriminate 

related and unrelated eggs (Helanterä et al. 2014). Therefore, rather than a neutral 

evolution of ovicide, we envisioned a hypothetical situation where worker behaviour, 

in its initial stages, was correlated with the expression of male egg cannibalism. 

Primitively social insects have a wide variety of social and life-history structures 
(Schwarz et al. 2007), but we understand very little of the causes underlying that 

diversity. Our model predicts the evolution of three different life-histories, depending 

on the values of two parameters (b, ϕ Figure 1). These life-history structures are 

common in taxa with primitively social insects (Schwarz et al. 2007). Therefore, 

using comparative methods to match the predictions of the model with data from 

primitively social insects might shed light on the processes shaping the diversity 

of life-history of social insects (Kocher and Paxton 2014; Kocher et al. 2014). A 
preliminary overview indicates that some of the patterns predicted by the model are 

present in some species. For example, the bumblebee Bombus terretris shows split 

sex ratios despite having a monogamous mating system (Duchateau et al. 2004), thus, 

it is not explained by traditional models based on differential mating frequencies 
(Boomsma and Grafen 1990). Also, Megalopta genalis is a facultative eusocial 

bee with polymorphism in social behaviour; solitary nests are known to produce 

mostly males and social ones mostly females (Kapheim et al. 2013), however, there 
is yet no evidence of ovicide in social nests. More generally, our model provides an 

evolutionary explanation to the existence of social polymorphism, in contrast to the 

common belief that such species are an intermediate stage on the path to obligate 

eusociality. 

We have assumed here that the only exchange of information between the queen and 
her workers is the presence or absence of the workers, and this influences the queen’s 
sex ratio strategy. However, more elaborate schemes for the exchange of information 

can have an important influence on the evolutionary dynamics of the traits (Pen 
and Taylor 2005). The worker ovicide strategy could potentially be dependent on 

the sex ratio strategy of the queen, or the other way around. Such extra channels of 
information exchange will probably result in less extremes biases, and thus, constrain 

the divergence of the sex ratios. Less split sex ratios will lift the benefits required for 
helping behaviour to get off the ground. Formal models are, nevertheless, necessary 

to assess the effect of information flow in the co-evolution of the traits. 
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Supplementary Information

General modelling approach
Throughout this supplementary information we use the general modelling approach 

described in the supplementary material of chapter 2. In here we use the female 

hibernation life cycle and include ovicide of workers as a mechanisms of worker 

control over the sex allocation of the colony. We describe in detail how the model of 

chapter 2 is adapted to include such mechanism. 

Demography
Here we construct the demographic models that keep track of the class frequencies 
in the partially bivoltine populations. A summary of our notation is in table S1. We 

consider the female hibernation life-history (Seger 1983), and assume monogamy.

We keep track of 7 classes of individuals (see Figure S1 chapter 2). The spring 

generation consists of mated females that have survived hibernation (class 1) and 

the sperm they carry (class 2). Each mated female produces F
1
 offspring, of which 

a fraction 1z sons (class 7) and 1 11z z= −� daughters (classes 3 and 4). A fractionh
of daughters remain at the natal nest and become helpers (class 4), while 1h h= −�  

become independent breeders (class 3). Mated females themselves survive until 

summer to breed again with probability S
f
 (class 5), along with the sperm they still 

carry (class 6). 

These transitions between spring and summer generations are encapsulated by the 

matrix

1 1

f 1 1

1 f

f

1 1

1 2
3 0
4 0
5 0
6 0
7 0

hz F
S hz F
S
S
z F

=

� �
�

D

         (1)

Numbers above the columns indicate contributing classes, numbers along rows 

receiving classes. Note that column 2 contains zeroes only since we only count 

offspring of females in order to prevent double counting.

In the summer generation, each class 3 female mates with a single class 7 male and produces 

F
3
 offspring, with sex-ratio 2z . Each class 5 female may have helpers at her nest (with a 

probability π), in which case she produces offspring with primary sex-ratio 3z , or else she 

may have no helpers (with a probability ), in which case she produces offspring 

with primary sex-ratio 2z . If helpers are present at the nest, a proportion ω of the male eggs 

are killed, and fed back to the queen; thus, a proportion ϕ of the killed eggs are turn into new 

offspring with a sex-ratio 3z ; we call ϕ the recycling efficiency from now on. Each class 5 
female, which may have helpers at her nest, produces F

5
 offspring with sex ratio 2 .z  The 

offspring produced by the summer generation mate in the autumn, as do a fraction S
m
 of 

surviving class 7 males from the summer generation. The mated females go into hibernation 

and have density-dependent survival such that the number of mated class 1 females in the 

next spring is constant. These transitions are governed by the matrix 

D2 =

     3 4                      5                    6 7

1
2

F3 !z2α 0 αF5 π !z3 + !z3z3ωϕ( )+ !π !z2( ) 0 0

F3 !z2α 0 αF5 π !z3 + !z3z3ωϕ( )+ !π !z2( ) 0 0

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

         (2)

Both demographic matrices can be combined into a single matrix that keeps track of 

the class frequencies in both generations at DE:

1 2

1 2

=
O D

D
D O

       (3)

Here 1O and 2O are respectively2 2× and 5 5×  matrices filled with zeroes. 
The DE class frequencies are solutions of ,=Du u and they are

≡1 1u          (4)

2 1 1u u= =         (5)

3 1 1u hz F= � �         (6)

4 f 1 1u S hz F= �         (7)

5 fu S=         (8)

6 fu S=         (9)

7 1 1u z F=         (10)
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We have set the relative frequency u
1
 of class 1 to unity and expressed the other class 

frequencies as multiples thereof. This normalization also determines the density-
dependent female winter survival, as follows:

α = 1
u3F3 !z2 + u5F5 !ZA

         (11)

where Z
A
 is given by 

!ZA = π !z3 1+ z3ωφ( )+ !π !z2        ,      (12)

and represents the average proportion of females produce by class 5 females, after 

ovicide and recycling alter the balance between the sexes originally set by the 

reproductive female. The average is given by the contribution of social and solitary 

nests, weighted by the probability that nests of class 5 females have workers (π) or 

not (1-π). Social nests produce an excess of females due to the effect of workers 

killing and recycling male eggs ( !z3z3ωφ ), while solitary nests produce the same 

proportion of females as the class 3 females (
2

z� ).

The denominator of the right hand side of expression  indicates the number of female 

autumn offspring adjusted by ovicide and recycling of killed male eggs. The scaling 

ensures that every spring female is exactly replaced by another spring female one 

year later.

Given the equilibrium class frequencies, we can calculate the average number of 
mates per male in the autumn, respectively in the summer:

+
=

+ +

��3 3 2 5 5
1

3 3 2 5 5 m 1 1

A

A

u F z u F Z
Q

u F z u F Z S z F      (13)

3 1
2

7 1

u z
Q h

u z
= =

��

       

         (14)

In the autumn, males produced by the summer generation and the surviving males 

of the summer generation m 1 1( )S z F compete together for + ��3 3 2 5 5 Au F z u F Z females. 

Males from the summer generation are offspring of the class 3 females ( 3 3 2u F z ), 

and of the class 5 females ( 5 5 Au F Z ). Where Z
F
 is the average sex ratio in nests of 

class 5 females, and is given by

ZA = π z3 !ω + z3ωφ( )+ !π z2       (15)

Where !ω  is the proportion of male eggs that are not killed by the workers ( !ω = 1−ω
). Taken all this together in the autumn there are Q

1
 mates per male. While in the 

summer, the class 7 males compete for the non-helping class 3 females, hence they 

get 2Q mates per male.

1. Number of workers and effect of helping

The expected number of helpers for class 5 summer females is given by 

1 1H hz F= � .        (16)

We can use this value to determine the probability that at least one helper is present 

at the nest of a class 5 female, π, which is calculated from a Poisson distribution: 
π = 1− e−H .

We assume that each helper increases the number of offspring produced by their 

mother by b, hence

5 3 3 1 1(1 ) (1 )F F bH F bhz F= + = + � .     (17)

Note that a class 5 female’s output increases with the number of daughters 1 1z F�  she 

produced during the spring.

At the moment a helper ‘decides’ to stay at her natal nest, her expected contribution 

B to her mother’s future reproductive output is conditional on her mother’s survival:

fB S b= .         (18)

 
Class-specific individual reproductive values
Individuals of different classes tend to differ in their relative contributions to the 

future gene pool, and individual reproductive values (RVs) quantify these differences 
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(Fisher 1930). In matrix population models, the individual RVs are the elements of 

the dominant left eigenvector of a gene flow matrix, and they are used as weights 
in inclusive fitness calculations (Taylor 1990, Taylor et al. 2007). In this section we 
first derive the class-specific RVs and then use these results to derive the RVs of 
daughters and sons for the spring and summer generations.

The gene-flow matrix can easily be derived from Figure S1 (chapter 2) by inspecting 
the outgoing edges from each node and determining what proportion of genes in 

a ‘receiving’ node can be attributed to the ‘donating’ node. Surviving individuals 

obviously contribute 100% of their genes to their surviving selves, while under 

haplodiploidy a male offspring derives 100% of his genes from his mother, and for 

a female offspring both her mother and her father get credit for 50% of her gene 

content. This gives rise to the following gene flow matrix:

A =

0 0 1
2
α!z

2
F
3

0 1
2
α !Z

A
F
5

1
2
α !Z

A
F
5

1
2
α!z

2
F
3
Q

2

0 0 αz
2
F
3
Q

1
0 αF

5
Z
A
Q

1
0 αS

m
Q

1
1
2
!h!z

1
F
1

1
2
!h!z

1
F
1

0 0 0 0 0
1
2
h!z

1
F
1

1
2
h!z

1
F
1

0 0 0 0 0

S
f

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 S
f

0 0 0 0 0

z
1
F
1

0 0 0 0 0 0

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

         (19)

Note that the columns that correspond to contributions by males contain the iQ
defined in (1-2), which are the mean number of mates per male. 
The RVs are solutions of  :T T=v v A

1
1 1 1 3 f 5 1 1 72v hz F v S v z F v= + +� �       (20)

1
2 1 1 3 f 62v hz F v S v= +� �        (21) 

v
3
= 1

2
α!z

2
F
3
v
1
+αz

2
F
3
Q

1
v
2

      (22)

4 0v =          (23) 

v
5
= 1

2
α !Z

A
F
5
v
1
+αZ

A
F
5
Q

1
v
2       (24)  

v
6
= 1

2
α !Z

A
F
5
v
1        (25)  

v
7
= 1

2
α!z

2
F
3
Q

2
v
1
+αS

m
Q

1
v
2       (26)

The RVs of daughters and sons born in the spring and the summer, respectively, can 

then be calculated as

= = − +�
f1 3 m m(2 )v hv V O I       (27)

         (28)

= = + − +
� �1 21

m1 7 m m m2
1 2

(1 )
z z

v v V S O I
z z      

v
f2
= αv

1
= 1         (29)

v
m2

= αQ
1
v
2
= 1

2

!z
2

z
2

(1−O
m
+ I

m
)

     (30)  

   

Here

=
+ +

m 1 1
m

2 m 1 1

S z F
O

z G S z F L
,      (31)

I
m
=

F
5
S
f
π z

3
ω + 1+ z

3
ϕω( ) z2 − z3

!z
2

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

z
2
G +S

m
z
1
F
1
+ L

      

         (32)

L = S
f
F
5
πz

3
(ω + z

3
ϕω)          (33)  

     

1
2 32V hz F= � � ,        (34)

and        

G = S
f
F
5
!π+ 1

2
!h!z

1
F
1
F
3

       (35)

Note that the RVs (33-) are normalized such that the RV of a daughter born in 

summer, f 2v , is set to unity and the other RVs are multiples of f 2v . Two important 

factors determine the balance of the RVs of the four classes. First, m0 1O≤ ≤ , 

which can be regarded as measure of generation overlap between spring and summer 
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males; and − ≤ ≤m1 1I , which can be regarded as the imbalance in summer males 

due to the effect of social nests, including ovicide. If both of these terms are 0, the 

relative within-generation RV of males to females reduce to the familiar 
1
2 /i iz z�

for haplodiploids (e.g. Taylor 1988). The measure of male overlap (O
m
) is zero if 

m 0S =  and/or =1 0z . The imbalance in summer males (I
m
) is zero if: females do 

not survive to produce the second brood (S
f
=0), the helping tendency is 0 (h,π=0), 

or the probability of ovicide is zero (ω=0) and both social and solitary nests produce 

the same sex ratio ( =2 3z z ). It will only be negative if, in the absence of ovicide, 

social nests produce more males than solitary females ( >3 2z z ). 

Effect of selection
In this section we derive inclusive fitness expressions and corresponding selection 
differentials for individuals expressing the five traits of interest; that is, spring sex 
ratio (z

1
), summer sex ratios for solitary (z

2
) and social nests (z

3
), helping tendency 

(h) and ovicide tendency (ω). Throughout this section, we denote the trait of a focal 

individual as x, and that of a resident individual as x*. Where x is an element of 

the trait vector {z
1
,z

2
,z

2
,h,ω}  . We weight the contribution of the focal to each 

class by the RV of individuals in that class (see section S3), and by the coefficient 
of relatedness between the focal and individuals of the receiving class. In outbred 

haplodiploid populations, the average relatedness of a daughter to her mother is
1

dau 2r = , a son is related to his mother according to son 1r = , sisters are related by 

= 3
sis 4r  and brothers are related to their sisters by = 1

bro 2r . 

1. Sex ratios

The inclusive fitness expressions are a focal female’s expected lifetime number of 
daughters and sons, each weighed by a corresponding coefficient of relatedness and 
RV, given a focal female’s sex ratios 1z , 2z  and 3z  in a resident population with 

sex ratios 
*
1z , 

*
2z  and 

*
3z :

W
1
(z

1
,z

1
* ) = F

1
( !z

1
r
dau
v
f1
* + z

1
r
son
v
m1
* )+

S
f
F
3
(π+ bh!z

1
F
1
)
r
dau
v
f2
* !z

3
(1+ z

3
ωϕ)

+r
son
v
m2
* z

3
(ω + z

3
ωϕ))

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ + !π rdauvf2

* !z
2
+ r

son
v
m2
* z

2( )⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟

                 (36) 

  

W
2
(z

2
,z

2
* ) =

u
3
F
3
+ !πu

5
F
3

u
3
+ !πu

5

( !z
2
r
dau
v
f2
* + z

2
r
son
v
m2
* )

        (37)  

                 

 

W
3
(z

3
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f
F
5

r
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v
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* (π!z

3
(1+ z

3
ωϕ)+ !π!z
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+r
son
v
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* (πz

3
(ω + z

3
ωϕ)+ !πz

2
)

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
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         (38)

The corresponding selection differentials are

∂W
1

∂z
1 z1=z1

*

= F
1
−r

dau
v
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* + r

son
v
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* − hS

f
F
3
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1
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3
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F
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r
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2
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3
F
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+ u
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F
5
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u
3
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v
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son
v
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               (40)  

            

∂W
3

∂z
3 z3=z3

*

= S
f
F
5
π
r
dau
v
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* (−1+ωϕ− 2z

3
ωϕ)

+r
son
v
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* (ω + 2z

3
ωϕ)
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⎦
⎥
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               (41)

Plugging in the RVs of the different classes and the coefficient of relatedness we get:
    

∂W
1

∂z
1 z1=z1

*

= F
1

V(−1+
!z
1

z
1

+ 1
2
O

m
− 1

2
I
m
)+ 1

2
S
m

!z
2

z
2
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m
+ I
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)
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2
hS
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F
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F
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               (42) 

Expression  is a more general version of expression  39 from chapter 2 where ovicide 

is not zero. The parameters mO , given by , measures overlap of male generations; 

and I
m
, given by , measure imbalance in sex ratios cause by social nests. It is easy 

to see that in the absence of help = =( 0),mh I  with non-overlapping generations 

of males = =m m( 0),S O  all terms but the first vanish and the equilibrium sex 
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ratio is 
* * 1
1 1 2 .z z= =� In the absence of help but with overlapping male generations

m m( , 0)S O > , the equilibrium spring sex ratio is male-biased, i.e. * *
1 1z z<� . With 

help ( 0)h > , the last term on the right of  may come to dominate and a female-

biased sex ratio may be favoured. Also, if social nests differ in their sex ratio due 

to ovicide (ω ,Im > 0) , the male bias caused by generation overlap will be reduced. 

The selection differential  simplifies to

∂W
2

∂z
2 z2=z2

*

= 1
2

u
3
F
3
+ u

5
F
5
!π

u
3
+ u

5

(−1+
!z
2

z
2

(1−O
m
+ I

m
))

              (43)

Without overlapping generations of males m m( 0)S O= =  and absence of help 

= =( 0),mh I  the equilibrium sex ratio is again unbiased, * * 1
2 2 2z z= =� . If male 

generations do overlap m m( , 0)S O > females dominate in equilibrium: * *
2 2z z>� , i.e. 

a female-biased summer sex ratio. However, this bias is diminished if social and 

solitary nests differ in their sex ratio due to ovicide (ω ,Im > 0)  . 

Finally, the selection differential for the sex ratio strategy of social nests is

  
∂W

3

∂z
3 z3=z3

*

= 1
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S
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F
5
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u
3
+ u

5
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)
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⎣
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⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

(44)

In a fully eusocial population (h,π = 1 ), with lack of male overlapping generations 

m m( 0)S O= =  and absence of ovicide (ω = 0) , the equilibrium sex ratio is 
unbiased, = =� * * 1

3 3 2z z . Just like before, the overlap of males favours more female 

bias ratios, and the imbalance caused by social nests more male bias ratios. However, 

if we assume that sex-ratios are balanced, such that the reproductive value of summer 

males takes the standard value of ½  = 1
m2 2( )v , expression S50 reduces to 

∂W
3

∂z
3 z3=z3

*

= 1
2

S
f
F
5
π

u
3
+ u

5

−ω(1−ϕ)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
,

which shows that ovicide itself favours female bias sex ratios in social nests; and this 

effect is stronger with lower recycling efficiency (ϕ).

2. Helping behaviour

The tendency to be a helper is expressed in females born from the spring generation. 

Their inclusive fitness is given by the reproduction they can get as independent 
breeders, and the indirect effect they have on the reproduction of their mothers if 

they become a helper. Specifically the inclusive fitness is given by:
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  (45)

The corresponding selection differential is
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plugging in the RVs and relatedness coefficients we get:
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Helping behaviour will be favoured by natural selection whenever the selection 

differential is positive, that is whenever

B >
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+ I
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         (48)

Assessing the initial evolution of helping, that is in a population without helpers           

( =m, 0h I ), and where solitary nests have even sex ratios ( = 1
2 2z ), we can simplify 

expression  to:

B >
2−O

m

3 !z
3
1+ z

3
ωϕ( )+ z3 ω + z

3
ωϕ( ) 1−Om( )         (49)
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Since 

≤ = ≤
+ −

m 1 1
m

2 m 1 1

0 1
S z F

O
z G S z F L

 and 0 ≤ φ,ω ,z
3
≤ 1    (50)

it follows that 

≤ ≤1
min3 2B .        (51)

Condition  is a more general version of expression  47 in chapter 2 (SM), where we 

take into account the effect of ovicide. The new range derived for B
min 

(inequality 
) shows that ovicide, under certain conditions – female biases autumn sex ratio in 

social nests ( 3z ) and high recycling efficiency (φ ) - favours the emergence of helping 

behaviour in partially bivoltine life-histories. However, ovicide can also disfavour 

helping behaviour, that is, if recycling efficiency is low, and/or sex ratios in social 
nests are male biased. Also note expression  shows that there is frequency-dependent 
effect. Once helping has evolved ( > 0h ), and given that workers have ovicidal 

behaviour, there is imbalance in the sex ratio caused by social nests ( >m, 0L I
), which reduces the positive effect of generation overlap ( mO ) on selection for 

helping behaviour. In other words, the extra females produced from the recycling of 

male eggs, killed by workers, reduce the RV of females; thus, workers produce less 

valuable sisters and selection for helping is weaker. 

3. Ovicidal behaviour

Ovicidal behaviour is expressed in females born in the summer that decided to 

stay in their mother nest to become workers. Their inclusive fitness is given by the 
reproductive output of their mother weighted by the corresponding RV and coefficient 
of relatedness (sisters and brothers). Specifically, the inclusive fitness of workers is:
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and the corresponding selection differential is given by
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By replacing the reproductive values and relatedness coefficients we obtain
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From expression , we can derive conditions for natural selection to favour ovicide 

behaviour in a population where there is no ovicide (w =0), and the sex ratio of 

solitary and social nests is the same ( =2 3z z ).  In that scenario there is no imbalance 

in sex ratio caused by differences between solitary and social nests =( 0)mI , thus 

ovicidal behaviour evolves whenever 

ϕ >
1−O

m

z
3
4−O
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min       (55)
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Hence, male generation overlap favours the emergence of ovicidal behaviour, so 

much so, that under full generation overlap (
m

1O = ) the recycling efficiency only 
needs to be larger than zero. For intermediate values of O

m
, the level of recycling 

necessary depends on the sex ratio of the autumn brood. The lower the proportion 

of males is the more difficult it is to evolve ovicide. If autumn sex ratio ( 2 3,z z ) is 

lower than 1
4 , ovicidal behaviour cannot evolve at all. 

Coevolution of sex ratios and helping behaviour
Coevolution of sex ratios, helping behaviour and ovicide was modelled using 

a standard adaptive dynamics approach (Dieckmann & Law 1996; Pen & Taylor 
2005). For each trait x (∈{z

1
,z

2
,z

2
,h,ω}) , the dynamics over evolutionary time t 

is given by
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The scaling constant = 0.002K  was chosen to make the adaptive dynamics results 

commensurate with the results from individual-based simulations (See section 

Individual-based simulations). 

The selection differentials are given above.

Numerical integration of differential equations (57) was carried out with R 3.1.0 (R 
Development Core Team 2014), using the package deSolve (Soetaert et al. 2010). 

Individual-based simulations
Individual-based simulations were also used to analyse the evolutionary dynamics 

using the programming language C++. The program keeps track of a population of 

individuals that have life cycle described above. We analyse how the distribution of 

allele values, for the different traits (sex ratios, helping and ovicide), changes along 

time due the effects of mutation, natural selection and genetic drift. 

The population of 2500 mated females was started assuming they are monomorphic 

for all traits; all sex ratios started at ½ and both helping and ovicide tendencies at 0. 

At the start of the season, spring females produce the summer brood with a sex ratio 

given by the average value of the two z
1
 alleles, summer females stay in the nest of 

their mother with a probability given by the average value of the two h alleles. Solitary 

summer females mate with summer males. Spring females survive with probability 

S
f
 and summer males with probability S

m
. Surviving spring females produce a second 

(autumn) brood with fecundity given by equation 23. If they have workers in the 
nest, the brood has a sex ratio given by the average value of the z

3
 alleles and ovicide 

takes place, destroying each unfertilised (male) egg with a probability given by the 

average value of the ω alleles of the workers. Then, recycling restores a proportion 

ϕ of the destroyed eggs; and the new offspring have a sex ratio given again by the 

average value of z
3
 alleles of the foundress. Solitary spring and summer females have 

an autumn brood too, with sex ratio given by the average value of the z
2
 alleles. All 

autumn males and surviving summer males mate randomly with autumn females. 

Out of those mated autumn females, 2500 survive the winter and start a new season 

in the spring. 

During all reproduction events, mutation occurs on each allele with a probability 

µ. Each mutation changes the allelic value by an amount drawn from a normal 

distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation σ (mutational step). The allelic values 

were restricted to stay within 0 and 1. Parameter values chosen for the mutational 
process do not affect the qualitative outcome of the simulations. 
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Table S1.  Main model parameters and variables.

Symbol Description

iF Fecundity class-i females

fS Survival probability adult spring females

mS Survival probability spring (LD) or summer (FH) males 

iu
Relative number of class-i individuals in demographic 
equilibrium

iv Relative reproductive value of class-i individuals

1z Sex ratios (proportion sons) in spring 

2 3,z z Sex ratios (proportion sons) in summer solitary, resp. social nests

1i iz z= −� Proportion daughters.

Ovicidal tendency of workers

Recycling efficiency: proportion of killed male eggs that are 
translated into new offspring

( 1 )h h h= −� Helping tendency of spring daughters 

Probability of having workers at the nest

Scaling factor of winter survival to ensure stable population sizes

1 2,Q Q Ratio of breeding females to males in spring resp. summer

b Benefit of help. Additional offspring per helper

B S b= f Expected benefit of help, conditional on maternal survival

xr Coefficient of relatedness of x to female controlling evolvable trait

W Inclusive fitness

1 2, ,D D D Demographic transition matrices for resp. spring, summer, 
overall  populations

1 2, ,A A A Gene flow matrices for resp. spring, summer, overall populations

Population growth factor (dominant eigenvalue) 

φ

π ( !π = 1− !π)

α

λ

ω !ω =1−ω( )
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Abstract

As a result of different brood-cell provisioning strategies, nest-making insects 

may differ in the extent to which adults regularly provide extended parental care 

to their brood beyond nest defence. Mass provisioning species cache the entire 

food supply needed for larval development prior to oviposition and typically seal 

the brood cell. It is usually assumed that there is no regular contact between the 

adult(s) and brood. Here we show that the bee, Megalopta genalis, expresses a form 

of cryptic brood care, which would not be observed during normal development. 

Following experimental injections of different provisioning materials into brood 

cells, foundresses reopened manipulated cells, and the brood were aborted in some 

cases, implying that the foundresses assessed conditions within the cells. In aborted 

cells, foundresses sometimes laid a second egg after first removing dead larvae, 
previously stored pollen and contaminants. Our results show that hygienic brood 

care can be cryptic, and hence may be more widespread than previously believed; 

lending support to the hypothesis that extended parental care is a pre-adaptation 

towards eusociality.

Introduction

Sociality has evolved in different clades of nest-making Hymenoptera, and their  

solitary ancestors likely differed in the extent to which adults provided extended 

parental care, apart from providing and protecting a nest (see Wheeler 1922; 

Wilson 1971; Michener 1974; West-Eberhard 1975; Alexander et al. 1991). “Mass 

provisioning” species cache all food necessary for larval development prior to 
oviposition (Michener 1974) and are generally thought to not provide additional 

care for individual brood, apart from defending the nest (Lin and Michener 1972). In 

contrast, in species with “progressive provisioning” adults feed the larvae periodically 
throughout development.  In such species helping behavior may be advantageous, 

because in the event of the death of the egg-layer (or primary care-giver), related 

helpers assure that any initial investment in reproduction still pays off in terms of 

fitness (Queller 1989; 1994; Gadagkar 1990). In contrast, such insurance benefits 
(“assured fitness returns”) were thought to be of minimal importance in groups that 
are characterized by mass provisioning (but see Smith et al., 2003). 

Halictinae bees are mass provisioners (e.g., Michener 1974; 1990). After oviposition, 

the brood cells are usually closed off, isolating the brood from the adults, which 

has been assumed to limit adult-larval interactions.  However, evidence has been 

accumulating that questions the assumption that social halictine bees lack extended 
post-oviposition parental care for individual brood. Plateaux-Quénu (2008) reviewed 
data showing that 17 species of eusocial halictines either leave brood cells open or 

reopen them. She hypothesized that active parental brood care (beyond nest defence) 

is a pre-adaptation to eusociality (also Alexander et al. 1991). 

Here we report modified brood care behaviour associated with experimental 
injections of foreign material (supplemental food provisions) into brood cells of the 

facultatively eusocial sweat bee, Megalopta genalis.  These manipulations triggered 

a form of maternal care that is not evident in the usual development of healthy brood 

cells, which has consequences for our understanding of the role of extended brood 
care in the evolution of insect sociality.  
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Methods

Study site and species
Collections and experiments were conducted on Barro Colorado Island (BCI; 

9°09.754’N, 79°50.470’W), Panama. BCI is a lowland, semi-deciduous, moist 
forest with a pronounced dry season (Leigh 1999). Solitary and eusocial nests of 

Megalopta genalis co-occur within a single population (Wcislo et al. 2004; Smith 

et al. 2007; 2009; Kapheim et al. in press). M. genalis form nests in dead sticks 

in the forest understory. A tunnel with one entrance is excavated in a stick by a 

foundress. Females construct brood cells from chewed wood particles, which are 

then lined with hydrophobic secretions and provisioned with pollen and nectar. 

Once provisioning is completed, an egg is laid on the pollen ball, and the brood cell 

is closed with a plug made of wood particles (Wcislo et al. 2004).  Solitary nests 

result when female offspring disperse to mate, establish a nest, develop ovaries and 

become reproductively active (Kapheim et al. 2015 and references therein). In these 
nests the foundresses carry out all tasks necessary for reproduction. In social nests at 

least one female offspring does not disperse or develop ovaries, but takes over tasks 

related to nest maintenance and foraging (Smith et al. 2008); foundresses typically 

monopolize reproduction in social nests (Kapheim et al. 2013). 

Collection of natural nests
Nest collections were made during the dry season (January-March 2011) when the 

nests are relatively abundant and have many developing brood. Nest locations were 

recorded, and then the entrances were sealed with a cotton ball and transferred to 

a laboratory. In the lab, nests were opened and developing brood were kept in the 

laboratory until the pupal stage, when they were used to establish observation nests.

Establishing observation nests
We set up 38 observation nests that were at least 10 meters apart, and 23 nests 

produced brood. However, only 16 nests survived until the end of the study. The nests 

were not started at the same time, as setting them up depended on the availability of 

female pupae reared in the laboratory. 

Artificial observation nests were constructed following the procedure described 
in Wcislo and Gonzalez (2006), with subsequent modifications (Figure 1; also see 

photo in supplementary materials of Kapheim et al. 2012). The nests consisted of a 
piece of balsa wood (~15x20 cm) with a central tunnel. The wood was covered with 

a piece of transparent acrylic and black cloth. Both the cloth and the acrylic could 

be removed to perform observations or to mark the newly emerged bees(Kapheim et 
al. 2012). These three components were covered with a plastic roof to prevent rain 

from getting inside, and held together with binder clips. One female bee in the late 

pupal stage was placed in each observation nest, and the nest was subsequently hung 
on a wire from a vine in the forest at a height of approximately 1.5 m. We covered 

the top section of the wire with sticky Tanglefoot® to prevent ant predation. Bees 

flew freely in the forest. Observation nests were checked every second day for collar 
ring construction, excavations inside the nest, presence or absence of the female and 

building of new brood cells. A plastic cup was installed just below the nest entrance, 

which collected all the material thrown out of the nest by the resident bee(s).

Experimental manipulations
We did not set out initially to study cryptic brood care. Rather, our experimental 

manipulations represented an unsuccessful effort to assess the role of nutrition in 

caste determination. These manipulations consisted of the addition of one of the 

following to a provision mass: 40µL of protein mix (9.8% w/w), 40µL of concentrated 

sucrose (200% w/w), or 40µL of distilled water as a control. The protein added was 

of a commercial brand of soy powder (“Trader Darwin’s Soy Protein Powder”); 

Figure 1. Megalopta genalis nests in dead sticks in the forest understory. The nest structure consists 

of a central tunnel dug by the foundress, and adjacent brood cells. Photograph A shows a natural nest 
collected from the field. The black arrow points to an open brood cell. Photograph B shows an artificial 
observation nest with the foundress and three closed brood cells indicated by the numbers 2, 4 and 6. 

The acrylic cover allowed us to mark and track the changes in each brood cell.
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similar products have been successfully used to feed honey bees (Sereia et al. 2010). 

Provision masses were injected with a solution using a 1 ml syringe. In order to 
reduce contact with the egg or developing larvae, the injection was done in the last 

quarter of the brood cell, which is furthest away from the brood. The treatments were 
applied in random order to avoid bias from temporal factors. Experimental nests 

varied in the number of brood cells produced and the speed at which these were 

constructed. Therefore, the number of replicates varied among nests. Experiments 

were performed in recently founded nests; therefore, it was not possible to determine 

for all nests whether they would have developed into a social nest or remained 

solitary. Only three of the nests were clearly social, as females eclosed, stayed and 

help during the experimental phase. For each manipulative treatment, we injected 11 

brood cells, and a control group of 15 of brood cells was left without any injection 

(N = 48, total). 

Data analyses
Data analyses were conducted in R v. 3.1.2 (R Development Core Team 2008). 

We used generalized mixed effect models (GLMM) to analyse the effect of the 
treatments on the behaviour of the foundresses toward the brood cell and on the final 
outcome of those cells. For all models, random effects were the nest ID (equivalent 
to foundress ID as there was one foundress per nest). The fixed effects used were the 
treatments described in the experimental manipulations. An extra fixed effect was 
included by grouping all the treatments that involved a manipulation (water control, 

addition of sucrose or protein) into a “manipulated” treatment, and contrasting this 
with brood cells that were un-manipulated; this grouping increased statistical power 

to distinguish whether any effect was caused by the manipulation or by the specific 
treatment.

We used three binomial response variables: 1) a cell was re-opened or not, which 

is a measure of the effect of the treatments on modifying the foundress’ brood care 

behaviour; 2) an adult bee emerged from the cell or not, regardless of development 

time, which ignores possible brood abortion and cell re-use; and 3) whether an adult 

emerged < 40 days after the initial cell closure or not, which takes into account normal 

developmental time (~35 days) and accounts for possible cell re-use. As a continuous 

variable we used the number of days between first closure of the brood cell and adult 

emergence. The three binomial variables were analysed with a binomial distribution 

in the errors, while for developmental time we used a Poisson distribution. Models 
were fitted using the “lme4” R package. We tested the significance of the fixed effects 
using the Likelihood ratio test between one model containing the effect and one 

without it. Once we found the minimal adequate model we ran a Wald  test to get 

the reported p values. Post-hoc tests were performed using the gltht function of the 

“multcomp” R package, which assesses the significance of the pairwise difference 
between the coefficients of the treatments. Some of the models suffered from 
complete separation (Heinze and Schemper 2002), which occurs when one of the 

levels of a fixed effect fully explains the binomial response variable. This prevents 
the algorithm from properly fitting the coefficient for this level. To overcome this 
problem we fitted these models using the bglmer function of the “blme” R package. 
This function uses a similar algorithm to the “lmer4”, but allows the addition of a 
weak prior to the estimates of the coefficients, facilitating the estimation. 

The data collected from the waste collection recipient were also analysed using 

GLMM. These data represented a time series in which each data point corresponded 
to the presence or absence of a particular type of waste material discarded from 

the nest at each time point. The types of waste we looked for were pieces of the 

provisioned pollen mass and faeces of the prepupal larvae. The random effect in 

these models was the nest from which the waste was collected. The fixed effects 
were the numbers of brood cells in different states inside the nest that the waste came 

from. The states used were open cell, closed cell, reopened cell and emerged adult. 

This way we assessed from which type of cell the waste was most likely coming 

from. Models were fitted using a binomial distribution. As the data correspond to 
time series, we accounted for autocorrelations by using the value of the response 

variable in the previous time step of the time series as one of the predictor variables. 

This estimation corresponds to fitting a Markov Chain model where the coefficients 
determine the probability that the response variable changes from one state to the 

other in one time step. This was done first using GLMM in the “lmer4” package, and 
confirmed fitting the same model using a Bayesian estimation of the parameters with 
the package “rjags”, which uses R as a platform to sample the posterior distributions 
using JAGS (Plummer 2003). The results of both models agreed qualitatively.
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Results

Within the first week of our failed nourishment experiments, there were unusual 
patterns of adults reopening injected brood cells. Figure 2 shows that the injected 

brood cells were significantly more likely to be reopened by the foundresses than cells 
that had not been injected (GLMM, p< 0.01), indicating a change in the behaviour of 

foundresses towards brood cells following injections.

Cells that were reopened contained larvae that had either died during or soon 

after the injection procedure or been aborted by the foundresses.  Some cells were 

completely destroyed by the foundress: all contents (provisions, eggs or larvae) 

were removed. Other cells (68% of the re-opened ones) were re-closed with contents 

left in place. These resealed cells subsequently produced adult bees. Statistical 
analyses showed that neither of the experimental manipulations had a significant 
effect on the probability of adult emergence (Figure 2). Comparisons between the 

development times of the larvae in manipulated or un-manipulated cells showed 

much faster development in the latter (Figure 3A). The difference in development 

time is demonstrated by the two different clusters of data (Figure 3B). First, there 

Figure 2. Injection of any of the treatments into a brood cell, including distilled water, caused 

differences in the probability of the foundress reopening the cells after closure, and of broods 

finishing development within the expected time frame. Foundresses were more likely to reopen 

brood cells that had been injected (GLMM, p= 0.00193). Injection did not affect significantly the 
chances of having an adult emerge from the brood cell (GLMM, p=0.0797). However, it did affect the 

chance of finishing development on time (GLMM, p=0.00417). Error bars represent 95% confidence 
intervals from a simple binomial test. They are plotted to represent the variation of the data, but their 

significance is not directly related to the statistical model used for the analysis.

is a cluster around the expected time of development, and most of these cells had 

not been reopened. The second cluster was composed only of cells that had been 

reopened, and these were more likely to have been subjected to a treatment involving 

injection as mentioned before (Figure 2). This was confirmed by the significant 
effect of reopening on development time (GLMM, p<<0.001). If we used the second 

brood cell closure (after reopening) as the starting point of development, this cluster 

of points overlapped with development time of cells that had not been reopened 

(Figure S1). Furthermore, when the analysis was restricted to cells that had finished 
development on time (< 40 days), we found a significant effect of injection on 
the probability of emergence (p<0.01; Figure 2). This result suggests that females 

oviposited a second time in the same brood cells. 

Figure 3. The injection treatments triggered a second oviposition event in some of the brood cells. 

A) Injected brood cells had a significantly longer time between closure of the brood cell and emergence 
of the adult (GLM, p= 0.0236). B) Histograms of the data for brood cells that were not reopened 

(normal cells) and reopened brood cells. Data for normal cells cluster around the expected time of 

development, while those of the reopened cells (dark grey bars) cluster many days after the expected 

time of development. For the reopened cells, if we consider only the time between the second closure 

and emergence, they also cluster around the expected time of development. The outlier in protein 

treatment (A) can be seen as an isolated bar at the higher end of the histogram (B), which corresponds 

to a brood cell that was reopened twice even though it had been injected only once.
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Following cell reopening, foundresses were more likely to remove pollen from the nest 

than other cell contents. Using changes in state of the brood cells, we characterized 

the nests in terms of the abundance of different brood cell types (i.e., actively being 

provisioned, closed, reopened, or empty following emergence). The only state 

change that was a good predictor of finding pollen in the receptacle was the reopened 
state, whether analyzed as a binary variable (presence or absence, p=0.00351) or as 

counts of brood cells (p=0.0076). After deciding that the provisioned cell would not 

produce viable offspring, the foundresses evacuating the initial pollen provisions, 

provisioned these brood cells a second time, and then laid second eggs. 

Foundresses also removed the faeces of recently emerged larvae. The presence 

of successful brood cells (= recently emerged adult) was a good predictor of the 

presence of faeces in the receptacle (p<0.001). This means that foundresses express 

hygienic behaviour and clean the nest-cells by removing faeces of the newly eclosed 

adults from the nest, which is confirmed by footage taken from our experimental 
nests (see online resource 1). 

Discussion

Provisioning strategy (i.e., mass versus progressive) has been used as the primary 

proxy for extended brood care in social insects, on the assumption that a physical 

barrier (a closed cell) precludes care-giving. Halictine bees are exemplary mass 

provisioners in that females of many species collect all the pollen and nectar that 

developing young need before laying eggs, and seal off brood cells afterwards. 

However, our results show that M. genalis foundresses actively respond to changes 

relating to offspring viability that occur inside their brood cells. This response 

implies that females have the capacity to perceive changes inside the brood cell, 

despite the fact that sealing up the brood cell formed a physical barrier between 

parents and offspring. This type of care is not evident from the usual developmental 

path of a M. genalis nest, because it was triggered by experimental events relating to 

brood development. 

A solitary halictid bee (Nomia melanderi) likewise detects cells that have been infected 

with various fungal species, opens the cells, and packs them with soil (Batra and 

Bohart 1969). Contrary to earlier assumptions, evidence has been accumulating on 

the occurrence of extended brood care in mass-provisioning halictine bees (reviewed 

in Plateaux-Quénu 2008).  Plateaux-Quénu showed that reopening of brood cells 
occurs in 11 social halictines, and she added evidence for six more species. The 

behavior of only a small number of halictines has been studied in detail, so it is 

presently not possible to estimate the true frequency of this behavior or its phyletic 

distribution. For example, Danforth and Eickwort (1997: p. 277) stated that of the 

roughly 470 species of the then-described species of Augochlorini (Halictidae), only 

2.8% of them are “studied in sufficient depth to provide a good picture of their social 
biology.” Even fewer species have been studied with methods appropriate to detect 
cryptic brood care. Our results provide experimental evidence for the occurrence 

of this behavior in 13% of experimentally unmanipulated brood cells and 62% of 

injected cells, but the frequency of cell reopening in natural nests of M. genalis is 

unknown. Moreover, the behaviour of Lasioglossum (Evylaeus) calceatum inside 

the brood cells (Plateaux-Quénu 2008) might explain the patterns of emergence in 
our experiments. Females of L. calceatum remove the egg, larvae, and/or pollen ball 

when the brood is dead or diseased. In our study, we cannot be certain in specific 
cases whether the removed brood were dead, diseased or healthy, so the cues that 

triggered foundresses’ behaviour are unknown. We do know, however, that females 

can recognize and remove corpses. At the end of our experiment, we killed a few 

of the last instar larvae, and this triggered females to reopen cells and remove dead 

larvae immediately (see online resource 2). The response was different from the one 

triggered by the manipulations, where reopening took on average four days after 

the manipulation was performed. Finding the cues that females use to assess the 

condition of their brood will deepen our understanding of the evolution of parental 

care.

Undertaking and hygienic behaviours are associated with complex social life. 

Undertaking behaviour shows wide variation in social insects with large colonies 

and encompasses different mechanisms (Sun and Zhou 2013). This diversity is likely 

caused by selection pressures imposed by social life (Hamilton 1987; Cremer et al. 

2007). Our results support the claims of Plateaux-Quénu (2008) that the hygienic 
behaviour of removing faeces is associated with increased social complexity, as 

foundresses did this as soon as adults had emerged (see online resource 1). Although 

detailed studies of solitary halictines are scarce, field observations indicate that on 
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occasion cells are re-used in some solitary nests (e.g. Lasioglossum figueresi; Wcislo 

et al. 1993). In other solitary and social halictid bees, contaminated cells are packed 

with soil but not reused (Batra and Bohart 1969; WTW pers. obs.). 

Extended brood care has been proposed as a pre-adaptation for eusocial life (Plateaux-
Quénu 2008). There are at least two proposed mechanisms by which parental care 
could lead to eusociality. Our results point to hygienic behaviour as an important 

component of parental care in M. genalis. Foundresses recognize non-viable brood 

cells, and they remove faeces from cells that produced adults. Social life brings 

with it new challenges in the struggle against pathogens, because close contact with 

conspecifics increases pathogen transmission rates (Hamilton 1987). Thus, species 
that exhibit hygienic behaviour as a form of extended brood care might be able to 

reduce the costs associated with social life while reaping the benefits of associated 
increases in productivity. There are alternative ways to deal with increased pathogen 

pressure. Parental care could have a more direct causal role in the benefits of social 
life, as found in assured fitness returns models (AFR) (Gadagkar 1990; Queller 1994). 
AFR proposes that social life is beneficial, because if a nest foundress dies, helpers 
in the colony would provide the necessary care for the offspring to complete their 

development (Gadagkar 1990; Queller 1994). The prerequisite of receiving parental 
care to finish development is one driver of sociality. AFR have been found in M. genalis 

in the form of reduced predation pressure on the brood under eusocial conditions 

(Smith et al. 2003; 2007). 

Finally, we reiterate that our experiments were not originally designed to study cryptic 

extended brood care of M. genalis. They were designed to assess the effect of nutrition 

on social behaviour (cf. Hunt and Nalepa 1994; Kapheim et al. 2011). Thus, the choice 
of treatments was not designed to shed light on the specific triggers for extended brood 
care. This behaviour is latent in M. genalis and can become manifest under the right 

conditions, but additional studies are now needed to determine the specific conditions 
and triggers for its expression. Many behaviors might have evolved as a reaction to 

conditions that are not often encountered, but may have serious consequences for 
the organism. Therefore, such cryptic behaviours may be difficult to spot but may 
nevertheless play an important role in the evolution of sociality. So, we should not 

confuse the absence of evidence with evidence of absence.

Supplementary Information 

Online resources

http://www.edge-cdn.net/video_928980?playerskin=37016 

Video 1. Footage of a female performing hygienic behaviour, which is removing the faeces of a 

newly emerged bee. Two females move around the brood cell. First, the foundress goes into the brood 

cell, and places the faeces in the main tunnel. Later, a second female (a worker), moves the faeces out 

of the scope of the camera. The waste was later removed completely from the nest. 

http://www.edge-cdn.net/video_928984?playerskin=37016 

Video 2. Footage of a female performing undertaking behaviour, which is removing a corpse 

from the nest. A last instar larva was killed with the needle of a syringe. Within 30 minutes after the 

injection the foundress reopened the brood cell containing the dead larva. In the video she takes the 

dead larva out of the brood cell to the main tunnel, and then moves it towards the main entrance; later 

it was removed from the nest. 

http://www.edge-cdn.net/video_928980?playerskin=37016
http://www.edge-cdn.net/video_928984?playerskin=37016
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Figure S1. A). Effect of experimental treatments on the probabilities that i) the brood cells were reopened 

by the foundress, ii) that adults eventually emerged, and iii) that adults emerged within the reported 

developmental time of M. genalis (< 40 days). Treatment had a significant effect on the probability 
of reopening and the probability of emergence on the expected time, but not on the probability of 

emergence. Post-hoc comparisons showed that the protein treatment is significantly different to the 
‘no injection’ treatment at the 95% confidence both in the probability of reopening and emergence 
on expected time (p=0.0397, p=0.0211 respectively). All the other treatments were not significantly 
different from each other in any of the three measures. B). Histogram of the number of days between 

closure and emergence for all the brood cells. Dark grey bars correspond to the same measure but 

counted between the second closure and emergence (for cells that were reopened and reclosed).  They 

overlap with the cells that were not reopened.

Supplementary figure
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Abstract

Two alternative frameworks explain the evolution of cooperation in the face of 

conflicting interests. Conflicts can be alleviated by kinship, the alignment of interests 
by virtue of shared genes, or by negotiation strategies, allowing mutually beneficial 
trading of services or commodities. Although negotiation often occurs in kin 

structured populations, the interplay of kin- and negotiation-based mechanisms in 

the evolution of cooperation remains an un-resolved issue. Inspired by the biology of 

a cooperatively breeding fish, we developed an individual-based simulation model 

to study the evolution of negotiation-based cooperation in relation to different levels 

of genetic relatedness. We show that the evolution of negotiation strategies leads to 

an equilibrium where subordinates appease dominants by conditional cooperation, 
resulting in high levels of help and low levels of aggression. This negotiation-based 

equilibrium can be reached both in the absence of relatedness and in a kin-structured 
population. However, when relatedness is high, evolution often ends up in an 

alternative equilibrium where subordinates help their kin unconditionally. The level 
of help at this kin-selected equilibrium is considerably lower than at the negotiation-
based equilibrium, and it corresponds to a level reached when responsiveness is 
prevented from evolving in the simulations. A mathematical invasion analysis 

reveals that, quite generally, the alignment of payoffs due to the relatedness of 
interaction partners tends to impede selection for harsh but effective punishment of 

defectors. Hence kin structure will often hamper rather than facilitate the evolution 

of productive cooperation.

Introduction

Cooperation constitutes the basis of all higher forms of biological organization. 

However, it is not straightforward to explain why an individual would help another 

when this is associated with fitness costs (Hamilton 1964). One explanation 
for the spread of a cooperative behaviour in a population is that the benefits of 
cooperation are more frequently directed toward other cooperators than toward 
defectors (Lehmann and Keller 2006; Van Cleve and Akçay 2014). Such assortment 
arises naturally at the genetic level in populations with limited dispersal or when 

individuals interact preferentially with relatives (Hamilton 1964; Lehmann and 

Keller 2006). Alternatively, cooperation can arise when individuals respond to the 
actions of others (Trivers 1971; Axelrod and Hamilton 1981; van den Berg and 

Weissing 2015). Responsive strategies can favour cooperation through a range of 

different mechanisms; for example, when individuals reciprocate help received 

from others (Trivers 1971; Axelrod and Hamilton 1981); when individuals choose 

their interaction partner based on its previous actions (Noë and Hammerstein 1994; 

Pacheco et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2012); or when individuals punish uncooperative 
partners (Clutton-Brock and Parker 1995). Genetic assortment and responsive 
strategies are central to the two most prominent frameworks for explaining the 

evolution of cooperative behaviours: kin selection theory (Hamilton 1964; Lehmann 

and Keller 2006) and the theory of reciprocal altruism (Trivers 1971; Rankin and 
Taborsky 2009) . Most studies on cooperative behaviour among animals focus on 

either one or the other explanatory concept, but the two mechanisms are not mutually 

exclusive and, in fact, often act simultaneously (Carter and Wilkinson 2013; Riehl 

2013). Moreover, the coexistence and collaboration of both related and unrelated 

individuals within breeding groups is widespread in social animals (Clutton-Brock 

2009; Riehl 2013). 

In the theoretical literature, there is a lack of consensus about the consequences of 
the simultaneous action of relatedness and responsive strategies for the evolution 

of cooperation. Marshall and Rowe (Marshall and Rowe 2003) suggested that 

relatedness prevents the evolution of reciprocal cooperation because relatedness 

weakens selection for effective retaliation against defectors. In contrast, Van Veelen 

et al. (Veelen et al. 2012) found that relatedness increases the prevalence of reciprocal 

cooperation, and explained this by the fact that assortment of strategies prevents 
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the “indirect invasion” of defectors; that is, when cooperative but unresponsive 
strategies pave the way for defectors. Mengel (Mengel 2007), finally, argued that 
relatedness does not have a monotonic effect on the prevalence of  cooperation when 

strategies are responsive. A common feature of these models is that they use the 

game-theoretical framework of the Iterated Prisoners Dilemma (IPD), a generic, 
abstract model of cooperation, in which cooperative interactions are detached from 

their ecological and life-history context (Brosnan and Bshary 2010). Therefore, it 

is not straightforward to determine which of the contrasting theoretical models is 

applicable to a given biological example of cooperation. To address this problem, 

we here model cooperative interactions of which the fitness costs and benefits 
derive explicitly from the life-histories of individuals, inspired by a well-studied 

biological system that is very suitable to analyse how kin selection and responsive 

strategies interact when generating cooperation. To complement our simulations for 

this particular model system, we also develop a general mathematical argument to 

illustrate the formal logic behind our main results.

We first present an individual-based simulation model that is inspired by the 
cooperatively breeding cichlid Neolamprologus pulcher, where dominants and 

subordinates negotiate their levels of aggression and help (Bergmüller and Taborsky 
2005). This system is particularly well suited to understand the interaction of kin 

selection and responsive strategies (Taborsky 1984; Bergmüller and Taborsky 2005; 
Stiver et al. 2005; Bruintjes and Taborsky 2011; Zöttl et al. 2013). N. pulcher live 

in social groups in which related and unrelated individuals interact repeatedly with 

one another (Dierkes et al. 2005; Stiver et al. 2005). A group typically consists of a 

dominant breeding pair that largely controls reproduction, and several subordinates. 

Subordinates help in tasks related to nest maintenance and offspring care (Taborsky 

1984) (Fig. 1A-C). Small subordinates help in egg cleaning (Fig 1A). Large 

subordinates dig out sand (Fig. 1B), in order to maintain or enlarge the size of 

the nest, and fight away egg predators (Fig. 1C). The observed alloparental care 
is not easily explained by kin selection. In fact, N. pulcher subordinates provide 

less (rather than more) care when they help a related dominant (Zöttl et al. 2013) 

(Fig. 1E). A plausible alternative hypothesis is that helping results from a negotiation 

between the dominant and the subordinate, involving responsive strategies on both 

sides (Gaston 1978; Bergmüller and Taborsky 2005). According to this ‘pay-to-stay’ 

interpretation (Gaston 1978; Kokko et al. 2002), the breeder allows the helper to 
use vital resources in a safe territory in exchange for the provided help (Taborsky 

1985; Bergmüller and Taborsky 2005). The other side of the bargain, which is more 
difficult to demonstrate, is that helping is enforced by aggression and threats of 
eviction on the side of the dominant (Cant 2011). In fact, aggressive enforcement 

of help by breeders is rarely observed, and the overall level of aggression is low 

(Bergmüller and Taborsky 2005) unless aggression is provoked by experimentally 
preventing subordinates from helping (Fischer et al. 2014) (Fig. 1G). 

Cooperative breeding in N. pulcher is no exception among other well-studied 

examples of cooperative behaviours in the wild, in that the roles of kin selection and 

Figure 1: Helping and aggression in the cooperatively breeding cichlid Neolamprologus pulcher. 

Subordinate helpers show brood care by cleaning the eggs of breeders A), by performing nest 

maintenance such as digging out sand B), and by defending the territory against predators, such as 

Lepidiolamprologus elongatus C). Presumably, these helping behaviours are mediated by aggression 
from the breeder. In D, a breeder (right) shows aggression towards a subordinate, and the subordinate 

responds with submissive behaviour (tail quiver). E, F and G summarize results from experimental 

manipulations reported in previous studies. Bars show the mean of the standardized frequency of 
behaviour. Standardization was done by subtracting the mean from each data point and dividing by 

the standard deviation.  Error bars are given by the standard error of the standardised frequency of 
behaviours. E) Unrelated helpers (purple) provide more help than related ones (green; (Zöttl et al. 

2013). F) After subordinates have been prevented from giving help (dark blue), they compensate by 

increasing their help level (light blue), presumably in an attempt to appease the breeder(Bergmüller and 
Taborsky 2005; Fischer et al. 2014). G) Aggression levels in the group are normally very low (light 

green), but they increase considerably when subordinates are experimentally prevented from helping 

(Fischer et al. 2014).
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responsive strategies in shaping the social system cannot easily be disentangled. It is 

not clear if and how the interaction between them has contributed to the evolution of 

cooperation. To bridge this gap, we model the evolution of behavioural mechanisms 

by which individuals respond to social partners in repeated interactions, in group-

structured populations with varying degrees of relatedness. The interaction between 

group members in our model is captured by a negotiation process, where partners 

respond to each other by exchanging offers and counter-offers. 

The model

Overview
We consider a population with a large number of breeding territories each of which 

can harbour at most one breeder and at most one potential helper. Only breeders 

produce offspring. In the absence of helping, the presence of another individual on 

the territory reduces the fecundity of the breeder; therefore a breeder will have the 

tendency to evict other individuals that are not willing to help. For non-breeders it 

is beneficial to stay on a breeding territory, since otherwise they have to become 
floaters, and the survival probability of floaters is considerably lower than the baseline 
survival probability on a territory. However, being allowed to stay on a territory may 

require a ‘payment’ to the breeder in terms of helping (‘pay-to-stay’(Gaston 1978; 
Bergmüller and Taborsky 2005)), and helping has a negative effect on the helper’s 
survival.

Whether a breeder accepts a helper in the territory depends on the outcome of a 

negotiation process at the time that a vacant helper position becomes available. The 

course and outcome of the negotiation process is determined by the ‘behavioural norms 

of reaction’ (Taylor and Day 2004; Mengel 2007) of the breeder and the prospective 

helper (Figure 2). The reaction norm of the breeder specifies the breeder’s level of 
aggression in response to the level of help offered by the prospective helper (Figure 

2A). Conversely, the prospective helper’s reaction norm specifies the helper’s level 
of helping in response to the level of aggression received from the breeder (Figure 

2B). Thus, a change in the helping effort of the helper will evoke a change in the 

aggression exerted by the breeder, which in turn will induce an adjustment of the 

level of help provided by the helper. In the process of repeatedly responding to each 

other’s actions, the two individuals typically converge to a stable equilibrium of 

aggression and help (Figure 2C,(McNamara et al. 1999; Taylor and Day 2004)). At 

that stage the helper can decide to either stay in the territory or to become a floater 
(Figure 2D). This decision depends on whether or not the aggression level of the 

breeder is higher than the aggression tolerance threshold of the helper.

Both behavioural reaction norms and the aggression tolerance threshold of the helper 

are heritable, and they evolve subject to mutation, genetic drift and natural selection. 

The question is whether a pair of reaction norms will evolve that leads to a high level 
of helping, and how much aggression is necessary to maintain helping behaviour. 

Figure 2: Model for the negotiation of help between a dominant breeder and a subordinate helper. 

A) The behaviour of the breeder is determined by a reaction norm that defines the breeder’s level of 
aggression in response to the level of help received. B) The behaviour of the helper is determined by a 

reaction norm that defines the helper’s level of help in response to the level of aggression received. Both 
reaction norms are heritable strategies that evolve in the course of the generations. C) Plotting both 
reaction norms in one graph (thereby swapping the axes in graph B) gives a graphical illustration of the 

negotiation process. After a sequence of moves and counter-moves, the breeder and the helper settle at 
a negotiation equilibrium (H*,A*). The green line indicates the inherited tolerance level τ of the helper; 
the helper leaves if the negotiated aggression A* exceeds this threshold. D) Different outcomes of the 

negotiation process. Depending on the helper’s reaction norm, the same breeder can be more or less 

aggressive; helpers can stay or leave depending on their tolerance level and on how much aggression 

they receive.
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Furthermore, we investigate how genetic relatedness between the two partners 

affects the evolution of these reaction norms. 

Negotiation strategies
The responsive behaviour of the individuals in the negotiation phase are governed by 

two reaction norms, which are modelled as logistic functions

A(h) =
Amax

1+ exp(−(α + βh))
 and H (a) =

Hmax

1+ exp(−(γ +δh))    (1)

  

The amount of aggression ( )A h  elicited by a helper providing an amount h of help 

is determined by the three heritable parameters 
max

A , a  and β. ( )A h  is a sigmoidal 

function that varies between 0 and 
max

A . If β  is positive, the aggression level 

increases with the amount of help provided; if β  is negative, ( )A h  decreases with 

h. The slope parameter β  determines the steepness of the breeder’s reaction norm, 

and together the two parameters  a  and β  determine the point of inflection of the 
sigmoidal curve ( )A h  (which is located at h=-a/β ). Likewise, the amount of help 

( )H a  elicited by a breeder with aggression level a is a sigmoidal function that is 

determined by the three heritable parameters 
max

H , g  and d .

For a given pair ( )A h  and ( )H a  of reaction norms, the dynamics of the negotiation 

process is governed by the pair of recurrence equations

ht+1 = H (at )    and   at+1 = A(ht ).       (2)

Depending on the reaction norms, the negotiation process may converge to a stable 

equilibrium level of helping that satisfies the equation * *
( ( ))h H A h= , and an 

associated level of aggression satisfying 
* *

( ( ))a A H a= .

The decision of the helper to stay or to leave depends on the heritable aggression 

tolerance t  of the helper. We assume that a helper will leave when

a* > τ + εa
        (3)

where εa   is drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 

σ a  . Hence, we assume that aggression tolerance is subject to some error of size εa .

Survival and reproduction
Our model is implemented as a stochastic, individual-based computer simulation. 

The simulation program keeps track of a population of individuals, who are followed 

through their individual life histories. Generations are overlapping, and proceed in 
discrete steps, corresponding to distinct events in the life cycle. Each cycle starts 

with the removal of individuals by mortality, followed by the renewed colonization 

of sites that have become vacant and, finally, the production of offspring. 

Floaters survive with probability 
F

S  per time step. The survival probability of a 

breeder (
B

S ) depends on the costs associated with exhibiting aggressive behaviour, 

while the survival probability of a helper (
H

S ) depends on the cost of helping and 

the cost of being the target of aggression. In case of a level of aggression a and a 

level of helping h, these survival probabilities are given by

0 0

0 0

( ) ( , ) and ,
1 ( ) 1 ( )

HB

a a h

S S

exp k k a exp f
S a

f a
S

f
a h

h+ + + + +
= =  (4)

where 
0

S  is the baseline survival probability on a territory, k
a
 is a parameter that 

quantifies the cost of aggression for the breeder; f
a
 and f

h
 are parameters determining 

how costly aggression and help are for the helper, respectively. The use of a logistic 

function for the survival functions reflects a scenario where survival is weakly 
affected when aggression and help levels are low, but where the fitness costs increase 
sharply beyond a certain level that can be set by modifying the parameters k

0
 and f

0
, 

for breeders and helpers, respectively.

Reproduction is monopolized by the breeder in a territory. The breeder’s baseline 

fecundity 
0

F  is affected by the presence of a helper according to the function

 
0

( ) (1 )F h F Bh C= + −        (5)

Here, B quantifies the fecundity benefits gained from help provided by the helper, 
while C represents the fecundity costs that are incurred by accepting another 

individual in the territory.

Parameter values of the survival and fecundity functions were chosen to have a 
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close representation of life-history of N. pulcher. However, many of the parameters 

are hard to estimate accurately, thus, we performed a sensitivity analysis to test the 

robustness of our results (for details see Supplementary Methods)

Recruitment and relatedness
Breeder mortality creates empty breeding positions that can be filled by helpers (on 
any territory) or by floaters. The two types of individuals compete for a vacant breeder 
position. We allow for the possibility that helpers and floaters differ in competitive 
ability, and we denote the relative competitive ability of a helper (in comparison to a 

floater) by h . If h  is larger than one, a helper has a higher probability than a floater 
of obtaining a vacant breeder position, while the opposite is the case if h  is smaller 

than 1. More precisely, the probability that a given vacant breeder position is taken 

by a helper is

 pH =
uHη

uHη + uF
,       (6)

where 
F

u  and 
H

u  are the relative frequencies of floaters and helpers, respectively. 
Accordingly, the probability that a floater occupies the vacant breeder position is 
given by 1

F H
p p= − . Local helpers are allowed to fill the vacant breeder position 

on their territory, but they are not more likely to do so compared to other helpers. 

Thus in our model, helping evolves only for the survival benefits that helpers gain 
from the safe haven, irrespective of their chances to inherit the local territory. 

Helper mortality and the decision of helpers to leave create empty helper positions. 

Such a position is filled either by a floater or by an offspring of the local breeder. The 
probability that the new helper is recruited from the local offspring will be denoted 

by φ. The relatedness between breeders and floaters depends on the parameter φ and 

on the rate of replacement of breeders and helpers, which depends on the mortality 

of the individuals in the two classes. In order to assess the degree of relatedness 

between the interaction partners in our simulations, we use the regression coefficient 
of a linear regression of a neutral quantitative trait of the helper individuals on the 
trait value of the breeder (Michod and Hamilton 1980). We will systematically vary 

φ in order to investigate the importance of kin selection for the evolution of helping.

Inheritance
The six parameters of the reaction norms, together with the tolerance threshold, 

are evolving parameters that are genetically determined by seven loci, one for each 

parameter. For simplicity, we assume that individuals are haploid and that they 

reproduce asexually. Offspring faithfully inherit the alleles carried by their parent 

at the seven loci, except when a mutation occurs. Mutations occur independently at 

each of the loci, at a low rate m per locus and reproduction event. A mutation changes 

the value of an allele by a small amount drawn from a normal distribution with mean 

0 and small standard deviation sm; hence the allelic value in the offspring is close to 

that of the parental allele. 

Results

Kin-selected helping in the absence of negotiation
In order to characterize the interaction of  kin selection and responsive strategies, 

we first investigated the sole effects of relatedness by allowing  the evolution 
of unresponsive strategies. To this end, the parameters β and δ that determine 

responsiveness in the reaction norms (1) were initialized at zero and not allowed to 

mutate. As a consequence, individuals express a fixed level of aggression or help, 
irrespective of the behaviour expressed by their partner. Figure 3 shows the level 

of aggression and help, averaged over the last 500 generations of each simulation, 

characterised by four different levels of philopatry (φ={0,1/10,1/6,1/3). With low 

levels of philopatry, populations evolve high levels of aggression and no helping 

behaviour. In this equilibrium, breeders are aggressive in an attempt to evict idle 
helpers. It is only with the highest level of philopatry (φ=1/3) that populations 

evolve to an equilibrium characterized by the presence of helping behaviour, and no 
aggression. Hence, in line with the predictions of kin selection theory, helping can 

evolve once there is sufficiently high genetic relatedness between actor and recipient. 
Notice that the evolved aggression level of the breeder is negatively related to the 

degree of philopatry and reduced to zero in case of the highest level of philopatry: 

there is no point in harming relatives that are increasing the breeder’s fecundity. 

Negotiation among unrelated individuals
If breeders and helpers can employ responsive strategies (i.e. if β and δ are allowed 

to evolve to non-zero values), helping does evolve, even if breeders and helpers are 
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unrelated (j=0). As shown in Fig. 4, the behavioural reaction norms of breeders and 

helpers eventually evolve to a configuration where the amount of aggression elicited 
by the helper ( ( ))A h  decreases with the help level h, while the amount of help elicited 

by the breeder ( ( ))H a  increases with the breeder’s level of aggressiveness a. Hence, 

the helpers are eventually prepared to pay an amount 
*

h  of help in order to be allowed 

to stay, and they actually do stay, since their evolved aggression tolerance  t is above 

the actual level of aggression 
*

a .

As illustrated by Fig. 4, the negotiated pay-to-stay equilibrium is reached in 
several steps, with characteristic evolutionary transitions. Initially, individuals are 

unresponsive, but breeders quickly evolve high levels of aggression to evict lazy 
helpers (Figure 4 B2). At this stage, there is little variation in helping behaviour, 

and only that part of the breeder’s reaction norm ( )A h  that determines the breeder’s 

Figure 4: Evolution of negotiated help. (A) Evolutionary dynamics of aggression (red line, left y-axis) 

and helping level (blue line, right y-axis) in a representative simulation run. Coloured bands represent 

one standard deviation, of the within population variation, above and below the mean. (B) Reaction 

norms of breeders (red) and helpers (blue) at five different points in time. (B1) Simulations start with 

unresponsive strategies that provide no help, and impose no aggression. (B2) Breeders rapidly evolve 

high levels of aggression, thereby driving idle helpers out of their territories. (B3) At some point in the 

simulation, the average reaction norm of the breeder (thick red line) becomes a decreasing function 

;(B4) helpers in response evolve higher levels of help. Finally (B5), an evolutionary equilibrium results 
where helpers provide a high level of help, and breeders impose low levels of aggression.

response to small values of h is actually subject to selection. As a consequence, the 
other parts of the reaction norm start to vary under the influence of genetic drift. As 
soon as the slope of the breeder’s reaction norm becomes negative on average (with 

considerable variation at the population level; Figs. 4, B3), helpers can reduce the 

amount of received aggression by providing help (Fig. 4 B4). As soon as some help 

is provided, there is selection in favour of a negative slope of the breeder’s reaction 

norm. This in turn triggers the evolution of the helper’s reaction norm to appease the 

breeder by providing sufficient help (Fig. 4 B5).

Selection thus favours the evolution of responsive negotiation strategies that enable 

helpers providing more help to avoid the cost of aggression by appeasing the breeder, 

while allowing breeders to profit from the help induced by the threat to impose costs 
through aggression. The appeasement of aggression leads to an evolutionarily stable 

equilibrium in the population at which the breeder enjoys a net benefit from the 
presence of a helper. Moreover, because the mere threat of aggression suffices to secure 
help, the realized level of aggression during interactions is low. Thus, the two partners 

reach a compromise that satisfies their mutual interests. Contrary to expectations 
previously proposed (Cant 2011), the evolutionarily stable negotiation equilibrium is 
characterized neither by high eviction rates nor by high levels of aggression.

Figure 3: Evolution of kin-selected 

help in the absence of negotiation. 

Each point represents the evolved level 

of help and aggression in one, out of 50, 

replicate simulations when individuals 

are unresponsive. For each simulation, 

the levels of help and aggression were 

averaged over the last 500 generations; 

error bars represent standard errors. 

Colours discriminate different levels 

of philopatry used for the simulations. 

Helping only evolves under the highest 

level of philopatry (φ=1/3), thus with 

the highest level of relatedness between 

interacting partners. All the other 

levels of philopatry (φ={0,1/10,1/6}) 

yield populations with high levels of 

aggression and no help. The level of 

aggression is negatively related to the 

level of philopatry.
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Negotiation among related individuals
Next we allowed individuals to interact with relatives (φ>0). We assessed the effect 

of genetic relatedness between the breeder and the helper on the evolutionary process 

by systematically varying the degree of philopatry of helpers. When the probability 

that helpers are recruited from their natal territory is low (Fig. 5A), resulting in 

a low degree of relatedness between helpers and breeder (r=0.07); the reaction 

norms evolve in a similar way as shown in Figure 4 (cf. Fig. 4 B5 and Fig. 5D). 

Breeders evolve a decreasing reaction norm, which allows helpers to appease the 

breeders’ aggression by providing high levels of help. The interaction partners reach 

a negotiated compromise characterized by high helping levels and low aggression 

(Fig. 5D). However, when relatedness between interacting partners is higher, some 

simulations reach an alternative equilibrium (green points in Fig. 5BC). The levels 

Figure 5: Effect of relatedness on the evolution of aggression and helping. Each point in A to C 

represents the evolved level of help and aggression in one, out 150, replicate simulations. For each 

simulation, the levels of help and aggression were averaged over the last 500 generations; error bars 

represent standard errors. (A) When the relatedness between partners is low (r=0.07), most simulations 

evolve to an equilibrium with a high level of help and a low but positive level of aggression. As 
relatedness is increased (B, r=0.13; C, r=0.26) an increasing number of simulations ends up in an 

alternative equilibrium (green points), with a lower level of help and zero aggression. Simulation 
outcomes were classified as negotiated (purple) or kin-selected (green) on the basis of a k-means 
clustering algorithm (Hartigan and Wong 1979). (D) Evolved reaction norms in case of a negotiation 

equilibrium (black dot in the purple cluster in C); breeders and helpers respond to each other. (E) 

Evolved reaction norms in case of a kin-selected equilibrium (black dot in the green cluster in C); the 

two types of individuals are unresponsive.

of help and aggression in this alternative equilibrium are very similar to the levels 
evolved under high relatedness in the unresponsive case (Fig. 3 and Fig. 5D). They 

both differ from the negotiated compromise by exhibiting lower levels of help and 

aggression; in fact, in both cases breeders do not show aggression at all.

The ‘kin–selected’ equilibrium, unveiled by high levels of relatedness, is the same 
equilibrium obtained in the unresponsive case (Fig. 3). Both sets of simulations are 
characterized not only by lower levels of help and absence of aggression, but also 

by flat reaction norms; the interacting partners are unresponsive (Fig. 5E). The lack 
of responsiveness means that help is provided voluntarily by the helper rather than 

enforced by aggression. The benefits of helping at this equilibrium are indirect; 
helpers increase their inclusive fitness by boosting the productivity of a related 
breeder with their help. Likewise, there are indirect costs: the breeders refrain from 

attacking a related helper, as this would reduce their inclusive fitness. 

Negotiation can evolve too under high levels of relatedness (Fig 5BC) but relatedness 

makes it less likely for the population to reach the ‘negotiated’ equilibrium. This can 
be seen in the higher proportion of simulation runs that end up in the ‘kin-selected’ 

equilibrium as relatedness is increased (Fig 5BC). The behaviours achieved at the 
‘negotiated’ equilibrium give rise to groups that enjoy a higher reproductive output, 
even when correcting for the added mortality due to higher levels of aggression and 

helping. Kin structured populations can, therefore, be trapped at an evolutionary 
equilibrium that is suboptimal with respect to productivity. Eventually, a population 
may escape from the ‘kin-selected’ equilibrium (see Supplementary Figure S1). 
This happens apparently if the fluctuations in reaction norms due to genetic drift 
are sufficiently large to push the population into the domain of attraction of the 
‘negotiated’ equilibrium.

Evolutionary invasion analysis 
In the supplementary material we present a general mathematical analysis giving 

additional insights into the effect of relatedness on negotiation-based helping. To 

this end, we derive the invasion fitness of mutants with slightly different levels of 
expressed behaviour (aggression or help) in the negotiation. We take into account 

that a slight change in an individual’s behaviour entails a change in the behaviour of 
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their partner, due to the negotiation dynamics. With the invasion fitness of the two 
types of mutants, we can assess the conditions for selection to favour an increase in 

aggressive and helping behaviour.

We find that the effect of selection can be captured by looking at the shape of the 
reaction norms in the vicinity of the behavioural equilibrium of aggression and help. 
As shown in the supplementary material, the invasion fitness of a breeder with genetic 
trait y (slightly modifying the shape of the reaction norm and thereby inducing a 

different level of aggression) in a population of residents with genetic trait ŷ  and 

helping level ĥ  is given by

wy =
∂A y ,ĥ( )/∂ y y= ŷ

1−βΒβΗ

βΗb−d( ) ,
     (7)

where, the numerator of the term outside the brackets captures the marginal effect 

of the trait y on the level of aggression, and β
B
 and β

H
 are the slopes of the reaction 

norms of the breeder and helper, respectively, in the vicinity of the behavioural 

equilibrium. The product of the slopes (β
B
 and β

H
) corresponds to the leading 

eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix associated with the negotiation dynamics (equation 
(2)). If the product of the slopes has an absolute value smaller than 1, the negotiation 

dynamics converge to a stable equilibrium (see the supplementary material), and the 
denominator is positive. If the marginal effect of y on aggression is also positive, the 

first term on the right-hand side of (7) is positive. Therefore, invasion fitness yw has 

the same sign as βHb− d , that is, the difference between the marginal benefit of 
helping (b), multiplied by the slope of the reaction norm of the helper (βΗ ), and the 

marginal damage on the breeder caused by exerting aggression (d).  Hence selection 

favours increased levels of aggression if the slope βΗ  of the helper’s reaction norm 

in the vicinity of the residents’ level of aggressiveness â  exceeds the critical value 

/d b .

The above derivation was based on the assumption that breeder and helper are not 

related with each other. When we allow breeders and helpers to be related, we find 
that selection favours increased levels of aggression if: 

βH > d + rd '
b− rc

.         (8)

Here, r denotes the coefficient of relatedness between breeder and helper, c is the 

marginal cost to the helper of providing help, and 'd  is the marginal damage to 

the helper from receiving aggression. Condition (8) implies that the evolution of 

breeder aggression is contingent on a sufficiently strong positive response (i.e., 
increased helping) of the helpers to aggression. The condition is more stringent in 

kin-structured populations for two reasons. First, relatedness increases the inclusive 

fitness effect of the damage caused by aggression, because aggression by the 
breeder reduces the fitness of a relative (i.e., the numerator on the right-hand side of 
inequality (8)). Second, relatedness reduces the inclusive fitness benefit of help (in 
the denominator), because such help comes at a cost to the related individual that 

is providing it. Therefore, the position of the breeder in the negotiation process is 

compromised by a higher relatedness with the helper (Marshall and Rowe 2003). The 

conclusion that kin interactions weaken selection for aggression is in line with our 

simulation results, which also indicate that the level of aggression in the negotiation-

based equilibrium decreases with relatedness (Supplementary Figure S2).

A similar analysis of the selection gradient of genetic traits affecting the helping level 

reveals that there is selection in favour of helping if the slope βB  of the breeder’s 

reaction norm in the vicinity of the residents’ level of helping ĥ  is smaller than a 

threshold value: 

 

βB <
rb− c
rd + d '

.
        

(9)

If the net inclusive fitness benefit of helping rb c−  is positive, inequality (9) implies 
that helping is selected even if βB = 0  , that is, even if helping is not enforced by 

aggression. By contrast, if helper and breeder are unrelated, helping evolves only 

if βB < −c / d ' < 0 , that is, if breeders respond to increasing levels of help by 

substantially reducing their aggression towards the helper. 

Taken together, inequalities (8) and (9) indicate that the kin-selected and the 
negotiated equilibrium represent two distinct stable states of the social system. 
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At the kin-selected equilibrium, breeders exert no aggression (βB = 0 ) and they 

unconditionally accept helpers in their territory; voluntary help then evolves up 

to a level that balances the inclusive fitness components rb and c. By contrast, 

the negotiated equilibrium is characterized by responsive strategies (βB < 0 and 

βH > 0 ), so that at equilibrium the net inclusive fitness benefit of helping rb c−  is 

negative. Consequently, under the plausible assumption that the benefits of help are 
diminishing or the costs are accelerating, negotiated levels of help must be higher 

than kin selected help, even though such negotiated help can be enforced by minimal 

levels of aggression. 

Discussion 

We have shown here that both kin selection and negotiation can lead to the 

evolutionary emergence of helping behaviour. When responsiveness is prevented 

to emerge, helpers only evolve helping behaviour under high levels of genetic 

relatedness, and dominants restrain from harming helpers. When responsiveness is 

allowed to evolve but the partners are unrelated, helping behaviour evolves as a 

consequence of the negotiation between partners. Both types of equilibria arise in 
our simulations when responsive reaction norms evolve in the presence of genetic 

relatedness. However, the higher the relatedness between the partners, the more 

simulations end up in a ‘kin-selected’ equilibrium, where cooperation levels are 
lower than at the more productive ‘negotiated’ equilibrium. This happens because 
relatedness compromises the position of the dominant in the negotiation, both by 

increasing the cost of aggression and reducing the benefit of help (see expression 8); 
thus, it keeps the population trapped at a state with low productivity. By contrast, 

negotiations between unrelated partners provide a highly effective social mechanism 

to channel a conflict of interest towards a mutually beneficial outcome. The high 
productivity of the population at the negotiated equilibrium is fuelled by asymmetries 
in the fitness effects of help and aggression between the two interacting partners 
(Binmore 2010): the pay-to-stay mechanism mediates an exchange of cheap services 

in return for valuable ones, allowing both partners to fully realize their comparative 

advantage (Ricardo 1817).

The few earlier models that addressed the joint effect of relatedness and responsiveness 

arrived at contradictory results (Marshall and Rowe 2003; Mengel 2007; Fletcher 

and Doebeli 2009; Veelen et al. 2012; Van Cleve and Akçay 2014). Our simulation 
results are in line with earlier finding that relatedness inhibits the evolution of 
reciprocal cooperation (Marshall and Rowe 2003; Mengel 2007). Moreover, our 

invasion analysis shows that this effect is not restricted to specific nonlinearities in 
the pay-off matrix (Marshall 2009). The condition for selection to favour helping 

behaviour also confirms, contrary to earlier claims (Fletcher and Doebeli 2009), 
that relatedness and responsiveness cannot be summarized by simple measures of 

phenotypic assortment (Van Cleve and Akçay 2014). More importantly, we show 
that these two processes can lead populations to attain alternative equilibrium states 
of the social system that differ in their levels of productivity. 

Models of social evolution that explain the evolution of cooperation among unrelated 

individuals have mostly focussed on the IPD, however, conditions of such game are 
rarely met in nature (Noë 2006; Brosnan and Bshary 2010; van Doorn et al. 2014). 

For example, the IPD makes strict assumptions about the information exchange 
between individuals. The action of an individual has fitness consequences before 
there is information exchange (van Doorn et al. 2014). Alternatively, negotiation 

models assume that individuals go through a long series of mutual exchanges before 

there are fitness consequences to their actions (McNamara et al. 1999; Taylor and 
Day 2004). These are two extreme points of the separation of timescales between 

behavioural and evolutionary dynamics. Another consideration is the set of inputs 

that individuals use to make decisions. In IPD models, individuals typically  use 
information about their partner’s and their own actions (van den Berg and Weissing 

2015). In our negotiation model, individuals respond to each other through reaction 

norms, thus they only react to their partner’s behaviour. However, individuals in 

nature could potentially have more complex decision making mechanisms, such 

that account for other inputs like internal states (e.g. condition, emotions), partner’s 

responsiveness, or outside options (McNamara 2013). Therefore, future models of 

negotiation would profit from more empirically informed representations of the 
negotiation process, thus favouring an integration of the proximate and ultimate 

perspectives in biology (Mayr 1961; Laland et al. 2011; Fawcett et al. 2013; van den 

Berg and Weissing 2015). 

In order to capture the consequences of genetic relatedness in an interaction between 
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responsive partners we ignore some biological complexity. In N. pulcher, dominants 

live in groups containing several subordinates, and subordinates vary in size, age, sex, 

cooperation propensity and capability, and in their competitive abilities (Taborsky in 

press). Variation in the condition of the interacting partners, even if small, is known 

to be important in negotiation dynamics (McNamara et al. 1999). Moreover, it is not 

straightforward to extrapolate our simple negotiation process to larger groups. The 

dominant could either keep track of each subordinate’s helping effort, or rely on an 

overall measure of help in the group. More importantly, female and male dominants 

have different potential fitness costs due to reproductive participation of subordinates 
(Heg et al. 2008; Mitchell et al. 2009a, 2009b) causing different incentives in the two 

genders to express aggression and help. For instance, subordinate males can fertilize 

some of the eggs (Dierkes et al. 2008), therefore dominant males might use aggression 

not only to maintain help, but also to discourage subordinates from attempting  

fertilization (Dierkes et al. 1999; Mitchell et al. 2009b). Understanding the role of 

these group level dynamics is an important challenge for future research in the field of 
social evolution (Mitchell et al. 2009b). 

Our results show that high levels of negotiated help and low levels of aggression are 

maintained by an implicit threat of aggression and the possibility of appeasement by 

increasing help levels. This outcome is in close agreement with experimental results 

in cooperatively breeding N. pulcher groups, where punishment is rarely observed 

even if subordinates are artificially prevented from helping (Bergmüller and Taborsky 
2005). Populations where negotiation has been shown to drive helping behaviour 
are taxonomically diverse (Mulder and Langmore 1993; Bergmüller and Taborsky 
2005; Wong et al. 2007; MacLeod et al. 2013). However, the power of negotiation to 

stabilize helping behaviour is probably underestimated (Clutton-Brock 2002), as such 

experimental manipulations have rarely been performed in other cooperative breeders. 

Our model stresses the importance of hidden parts of behavioural reaction norms in 

strategic interactions (Cant 2011); the outcome of a social interaction is not only 

determined by the actions taken by each player at the equilibrium of a strategic game, 
but also by the full repertoire of conditional behaviours specified by their reaction 
norms (McNamara et al. 1999). Accordingly, it may be difficult to infer behavioural 
strategies without manipulative experiments that explore the full strategy space of 

individuals (Bergmüller and Taborsky 2005; Zöttl et al. 2013).

Supplementary Information: 

Mathematical analysis
1. Fitness and selection gradients with respect to the behavioural traits

This appendix outlines a general mathematical argument that highlights the key 

differences between kin-selected and negotiation strategies. As a starting point, 

let us consider the evolutionary fate of a mutant genotype that is present at low 

frequency in a population. The mutant genotype can be expressed in helpers and 
in breeders, and its success is not only determined by the behaviours of mutant 

individuals themselves but also by the responses of the resident individuals with 

whom the mutants interact. Therefore, the fitness of the mutant genotype, quantified 
by the fitness functionW a,h, ′a , ′h( )  , generally depends on four phenotypic traits:

a   the amount of aggression exerted by mutants in their role as breeder

h   the amount of help provided by mutants in their role as helper

′a   the amount of aggression received by mutants in their role as helper

′h   the amount of help received by mutants in their role as breeder.

The function W can, in principle, be derived from a class-structured population 

model that describes how mutant individuals move between the different classes 

(breeder, helper and floater) in every generation, depending on the patterns of 
survival and reproduction in the context of the resident population (Caswell 2000; 

Pen and Weissing 2000a). However, rather than presenting such a derivation for a 

specific model, we here only make assumptions on the qualitative dependence of 
fitness on the behavioural traits a, h, a’ and h’. In particular, we rely on the generic 

payoff relationships between two individuals involved in a pay-to-stay interaction to 

derive inequality constraints on the selection gradients, the derivatives of the fitness 
function that measure the strength and direction of selection acting on each of the 

behavioural traits. 

The selection gradient with respect to behavioural trait a (i.e., the fitness effect of 
changing a by one phenotypic unit) is found by calculating 

 

wa =
∂W a,h, ′a , ′h( )

∂a
a= ′a =â
h= ′h =ĥ

.

      

(1)
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Note that the derivative is evaluated at â  and ĥ , the levels of aggression and help 

realized in interactions between a resident helper and a resident breeder. Calculating 

the selection gradients this way allows us to use a linear approximation to quantify 
the fitness difference between resident and mutant genotypes,

ΔW =W a,h, ′a , ′h( )−W â, ĥ, â, ĥ( )
≈ a − â( )wa + h− ĥ( )wh + ′a − â( )w ′a + ′h − ĥ( )w ′h ,

          (2)

provided that the phenotypic difference between mutant and resident is small. 

The other selection gradients w
h
, w

a’
 and w

h’
 that appear in this approximation, are 

calculated in the same way as w
a
, except that the derivative is taken with respect to 

h, a’ and h’, respectively. 

In any specific model, the selection gradients are (complicated) functions of the 
resident phenotypes â  and ĥ  for two reasons: first, the selection gradients are 
evaluated at the resident phenotypes; second, when the mutant is rare, resident-

resident interactions determine the frequencies of the different classes of individuals 
and their reproductive values, which both affect fitness. We do not make these 
dependencies explicit, because we are merely interested in the relative magnitudes 

of the selection gradients. 

In fact, under the pay-to-stay hypothesis, both receiving and expressing aggression 

are costly, but the costs to the helper (the receiving party) are higher than the costs 

to the breeder. Hence, in general, w
a’
 < w

a
 < 0. To facilitate the interpretation of the 

further results, we define w
a
 = –d and w

a’
 = –d’, where d and d’ represent, respectively, 

the damage (measured as a marginal fitness costs) incurred by the breeder and helper 
as a direct consequence of aggressive behaviour. 

The pay-to-stay hypothesis also posits that providing help is costly to the helper, 

whereas receiving help is beneficial to the breeder, so that w
h
 < 0 < w

h’
. Motivated by 

this general inequality constraint, we substitute w
h
 by –c and w

h’
 by b, and henceforth 

refer to c anb b as the (marginal) fitness cost and benefit of help, respectively.

2. Selection gradients with respect to genetic traits that affect the reaction norms

The next step in the analysis is to take into account that the behavioural phenotypes 

(a, h, a’, h’) depend on genetic traits that define the shape of the reaction norms for 
aggression and help. Consider, for example a trait x that affects the behaviour of the 

helper, so that the help provided by the helper h=H(x, a’) depends on the amount of 

aggression received, but also on the genotype of the helper, x. Then, based on the 

chain-rule for differentiation, the fitness gradient with respect to x  is given by 

wx =
∂W a,h, ′a , ′h( )

∂h
a= ′a =â
h= ′h =ĥ

∂h
∂x x= x̂

+
∂W a,h, ′a , ′h( )

∂ ′a
a= ′a =â
h= ′h =ĥ

∂ ′a
∂x x= x̂

= wh
∂h
∂x x= x̂

+ w ′a

∂ ′a
∂x x= x̂

= −c ∂h
∂x x= x̂

− ′d
∂ ′a
∂x x= x̂

.

  

         (3)

In this derivation, we took into consideration that the behavioural phenotypes h 

and a’ implicitly depend on the genetic trait x because they are equilibria of the 
negotiation dynamics

ht+1 = H x, ′at( ) ,
′at+1 = A ŷ,ht( ) ,

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪

      

          (4)

in which x affects the helper reaction norm. Equations (4) also makes explicit that 

the breeder’s response to the help offered by the helper, A(y, h), may depend on a 

different genetic trait y. At this point, however, we keep y fixed at the resident trait 
value ŷ , since individuals carrying a mutation in the helper reaction norm interact 

with breeders expressing a resident reaction norm for aggression. In other words, 

mutations are considered to occur one at a time. Finally, we note that the fitness 
gradients w

a
 and w

h’
 do not appear in equation (3)  because these relate to the mutant’s 

performance as a breeder, which is independent of the genetic trait x.

The fact that the combination of behavioural traits (h, a’) is an equilibrium of the 
negotiation dynamics (4) , gives rise to the following result:
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h = H x,A ŷ,h( )( ) ⇒

∂h
∂x x= x̂

=
∂H x,â( )

∂x
x= x̂

+
∂H x̂,â( )

∂â

∂A ŷ,ĥ( )
∂ĥ

∂h
∂x x= x̂

⇔

∂h
∂x x= x̂

=

∂H x,â( )
∂x

x= x̂

1− βH βB
,

 

         (5)

where βH = ∂
∂ â H x̂,â( )   is the slope of the helper’s reaction norm and  βB =

∂
∂ ĥ A ŷ,ĥ( )  

is the slope of the breeder’s reaction norm, evaluated at the equilibrium levels of help 
and aggression realized in interactions between residents. 

Apart from quantifying the responsiveness of the helper and the breeder to variation 
in their partner’s behaviour, the slope parameters β

B
 and β

H
 also determine whether 

the negotiation process (4) converges, and if so, how fast. An implicit assumption 

of derivation (5) is that the negotiation between resident individuals attains a stable 

equilibrium â,ĥ( )  . This is the case when the Jacobian matrix associated with the 

resident negotiation dynamics, 

J =
0 ∂

∂ â H x̂,â( )
∂
∂ ĥ A ŷ,ĥ( ) 0

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟

=
0 βH
βB 0

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟
,

   

         (6)

has no eigenvalues with absolute values larger than 1. Accordingly, stability of the 

equilibrium â,ĥ( )   is ensured when  –1 < β
B
 β

H
 < 1. Note that, under this same 

condition, the term in the denominator of the final result in (5) is positive.

Similar to the calculation of 
∂
∂
h

x
, it is possible to also obtain an explicit expression for 

′∂
∂
a

x
, using the fact that ˆ( , ( , ))′ ′=a A y H x a  at the negotiated equilibrium. The result 

of this derivation is that

∂ ′a
∂x x= x̂

=

βB
∂H x,â( )

∂x
x= x̂

1− βH βB
.          (7)

Substituting results (5) and (7) into equation (3) provides an expression for the 
selection gradient with respect to a genetic trait x that affects the helper reaction 

norm:

wx =
∂H x ,â( )

∂x x= x̂

1−βH βB
−c − βB ′d( ) .      (8)

A similar analysis can be carried out for genetic traits that affect the breeder 

reaction norm, except that, in that case, the negotiation takes place between a helper 

expressing the resident reaction norm and a breeder expressing the mutant reaction 

norm. As a consequence, the relevant behavioural traits, a and h’, are equilibria of 
the negotiation process

′ht+1 = H x̂,at( ) ,
at+1 = A y, ′ht( ) .

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
       (9)

Based on derivations similar to (5) we eventually obtain the following result for the 

selection gradient with respect to genetic traits that affect the breeder’s reaction norm

wy =
∂A y ,ĥ( )

∂ y y= ŷ

1−βH βB
βH b− d( ) .       (10)

Several conclusions can be drawn from results (8) and (10). First, and as expected, 

there is no selection on genetic traits that do not change the behavioural phenotype 

of the helper (
∂
∂x H x,â( )

x= x̂
= 0 ) or the breeder (

∂
∂ y A y,ĥ( )

y= ŷ
= 0 ). Second, since 

providing help is costly (c > 0) and receiving aggression causes costly damage as 

well (d’ > 0), selection will only favour genes that increase helpfulness if resident 

breeders respond to increased levels of help by substantially reducing the amount 

of aggression they exert. A condition for the evolution of increased helping levels 

is that the slope of breeder reaction norm (which reflects the effective potential for 
appeasement) is sufficiently negative at the negotiated equilibrium, i.e.,

0 < −c − βB ′d

βB < − c
′d
.

          (11)

This inequality is satisfied more easily if the marginal cost-benefit ratio of trading 
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help for reduced aggression is favourable for helpers. The third general conclusion 

is that helpers must be sufficiently responsive to punishment in order for breeder 
aggression to evolve. In particular, genes that increase breeder aggression can spread 

only if the slope of the helper reaction norm satisfies

βH > d
b
.          (12)

The minimal level of responsiveness required to satisfy this condition is lower if the 
marginal damage-benefit ratio of inducing help by means of aggression is favourable 
for the breeder. On the other hand, since 0>d , the reaction norm of the breeder will 

evolve to minimize aggression if helpers are unresponsive. 

Evolution of help and aggression in a kin-structured population
A helper, who carries a mutation in the helper reaction norm, always interacts with 

a breeder expressing the resident reaction norm for aggression. However, in kin-

structured populations, when the mutant individual becomes a breeder, it may interact 

with a helper that expresses the mutant reaction norm as well, due to the genetic 

correlations that exist between related helpers and breeders. In order to take into 

account these correlations, let us suppose that a mutant helper strategy x interacts 

with a helper strategy �x  at the time that the mutant becomes a breeder individual. 

The direction and the strength of selection on the mutant strategy is then measured 

by the gradient of the neighbour-modulated fitness(Taylor and Frank 1996; Taylor et 
al. 2007) function with respect to x, given by

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ

relatedness 

coefficient 

.

= = = = = =

′ ′∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂′= − − + −
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂� � �

�
� �
��

x

x x x x x x x x x x x

r

h a x h a
w c d b d

x x x x x    (13)

The four behavioural phenotypes that affect the fitness of the mutant are determined 
by the stable equilibrium of the negotiation dynamics

ht+1 = H x, ′at( )
′at+1 = A ŷ,ht( )

 interaction between mutant and related breeder , 

′ht+1 = H !x,at( )
at+1 = A ŷ, ′ht( )

 interaction between mutant and related helper ,   

⎧

⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

   

         (14)

which gives rise to expressions for the change of the behavioural traits in response to 

a change of x, similar to the derivation shown in (5). Substituting these expressions 

into equation  yields the result

wx =
∂H x ,â( )

∂x x= x̂

1−βH βB
r b− c − βB ′d + r d( )( ).

      (15)

According to this result, if help has a positive marginal fitness effect at the level 
of the breeding group (i.e., b – c > 0), then help can evolve if the coefficient of 
relatedness exceeds a critical marginal cost/benefit ratio r > c / b. Accordingly, in 

a kin-structured population, selection favours helping under a broader range of 

conditions, without necessarily requiring breeders to be responsive (cf. condition   
(11) for a well-mixed population). From equation (14) we also infer that increased 
help is favoured by selection under the following condition on the slope of breeder 

reaction norm (this is inequality 2 in the main text):

βB <
rb− c
rd + ′d

.
         (16)

The above derivation can be easily modified to calculate the strength of selection 
that acts on genes influencing the breeder-reaction norm. After the appropriate 
adjustments to equations (9) and (10), the result is:

wy =

∂A y ,ĥ( )
∂ y y= ŷ

1−βH βB
βH b− r c( )− d − r ′d( ) .

    (17)

In this case, increasing aggression is favoured by selection only if

βH > d + r ′d
b− r c

,
       

         (18)

which is inequality 1 in the main text. This condition is more difficult to satisfy than 
inequality (12) , because relatedness increases the breeder’s marginal cost-benefit 
ratio of negotiation in two different ways: first, relatedness increases the inclusive 
fitness effect of the damage caused by aggression, because aggression by the breeder 
reduces the fitness of a relative; second, it also reduces the inclusive fitness benefit 
of help, because help received by the breeder comes at the cost of a fitness reduction 
for the related individual who is providing the help. 
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Table 1. Summary of definitions used in the mathematical analysis
Symbol Description 

a Amount of aggression exerted by a mutant breeder

′a Amount of aggression exerted on a mutant helper

â Breeder aggression exerted in interactions between residents

h Amount of help given by a mutant helper

′h Amount of help received by a mutant breeder

ĥ Amount of help provided in resident-resident interactions

= −
h

c w Cost to the helper of providing help

′=
h

b w Benefit to the breeder of receiving help

= −
a

d w Cost to the breeder of being aggressive 

′′ = −
a

d w Cost to the helper of receiving aggression 

βsub =
∂
∂ â H x̂,â( ) Slope of the helper reaction norm at the behavioural equilibrium 

βdom = ∂
∂ ĥ A ŷ,ĥ( ) Slope of the breeder reaction norm at the behavioural equilibrium

r  =∂ !x ∂x( ) Coefficient of relatedness between breeder and helper

Parameter choice and sensitivity analysis
We assessed the robustness of our main results, the existence of two alternative 

equilibria and the effect of philopatry on their frequencies, by changing most of the 
parameter values used in the simulations. Also, we made an alternative model where 

individuals reproduce sexually, and there is recombination of the two reaction norms. 

For all the changes made in parameter values and type of reproduction, we recovered 

the existence of the “negotiated” and “kin selected” equilibria. Moreover, the 
frequency of the “negotiated” equilibrium decreased as philopatry (φ) was increased. 

The parameter values used for the simulations were inspired by the ecology and life-

history of Neolamprologus pulcher. Field estimates of N. pulcher’s yearly survival 

for dominant and subordinates are 0.56 and 0.44 respectively (Taborsky, unpublished 

data). In the model, average per time-step probability of survival for dominants at 

the end of the simulation is 0.59. As for helpers, average per time-step probability of 

survival changes depending of the evolutionary equilibria reached. In the negotiated 
equilibrium, helper survival is 0.48; while in the kin-selected equilibria is 0.57. 
Field estimates of yearly survival for floaters have not been reported. However, 
predation pressures are so high outside the territory that the value of 0.1 used in the 

model is not unrealistic. N. pulcher groups have an average of 5.5 helpers, and all 

of them together increase the productivity of a group by 70%. The average number 

of juveniles produced by one group in a year is 12.3 (Taborsky, unpublished data). 

In our model we assume, for the sake of simplicity, groups have only one helper. 

Therefore, the fecundity effect of a helper in the model corresponds to that of 5.5 

helpers in N. pulcher. For consistency, we chose a baseline group productivity 5.5 

times smaller than in field estimates. The evolved level of help in the model increased 
the fecundity of a dominant individual by 80%.

Table 2 shows the parameter values used in the simulations shown in the figures, as 
well as the range in which parameters were varied for the sensitivity analysis. The 

parameter values used for the simulations were inspired by the ecology and life-

history of Neolamprologus pulcher. Field estimates of N. pulcher’s yearly survival 

for dominant and subordinates are 0.56 and 0.44 respectively (Taborsky, unpublished 

data). In the model, average per time-step probability of survival for dominants at 

the end of the simulation is 0.59. As for helpers, average per time-step probability of 

survival changes depending of the evolutionary equilibria reached. In the negotiated 
equilibrium, helper survival is 0.48; while in the kin-selected equilibria is 0.57. 
Field estimates of yearly survival for floaters have not been reported. However, 
predation pressures are so high outside the territory that the value of 0.1 used in the 

model is not unrealistic. N. pulcher groups have an average of 5.5 helpers, and all 

of them together increase the productivity of a group by 70%. The average number 

of juveniles produced by one group in a year is 12.3 (Taborsky, unpublished data). 

In our model we assume, for the sake of simplicity, groups have only one helper. 

Therefore, the fecundity effect of a helper in the model corresponds to that of 5.5 

helpers in N. pulcher. For consistency, we chose a baseline group productivity 5.5 

times smaller than in field estimates. The evolved level of help in the model increased 
the fecundity of a dominant individual by 80%.
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Table 2. Parameters and evolutionary variables of the simulation model. The 

third column shows the parameter values used in the simulations presented in the 

figures. The last column shows ranges of alternative values used for the sensitivity 
analysis. Parameters that do not have alternative values, or a range, were kept 
constant in all simulations. 

Symbol Description
Simulations 

values

Sensitivity 

analysis

N Total number of territories 10000 5000

S
0

Baseline survival probability on a territory 0.6 -

S
F

Survival of floaters 0.1 0.05, 0.5

k
0

Intercept of the logistic function determining 

dominant survival
-5 -

k
a

Marginal cost of aggression for the dominant 1 0.1, 1

f
0

Intercept of the logistic function determining 

subordinate survival
-5 -

f
a

Marginal cost of aggression for the subordinate 5 1, 5

f
h

Marginal cost of helping for the subordinate 1 0.1,  1

F
0

Baseline fecundity 2 2 - 5

B Fecundity benefit of helping 0.3 0.1 – 1.5

C Fecundity cost of lazy subordinates 0.1 0.1 - 0.25

φ Probability that a local offspring becomes 
subordinate (“degree of philopatry”) 0 – 0.3 0 – 0.8

η Competitive ability of subordinates 2 1 - 15

ε
a

Environmental noise in the subordinate’s decision 

to leave a territory
0.01 0.01 – 0.3

μ Mutation rate 0.005 -

σμ Width of the mutational step-size distribution 0.2 0.1 – 0.3

Description of evolutionary variables 

τ Tolerance threshold

Amax Maximal aggression in the dominant reaction norm

α Intercept of the dominants norm of reaction

β Weight of subordinate’s helping level on dominant’s behaviour

Hmax
Maximal helping level in the subordinate reaction norm

γ Intercept of the subordinate reaction norm

δ Weight of dominant’s aggression level on subordinate’s behaviour

Supplemental figures

Figure S1: Transition from a kin-selected equilibrium to a negotiated equilibrium. (A) Evolutionary 

dynamics of aggression (red line, left axis) and helping level (blue line, right axis) in a simulation run 

with a high degree of relatedness between breeders and helpers (r=0.26). (B) Reaction norms of breeders 

(red) and helpers (blue) at five different points in time. (B1) The simulation starts with unresponsive 

strategies that provide no help, impose no aggression, and are not tolerant to aggression. (B2) The 

population has reached a kin-selected equilibrium where breeders are unresponsive at the intersection 
point of the two reaction norms. Helpers provide help without the need of aggression being enforced. 

The reaction norms of the helpers show considerable variation in their responses to higher aggression 

levels, since these aggression levels do not occur and therefore do not exert a selection pressure. (B3) 

At some point in the simulation, the average reaction norm of the helpers (thick blue line) becomes an 

increasing function, allowing the breeders to receive more help by increasing the level of aggression. 

After both breeders and helpers have become responsive to each other (B4), the population rapidly 

converges to the negotiated equilibrium (B5). At the new equilibrium, the helping level of helpers is 
considerably higher than at the kin-selected equilibrium, although aggression levels remain very low.
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Figure S2: Effect of an increase of philopatry (and relatedness) on the evolved levels of helping and 

aggression in negotiated equilibria (purple) and kin-selected equilibria (green). For four degrees of 
philopatry (j={0,1/10,1/6,1/3}) , which generated different levels of relatedness (r={0,0.07.0.13,0.26}), 

the outcome of 50 replicate simulations was classified as either ‘negotiated’ or ‘kin-selected’, see 
caption in Fig. 5. Dots indicate the average helping and aggression level per category; error bars 

represent standard errors. Numbers below the data points indicate the number of simulation runs that 

were classified in ‘negotiated’ and ‘kin-selected’ equilibria. 

Figure S3: Effect of an increase in the phenotypic effect size of mutations on the evolved levels 

of helping and aggression in negotiated equilibria (purple) and kin-selected equilibria (green). For 
three different standard deviations of the normal distribution from which mutational effect sizes are 

drawn (σμ={0.1,0.2,0.4}), the outcome of 20 replicate simulations was classified as ‘negotiated’ or 
‘kin-selected’. For each simulation, the levels of help and aggression were averaged over the last 500 

generations; error bars represent standard errors. (A) When the mutational effect-size distribution is 

more narrow (i.e., mutations have smaller phenotypic effects), relatively many simulations are trapped 

in the ‘kin-selected’ equilibrium. As the distribution becomes wider (B and C), more simulations escape 
the ‘kin-selected’ equilibria and reach the more productive negotiated equilibrium. This result suggests 
that mutations with large phenotypic effect are needed to jump from the ‘kin-selected’ equilibrium into 
the basin of attraction of the ‘negotiated’ equilibrium.

Figure S4: Sensitivity analysis of model predictions for three parameter values: benefits of help (B), 
cost of a subordinate (C) and survival of floaters (S

F
).  Each point represents the evolved level of help 

and aggression in one replicate simulation. For each simulation, the levels of help and aggression 

were averaged over the last 500 generations; error bars represent standard errors. Levels of help and 

aggression evolved under the absence of philopatry (red dots) and high philopatry (green dots φ=1/3). 

Changes in the three parameters influence the location of the two equilibria and the relative frequencies 
of simulations that end up in either of them, but the existence of the two equilibria is robust to changes 
in the parameter values.
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Abstract

In a social context, having and using information about the action of one’s partners 

can, in some situations, be strategically advantageous. The responses that individuals 

have to information about their partner’s action are the basis of many processes 

that facilitate the evolution of cooperation, such as: reciprocity, punishment and 

partner choice. When two partners are able to respond to each other’s actions, the 

process can be seen as a negotiation; where the outcome of a series of interactions 

defines an individual’s behaviour, and consequently her payoff. In here, we develop 
a general evolutionary model to include negotiation in pairwise interactions. We use 

behavioural reaction norms as mechanisms underlying the dynamics of negotiation; 

and we analyse the evolutionary fate of mutations that change the reaction norms of 

individuals. Our general theoretical model supports the existence of sets of neutral 

equilibria in negotiation games. Moreover, we derive stability conditions for such 
set of equilibria. These conditions show that the shape of the reactions norms can 
have important consequences for the stability of equilibria. To illustrate this, we use 
a specific model of the interaction between a breeder and a subordinate. 

Introduction

Social evolution theory is concerned with the evolution of traits that affect the 

fitness of an actor as well as the fitness of the social partners she interacts with. 
Traditionally, models of the evolution of social behaviour assume individuals to 

behave independently of their partner’s behaviour. However, responsiveness, the 

potential to change one’s behaviour depending on the partner’s action, has important 

consequences for the evolutionary dynamics of social behaviours (McNamara et al. 
1999). Being responsive to the partner’s behaviour makes sense from a strategic 

perspective. If individuals possess information about the action of their social 

partners, it is typically in their own interest to adjust their behaviour accordingly 

(but see Pen and Taylor (2005) and references therein). 

An obvious example of the relevance of responsive behaviour is the role of reciprocal 

interactions in the emergence of stable cooperation (Trivers 1971; André and Day 
2007; van Doorn et al. 2014). Cooperation has long been regarded as an evolutionary 

puzzle; if a cooperative act entails a fitness cost to the actor and a benefit to the 
receiver, cooperation should be selected against. One solution to this puzzle is 

reciprocity, where individuals cooperate only with partners that cooperate with them, 

leading to the exchange of cooperative acts among each other (Trivers 1971). Under 

certain conditions, repeated interactions and reliable information about partner’s 

behaviour (Axelrod and Hamilton 1981; Boyd and Richerson 1989; Lehmann and 

Keller 2006; Barta et al. 2011), reciprocal interactions allows cooperation to spreads 
in a population of defectors. This simple scenario of the evolution of cooperation 

relies on the capacity of individuals to acquire information about their partner’s 
behaviour in order to respond in a way that increases their Darwinian fitness. 

Behavioural responsiveness is important for a host of mechanisms that may facilitate 

cooperative interactions, including partner choice, punishment and policing (Leimar 

and Hammerstein 2010). In general, behavioural responsiveness is a prerequisite to 
the exchange of cooperative actions, regardless of whether these involve the same 

or different ‘commodities’(Taborsky 2013). Despite the general role of behavioural 

responsiveness in mechanisms allowing the evolution of cooperation, there is no 

unique framework to include responsiveness in evolutionary models. 
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Models of behavioural negotiation have recently been used to include responsiveness 

in the evolution of social behaviours (McNamara et al. 1999; Taylor and Day 2004; 

Quiñones et al. 2016). Under the negotiation framework, behaviours are not decided 
in one-shot interaction between the partners; but rather, they are determined by a 

dynamical process where individuals mutually respond to each other (Fig. 1a). The 

dynamical process consist of a pair of reaction norms that determine the action of an 

individual in the negotiation; and the long term behaviour is given by the interaction 

between the reaction norms of both partners. What changes, through evolutionary 

time, in such type of model are the parameters that determine the shape and position 

of the reaction norms. The fitness of individuals is determined by the behaviour 
expressed at the end of the negotiation process. This type of dynamical process 

has the advantage of including a more mechanistic representation of behaviour, in 

the form of the behavioural reaction norms (Gomulkiewicz and Kirkpatrick 1992; 
Dingemanse et al. 2010). This is in line with recent calls to explicitly include 

mechanisms underlying behaviour in evolutionary models (McNamara and Houston 

2009; Fawcett et al. 2013; McNamara 2013; van den Berg and Weissing 2015).  

Also, in contrast to classical discrete reciprocity models, where every action of an 

individual has fitness consequences (Trivers 1971; Axelrod and Hamilton 1981; 
Nowak and Sigmund 1998; Pfeiffer et al. 2005), in negotiation models only the 
outcome of the negotiation matters, not the steps in between. The relevance of this 

feature is that when actions of individuals have immediate fitness consequences, 
there are implicit costs on cooperative acts (van Doorn et al. 2014). That is because 

individuals risk their payoffs to the uncertainty of their partner’s behaviour. 

Despite the conceptual advantages of using models of negotiation, there are inherent 

complexities added to the models under this framework. Natural selection, under 

the negotiation framework, acts through the fitness consequences of the behaviour 
of individuals. But what are under selection are the rules of how behaviour is 

determined given the social environment. The simplest representation of these rules 

is a behavioural reaction norm. Behavioural reaction norms are a simple relation 

of how an individual’s behaviour is determined by the action of their partner (Fig. 

1b and c). Allowing the evolution of reaction norms implies an increase in the 

dimensionality of the system that is under study. For instance, linear reaction norms 

(Fig. 1b) require to be characterized by at least two parameters – e.g.: an intercept 

and a slope- to determine the strategy of an individual with respect to one behavioural 

trait. Taylor and Day (2004) showed, for a specific model of bi-parental care, the 
added dimensionality implies the existence of a set of neutrally stable equilibrium 
points in the system. Moreover, the authors argue this might be a general feature of 

evolutionary games with negotiation dynamics. 

Figure 1. Structure of negotiation games. (a) Genes – x and y - determine the parameters that govern 
the shape and position of the reaction norms A(x,b ) (red line) and B(y,a) (blue line), respectively. 

Each partner expresses one reaction norm depending on its role in an asymmetrical interaction. The 

negotiation consists of a series of interactions where individuals mutually respond to each other, and each 

response is based in the reaction norm and the behaviour of the partner. Yellow lines in the negotiation 
panel depict the trajectory of a hypothetical negotiation; the trajectory consists of the different levels 

of behaviour expressed by the partners during the negotiation. After the negotiation, partners reach 

a behavioural equilibrium in the levels of behaviour expressed; the equilibrium corresponds to the 
intersection point of the two reaction norms when plotted in the same plane. The levels of behaviour 

expressed by both partners determine their fitness. Thus, the fate of mutants for genes x and y is driven 
by how they change the negotiation process. b depicts an example of a behavioural negotiation when 

partners have linear reaction norms. Yellow lines show the trajectory. Intersect of the two reaction norms 
corresponds to the behavioural equilibrium. c depicts an example of negotiation between partners that 
have logistic reaction norms. Inset shows a crucial difference when the reaction norms are not linear. 

Dashed blue line is the reaction norm of a mutant for y. Black lines are the slopes of the reaction norm 

of the partner, at the behavioural equilibrium, when she interacts with the resident (continuous line) 
and with the mutant (dashed line). In the interaction between a resident in x and a mutant in y there is a 

change in both the level of behaviour and the slope of the reaction norm of the resident. The change in 

slope is caused by the non-linear nature of the reaction norm. 
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In this paper, we develop a general analytical model to capture negotiation dynamics 

in an evolutionary context, and assess the stability of the equilibria. Our model aims 
at analysing some general features of negotiation dynamics; but also, at allowing 

the general model to be applied to specific biological examples with idiosyncratic 
life history and ecological features. Using an adaptive dynamics approach we derive 

conditions for the direction of natural selection on changes in the parameters that 

govern the reaction norms underlying the negotiation. Furthermore, we derive 

conditions for the equilibria of the adaptive dynamics to be stable. Finally, we use as 
an example the evolution of negotiation between breeder and its subordinate in the 

context of a pay-to-stay scenario for the evolution of cooperative breeding (Gaston 
1978; Bergmüller and Taborsky 2005; Hamilton and Taborsky 2005; Quiñones et al. 
2016), and show some of the consequences of the insights obtained from our general 
model.  

Analysis

Strategies
We consider a population where individuals have pairwise interactions. We assume 

these interactions are asymmetrical, which means that the two partners take on 

different roles in the interaction, express each a different type of behaviour, and 

these behaviours have different fitness consequences for the partners. We also 
assume individuals are responsive to the behaviour of their partner. To implement 

responsiveness, we let the behaviour expressed by individuals during an interaction 

depend on a behavioural reaction norm and the behaviour of their partners. Before 

behaviours have any fitness consequences, a pair of interacting individuals goes 
through a negotiation process consisting of a series of repeated interactions where 

individuals mutually respond to each other eventually leading to equilibrium in the 
level of behaviour expressed by both partners (Fig. 1). The equilibrium levels of 
behaviour, reached by the negotiation, influence the fitness of the partners. If we let 
â and b̂ be the behaviour of each of the partners in an interaction reached after the 

negotiation, the pair of behavioural reaction norms that govern the negotiation are

â = A x̂,b̂( ) ,
b̂ = B ŷ,â( ) .

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪

         

         (1)

Where x̂  is a quantitative possibly multidimensional parameter partly determining 
function A; and function A is the reaction norm of the partner who expresses 

behaviour â . ŷ  is a quantitative parameter partly determining function B; which 

is the reaction norm of the partner who expresses behaviour b̂ . We assume that x̂

and ŷ are genetically inherited traits passed from parents to offspring, and they are 

expressed conditionally in individuals, depending on which role they are in. Note 

that the reaction norms in (1)  do not need to be of the usual linear form; rather, we 

leave them undefined here for the sake of generality (Fig. 1b and c).

We are interested in the evolution of the reaction norms that determine the behaviour 

between the partners, thus we analyse how natural selection changes the parameters 

x̂ and ŷ . To this end, we consider a population of individuals monomorphic for both 

traits, and we analyse the fate of two mutants with a slightly different value ˆx x≠  

and ˆy y≠ . Assuming that mutations occur independently, and mutants are rare, the 

fitness of the mutants is determined by their interaction with residents. Adjusting the 
reaction norms in (1) with the mutant trait, we get the reaction norms governing the 

interaction between mutants and residents:

a = A x,b '( )
b ' = B ŷ,a( ) ,

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
and

a ' = A x̂,b( )
b = B y,a '( )

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
,

     (2)

where a and b are the behavioural equilibrium of the mutants after the negotiation, 
and a’ and b’ the equilibrium responses of residents in an interaction with a mutant. 
This notation makes explicit that a resident with trait ŷ  expresses a different level of 

behaviour when interacting with a mutant with trait x due to the mutual dependency 

enforced by the negotiation process; hence, both a and b’ are dependent on x, but 

not on y. Conversely, a resident with trait x̂ expresses a different level of behaviour 

when interacting with a mutant with trait y, and both a’ and b are dependent on y, 

but not on x.

Selection on reaction norms
The fitness of mutant individuals depends on the behaviours they express in the two 
different roles, as well as on the response their partners have to those behaviours.  
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More explicitly, fitness can be expressed as
         (3)W (a,b ',a ',b)

 .        

Given that the fitness function (3) captures the relative fitness of mutants in the 
context of a resident population, it is also a function of resident traits x̂ and ŷ ; 

however, we do not make that dependency explicit in the notation. Implicitly, the 

fitness of mutants will depend also on their trait values x and y because those traits 

determine the shape of the reaction norm that defines the behavioural equilibrium. 
To assess how natural selection changes trait values we derive selection gradients by 

taking the derivative of fitness with respect to x and y and evaluating it on the resident 

values. The selection gradient provides a measure of the direction and strength of 

selection on the trait of interest. Using the chain rule, and plugging in the reaction 

norms in (2), we obtain that the selection gradient for the parameters of the reaction 

norms; selection gradient for x is given by

ˆ
ˆ ˆ'

ˆ'

ˆˆ
ˆ'ˆ'
ˆˆ ''

'

'

           
'

x x
x x a a a

b b b

B x xx x
a a aa a a

b b bb b b

W W a W b a

x a x b a x

a W W a dW

x a b x da
b

=
= = =

= =

==
= == =
= == =

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂= +
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂= + =
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

         (4)

Where βB ≡
∂B( ŷ ,a)

∂a  is the slope of the resident’s reaction norm at the behavioural 

equilibrium. In the final expression, we use dW

da
 to  represent the total derivative of 

fitness with respect to the behaviour influenced by x. The term outside the brackets 

in (4) is the marginal effect that x has on the equilibrium level of behavior a, and 

corresponds to how changes in the parameter of the reaction norm (genotypic trait) 

changes the behavioural equilibrium Inside the brackets, the first term is the marginal 
effect of behaviour a on fitness –irrespective of the corresponding change in b’-. The 

second term inside the brackets is a product of the marginal effect of behaviour of 

the partner on the fitness of the mutant, and the slope of the reaction norm of the 
partner; this term quantifies the total effect on fitness of changes in behaviour a, only 

due to the effect the changes have on the behaviour of the partner. The slope of the 

reaction norm of the partner is evaluated at the resident values, which means that 

the rest of the shape of the reaction norm does not have an effect on selection on the 

partner’s trait. Equation (4)  is more general form of the equation (3.1) in Quiñones 
et al. (2016). The derivation of the selection gradient with respect to the mutant trait 

y follows the same logic, and is given by

∂W
∂y y= ŷ

= ∂b
∂y

∂W
∂b

+ ∂W
∂a '

βA
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ y= ŷ
a=a '=â
b=b'=b̂

= ∂b
∂y
dW
db y= ŷ

a=a '=â
b=b'=b̂

   

        (5)

Note that equations (4) and (5), the selection gradients, correspond to the selective 

component of the canonical equation of adaptive dynamics for each of the genetic 
traits (Dieckmann and Law 1996). For the sake of simplicity, we assume an absence 

of genetic correlations between the traits. Under those assumptions, the evolutionary 

dynamics of the traits determining the reaction norms is given by

dx
dt

=κ x

∂a
∂x
dW
da x= x̂

a=a '=â
b=b'=b̂

dy
dt

=κ y

∂b
∂y
dW
db y= ŷ

a=a '=â
b=b'=b̂

,

         (6)

where κ x  and κ y  are constants capturing the mutational processes in x and y, 

respectively. 

Evolutionary equilibria
Equilibria of evolution are found by setting the selection gradients derived in the 
previous section to zero, and finding the values of a=a* and b=b* that fulfil the 
condition. Before we plug in any explicit fitness function, we can see that in the 
general form the equilibrium conditions are given by

−βB
∂W
∂b ' a=a '=â

b=b '=b̂

= ∂W
∂a a=a '=â

b=b '=b̂

and

−βA
∂W
∂ ′a a=a '=â

b=b '=b̂

= ∂W
∂b a=a '=â

b=b '=b̂

,

         (7)
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provided , 0
da db

dx dy
≠ . Equations (7) show that the equilibrium conditions are given 

by a balance of the two effects caused by changes in behaviour: first, the fitness 
consequences of the level of behaviour expressed by the mutant, and second, the 
fitness consequences of the response that such behaviour triggers in the partner; the 
degree of the response is determined by the partner’s responsiveness, in the form of 

the slope of the reaction norm. Thus, we can obtain an evolutionary equilibrium point 
of the pair of behaviours

 
a*,b*( ) , given the pair of slopes of the reaction norms of 

both players βA,βB( ) . Therefore, changing the slopes of both reaction norms unveils 

a line of equilibria in the two-dimensional plane a,b( ) ; and this line corresponds 

to a four dimensional object in the four dimensional plane a,b,βA,βB( ) . This set 

of neutral equilibria implies that there is degeneracy in the dynamical system; the 
system is underdetermined. The degeneracy arises due to having two dynamical 

equations determining the change in four variables, the two behaviours and the two 
slopes. Even though in the general model, we do not explicitly track the change in 

slopes, the slopes change with the parameters of the reaction norms. A more clear 

way to understand the degeneracy is with the explicit use of functional forms in 

the reaction norms (see section on subordinate-breeder interaction). When we use 

linear reaction norms, we use two parameters in the strategy – intercept and slope – 

to determine each behavioural trait; hence, for an interaction with two partners, as 

the one described, we need 4 parameters determining two behaviours. The different 

combinations of those four parameters fulfilling conditions (7) determine the set 
of neutral equilibria. Equations (7) are a more general version of equation (2.8) 
of Taylor and Day (2004). Just as in Taylor and Day’s analysis, our equilibrium 
conditions indicate the existence of a line of neutral equilibrium points.

Stability of the line of equilibria 
In order to assess the stability of the equilibria, we perform a local stability analysis of 
the dynamical system. Given that we make simplifying assumptions in the variance-
covariance matrix, namely the absence of genetic covariances, we can ignore any 

influence of correlations between the genetic traits in the stability of the equilibria 
(Leimar 2001). Hence, the local stability analysis reduces to taking the derivative of 

the fitness gradients with respect to the genotypic traits; that is, to derive the Jacobian 
matrix of the selection gradient (Leimar 2009). By taking the derivative of the fitness 
gradient, we make a linear approximation of the non-linear system of differential 

equations. Such linear approximation provides information about whether natural 
selection will drive the system towards the equilibrium points, or away from them. 
We can use the trace and determinant of the Jacobian matrix to obtain conditions for 

the equilibria to be stable in a two dimensional system. Using the shorthand notation 
as the one used in expression (4) and (5), we get that equilibria are stable when

222 2 2 2

2 2

d d d
0

d d d d

∂ ∂ − >
∂ ∂
a b

x y a b a b
W W W         (8)

and

22 2 2

2 2
0.

a d bW Wd

x da y db
∂ ∂+ <
∂ ∂

     (9)

Taken conditions (8) and (9) together it is clear that for stability it is necessary, but 

not sufficient, the second order derivatives of fitness with respect to both behaviours 
to be negative. Formally, 

d 2W
da2

< 0 and d 2W
db2

< 0 .        (10)

Furthermore, if we assume that individuals can only be of one class during their 

life-time (e.g.: classes correspond to sexes); or, if the fitness consequences of the 
behaviours expressed in the two different classes are independent of each other, 

then the combined derivative in expression (8) becomes zero, and condition (10) 

is not only necessary but also sufficient for stability. Note that for this analysis, we 
have considered only the fitness components for the stability conditions; namely, 
we ignored the consequences of mutational structure or genetic correlations in the 
stability conditions. Genetic correlations or mutational structure peculiarities can 
have stabilizing or destabilizing effects (Leimar 2001, 2009). 

In the supplementary material (SM) we extended this analysis and show that the 

same conditions apply for a four-dimensional system; where the shape of the 

reaction norms is determined, not by one genetically inherited trait, but by two. An 

important element in such analysis is that the redundancy of the system is made 

explicit. The two traits determining each reaction norm are subject to the same 
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action of natural selection (terms inside the brackets in equation (4)). Hence, the 

selection gradients vanish under the same combination of behaviours and slopes of 

the reaction norms. This combination of behaviour and slopes can be achieved with 

different combination of the trait values. Mathematically, this redundancy means 

that two of the eigenvalues and the determinant of the Jacobian matrix are equal to 
zero. Therefore, the stability conditions of the four dimensional system reduce to the 

same conditions as in the two-dimensional system (see SM).

By looking into the full expression of the second order derivative of fitness, with 
respect to each of the behaviours, we can assess the effect of the shape of the reaction 

norms in the evolutionary stability of the equilibrium achieved by the negotiation. 
For example, the second order derivative of fitness with respect to the mutant 
behaviour a is

22 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2
2

' ' '

B B W

da a b a a

d W W W

b a b a

W B∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂= + + +
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ .  (11)

The sign of the first two terms depend only on the shape of the fitness function at 
equilibrium; while the sign of the last two terms depend both on the shape of the 
fitness function and on the shape of the reaction norms. The third term includes 
the slope and the last one the curvature, of the reaction norm of the partner. Given 
that both terms are multiplied by derivatives of the fitness function, the effect that 
slope and curvature have can be either stabilizing or destabilizing depending on the 

shape of the fitness function around the equilibrium point. If the different terms in 
expression  (9) have different signs, the stability of the equilibrium point will depend 
on the absolute value of the different components. 

In the following section we will use a specific model to show the consequences of our 
general derivations. We will use the interaction between a breeder and subordinate in 

the context of the pay-to-stay scenario. 

Stability of rent payment in a breeder-subordinate interaction
In a recent study we used individual-based simulations to show that negotiation has 

crucial consequences for the evolution of helping behaviours (Quiñones et al. 2016). 
The model was inspired by the pay-to-stay scenario assuming that helping behaviour 

expressed by subordinate group members can evolve as a payment for the privilege 

to stay in a territory and use its resources, which provides fitness benefits (Gaston 
1978; Bergmüller and Taborsky 2005). Dominant group members can enforce the 
payment by aggression. The level of expression of these two behaviours – aggression 

and help– were determined by a negotiation process. As in our general model, during 

negotiation partners mutually respond to each other using a pair of reaction norms 

that determine their behaviour. In this section, we use the general derivations of 

the evolutionary stability of negotiation to study the evolution of the pay-to-stay 

scenario. We let behaviour a be the aggression used by the breeder to enforce help; and 

behaviour b the help provided by the subordinate in order to “appease” the breeder. 
Under the assumptions of the pay-to-stay scenario, aggression imposes survival costs 

both for the breeder and for the subordinate and help is costly for the subordinate, but 

increases the fecundity of the breeder who monopolizes reproduction. 

Using these assumptions, and the reproductive value approach (Taylor 1996; Pen 
and Weissing 2000a, 2000b), we derive a general fitness function in for the pay-to-
stay scenario 

W (a,b ',a ',b) = ua Sa (a)va + Fa (b ')v0( )+ ub Sb( ′a ,b)vb( )    (12)

where the 
i

u  ( { , }i a b∈ ) are the stable class frequencies of the classes of individuals 
expressing behaviours a and b, respectively; 

i
v and  

0
v  are the reproductive values of 

individuals expressing behaviours a, b and their offspring, respectively; 
i

S  and 
i

F  

are, respectively, the survival and fecundity functions of the classes of individuals. 

Class frequencies and reproductive values are evaluated at behavioural values 
expressed during the interaction between two residents.

Using the equilibrium conditions derived in (7), and plugging in the derivatives 

obtained from (12), we get that under pay-to-stay the evolution of negotiation 

reaches an equilibrium whenever

−βB
∂Fa
∂b
v0 =

∂Sa
∂a
va and −βA

∂Sb
∂a '

=
∂Sb
∂b         (13)

Expressions in (13) make intuitive sense in the light of rent payment. We expect 

help (b) to have a positive effect on fecundity; thus, the derivative of the fecundity 
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function will be positive. On the other hand, the derivatives of the survival function 

will be negative, because the behaviours are costly to individuals. All in all, rent 

payment can reach an equilibrium if the slope of the reaction norm of the breeder                   
(βA ) is negative, which means the subordinate can effectively reduce the aggression 

it receives; and if the slope of the subordinate (βB ) is positive, so the breeder 

receives payment in terms of help when it imposes aggression on the subordinate 

(Quiñones et al. 2016).

Using expressions  (10) and (11) , we can also assess the stability of the equilibrium 
reached in the pay-to-stay scenario. However, the reproductive value approach cannot 

be used to obtain the second orders derivatives of the fitness function. Instead, the 
fitness function must be derived as the leading eigenvalue of the transition matrix 
that track the growth of the mutant subpopulation. In the SM, we derive the fitness 
function from a specific life-history model. Plugging in the corresponding derivatives 
of the fitness function into inequalities (10), we get the conditions for stability are 

given by

22
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where k
i
 ( {1..6}i ∈ ) and l

j
 ( {1..7}j ∈ ) are coefficients derived from the fitness 

function that do not contain derivatives, and are always positive. Equations (14) 
and   (15) confirm the stability of the equilibrium depends on the curvature of the 
survival and fecundity functions, as well as on the curvature of the reaction norms. 

In equation (14), specifically in the last term, we see that given that the derivative 
of the fecundity function is positive, a negative curvature in the reaction norm of 

the subordinate favours stability. Conversely, in last term of equation (15), we see 

that a positive curvature in the reaction norm of the breeder favours the stability 

of the equilibrium. The shape of the reaction norms will be particularly important 
for stability if the curvature of the survival functions at a given equilibrium point 
is positive. Under such survival functions the negotiation can only reach a stable 

equilibrium point if the reaction norms show the appropriate shapes. 

The importance of the shape of the reaction norms in the interacting partners can 

be confirmed by looking into the evolutionary dynamics of the reaction norms. 
We use numerical simulations to see the evolutionary dynamics of the negotiation 

between the two partners. At this point, we need to assume the functional forms for 

the survival and fecundity of breeders, and subordinates. We let survival functions of 

breeders and subordinate be, respectively, given by

Sa a( ) = Strte−k a ,        (16)

Sa a,b( ) = Strte− faa+ fbb ,       (17)

Where S
trt

 is the baseline survival probability for an individual taking shelter in a 

territory, k is a parameter that quantifies the costs of aggression for the breeder. In 
the same way, f

a
 and f

b
 are parameters determining the costs of receiving aggression 

and of help for the subordinate, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, we assume 

breeder’s fecundity is an increasing linear function of the amount of help received 

from the breeder:

0
(1 )

a
F F Bb C= + −        (18)

where B is the fecundity benefit of the help provided by the subordinate; C is the 
cost of having a subordinate in the territory; and F

0
 is the baseline fecundity of 

the breeder. Thus, with a linear fecundity function, the term in inequality (14) that 

includes the second order derivative of fecundity is zero. Note that, we have chosen 

survival functions that have positive second order derivatives, that is, they are 

convex. Convex survival functions imply that all the terms in inequalities (14) and  
(15) are positive; and for stability, it is necessary to have a curvature different from 

zero in the reaction norms. 
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In order to assess the evolutionary dynamics of genetic traits that influence the 
reaction norms we also need to assume functional forms for the reaction norms 

A(b) and B(a), which so far have been undefined. This corresponds to assuming 
a genotype-to-phenotype map. We exemplify the dynamics with two alternative 

functional forms: linear and logistic reaction norms. The second order derivative of 

linear reaction norms is zero; hence, under our choice of survival function, we expect 

the evolutionary equilibria to be unstable. 

1. Linear reaction norms

The breeder’s and the subordinate’s reaction norms are given by 

A b( ) = yint + ysloph and H a( ) = xint + xslopa,
    (19)

where x
int

 and x 
slop

 are the intercept and slope for the breeder’s reaction norm, 

respectively; and y
int

 and y
slop

 are the intercept and slope for the subordinates’ reaction 

norm, respectively. We assume that x  
int

 , x
slop

, y
int

 and y
slop

 are genetic traits subject to 

mutations. The first two traits are expressed in the breeder class, while the last two 
are expressed in the subordinate class. Replacing the four genetic traits together with 

the reaction norms in (2) into equations (6) we get a set of four differential equations 
driving the evolutionary change in the linear reaction norms. All four equations 
correspond to the multivariate version of the canonical equation of adaptive dynamics 
(Dieckmann and Law 1996).

Figure 6 depict the evolutionary dynamics of a set of numerical simulations 

using linear reaction norms in the negotiation between the partners. For the initial 

conditions of the simulations, we chose random points in the equilibrium lines, and 
perturbed them in one of the genetic parameters. Top panels show time-plots of the 

behaviours (aggression, help and responsiveness) and the four genetic parameters 

(x
int

, x
slop

, y
int

, y
slop

) for one of the numerical simulation. The trajectories cycle around 

the equilibrium point where they started; the cycles increase in amplitude until the 
trajectories head away from the equilibrium point. Lower panels show 20 numerical 
simulations started in different points of the equilibrium line. In these panels, we 
characterize the trajectories in the help- subordinate’s responsiveness plane, and in 

the aggression-breeder’s responsiveness plane. As it was suggested by our general 

analysis, linear reaction norms under the chosen survival functions, render the 

equilibrium unstable. All the trajectories depicted drive away from the equilibrium 
lines; they all cycle around the equilibrium until they reach zones of the trait space 
with no biological relevance (negative levels of aggression). We conclude that, under 

the assumptions made, linear reaction norms cannot maintain a stable negotiation 

between a breeder and a subordinate.

Figure 2. Evolutionary dynamics of the negotiation parameters when partners have linear reaction 

norms. a and b depict the change in time of the behaviours and genetic parameteres in one numerical 

simulation that started at a random point in the line of equilibria, and was slightly perturbed in one of 
the parameters. a shows the changes in behaviours (aggression and help) and responsiveness of the 

partners. b shows the changes in intercepts and slopes (genetic parameters) of the reaction norms of 

both partners. The two time plots cycle around the equilibrium point and eventually drive away from 
it. c and d depict the dynamics of 20 numerical simulations (coloured lines) in the planes help (vertical 

axis)- helper resposiveness (horizontal axis) (c); and, aggression (vertical axis) -breeder responsiveness 

(horizontal axis) (d). Simulations start at random points of the equilibrium lines and were slightly 
pertured in one of the genetic parameters. Black lines represent the equilibrium lines. Trajectories of 
all numerical simulations cycle around the equilibrium lines and eventually drive away from it. Due 
to the multidimensionality of the equilibria, trajectories appear to cross the equilibrium lines several 
times in c and d. However, the equilibrium line is only truly reached when trajectories touch both of 
the equilibrium lines in c and d simultaneously. Black arrows show the direction of the dynamics for 
one simulation. Parameters used for the figure: { S

trt
=0.6, F

0
=2, S

f
=0.1, B=0.3, C=0.1, k=0.02, f

b
 =0.02, 

f
a
=0.1}.
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2. Logistic reaction norms

The breeder’s and the subordinate’s reaction norms are given by 

A b( ) = xmax
1+ exp −xr b( ) and B a( ) = ymax

1+ exp − yr a( ) ,         (20)

where x
max

 and y
max

 are the maximum levels of aggression and help, respectively, 

that individuals can express; x
r
 and y

r
 specify the steepness of the reaction norm 

for the breeder and subordinate respectively, thereby determining how responsive 

individuals are to their partners. We assume that x  
max

  and x
r
 are genetic traits expressed 

in the breeder class that are subject to mutations. Replacing x by either x 
max

  or x
r
 in 

equation (2) , and plugging in the two reaction norms in (4) , we get two differential 

equations driving evolutionary change in x  
max

  and x
r 
. In the same way, we assume 

that y  
max

  and y
r
 are genetic traits, expressed in the subordinate class, which are subject 

to mutations. Following similar derivations as for the breeder, we get two differential 

equations driving the evolutionary change in the reaction norm of subordinates. 

Figure 3 shows, in the same way that figure 2, a set of trajectories obtained from the 
numerical integration of the four differential equations derived to characterize the 
evolutionary dynamics of the logistic reaction norms. Top panels show time plots 

of the change in behaviours (aggression, help and responsiveness of partners) and 

genetic parameters (x
max

, x
r
, y

max
, y

r
) for one numerical simulation of the system of 

differential equations. Lower panels show the trajectories too, this time characterized 
by plotting the level of aggression enforced by the breeder against the slope of its 

reaction norm at the behavioural equilibrium (left panels); and the level of help 
given by the subordinate against the slope of its reaction norm in the behavioural 

equilibrium (right panels). Black lines in both represent the line of equilibria of 
the dynamical system. In contrast to the linear case (Fig. 2), the trajectories using 

logistic reaction norms (Fig. 3) head toward the equilibrium lines, and stay there. 
The system starts with a random set of values that are all characterized by the 

expression of a low level of help and high aggression. At first in the evolutionary 
dynamics, the level of aggression decreases, as the level of help increases. These 

changes amount to the subordinate appeasing the breeder with higher levels of help. 

These are the two behaviours that impose selection on the parameters of the reaction 

norms, hence, natural selection favours combination of parameters in the reaction 

norms that increase help and reduce aggression. The slopes of the reaction norms 

at the behavioural equilibrium, which impose selection on the partner’s behaviour 
(see equation (4)), change not only due to the action of selection on the parameters 

determining the shape; they also change due to changes in the equilibrium value of 
behaviour and the nonlinear nature of the logistic functions (see inset in Fig. 1). For 

example, if a mutant subordinate expresses a higher level of help, it will not only 

receive less aggression, but also will be exposed to a different slope. This new slope 

is determined by the curvature of the breeder’s reaction norm. 

Note that the trajectories in figure 3(c and d) cross the equilibrium lines more than 

Figure 3. Evolutionary dynamics of the negotiation parameters when partners have logistic reaction 

norms. a and b depict the change in time of the behaviours and genetic parameteres in one numerical 

simulation that started at a random point. a shows the changes in behaviours (aggression and help) and 

responsiveness of the partners. b shows the changes in genetic parameters of the reaction norms of both 

partners. Behaviours and genetic parameters change toward equilibrium values and stay there. c and d 
depict the dynamics of 20 numerical simulations (coloured lines) in the planes help-helper resposiveness 

(c) and aggression-breeder responsiveness (d). Simulations start at random points with the restrictions 

that aggression, help and helper’s responsiveness are positive, and breeder’s responsiveness negative. 

Black lines represent the equilibrium lines. Trajectories of all numerical simulations drive toward the 
equilibrium lines. Due to the multidimensionality of the equilibria, trajectories appear to cross the 
equilibriu line several times in c and d. However, the equilibrium line is only truly reached when 
trajectories touch both the equilibrium lines in c and d simultaneously. Black arrows show the direction 
of the dynamics for one simulation. Parameters used for the figure: { S

trt
=0.6, F

0
=2, S

f
=0.1, B=0.3, 

C=0.1, k=0.02, f
b
 =0.02, f

a
=0.1}.
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one time. That is because we present, in each panel, only two dimensions of the four 

dimensional system. Thus, the equilibrium points are only truly reached when both 
of the corresponding trajectories (left and right panels) reach the equilibrium lines. 

Discussion

When individuals interact socially, their fitness depends not only on their own 
actions, but also on the actions of others. Thus, an individual’s behaviour ought 

to be contingent on the behaviour of social partners in many situations. Mutual 

responses of partners lead to a negotiation process that can change the predictions 

of evolutionary dynamics of behaviour (McNamara et al. 1999; Taylor and Day 

2004). In this paper we developed a general mathematical model to include explicit 

negotiation dynamics into evolutionary models. We derive general evolutionary 

stability conditions for pairwise negotiation dynamics. Interestingly, we find that 
evolutionary stability depends not only on the fitness function, but also on the shape 
of the pair of reaction norms used by the partners in the negotiation. We illustrate 

our general model with an example of negotiation between a dominant breeder and 

its subordinate. For this specific model, the set of equilibria are not stable when the 
negotiating partners have linear reaction norms; in contrast, logistic reaction norms 

allow the equilibrium to be both convergent and evolutionarily stable. 

Previous work on the evolution of negotiation on evolutionary games suggested the 
existence of sets of neutrally stable equilibria to be a general feature of negotiation 
games (Taylor and Day 2004). Our general mathematical analysis, as well as our 

specific example of the pay-to-stay model, supports this claim. The existence of sets 
of equilibria evidences a redundancy in the strategy set of the negotiating partners 
given the selection pressures on the two behaviours. The key point here is: the 

fitness of a mutant is not uniquely determined by the effect of the mutation on the 
behaviour, but also by the responsiveness of the partner; a trait that is also changing 

subject to natural selection. Thus, there is a combination of behaviour and partner’s 

responsiveness that characterize the evolutionary equilibria of each trait. This is 
irrespective of whether partners are expressing the same (Taylor and Day 2004), or 

different behaviours. 

Our general mathematical analysis, as well as our example, show the functional shape 

of the reaction norms have crucial consequences for the converge stability of the set 
of equilibria in a negotiation context. General stability criteria have been elusive 
for multidimensional models of adaptive dynamics (Leimar 2009). The difficulty 
lays in the existence of special genetic correlations, or mutational structures that 

can destabilize evolutionary equilibria (Leimar 2001). However, the equilibria in 
our model are not destabilized by such Darwinian demons. Instead, the stability 

criteria capture the interaction between fitness components and the phenotype 
to genotype map (behavioural reaction norms) of the different traits, hence, they 

can be considered fitness-based criteria (Leimar 2009). The difficulty here is that 
fitness is determined partly by characteristics of the reaction norms of the partner, 
specifically, the slope of the reaction norms; and those slopes can evolve away 
from the equilibria driven by their own selection pressures.  In the example of the 
interaction between breeder and a subordinate, an equilibrium in the reaction norm 
of the subordinate is reached when there is balance between the negative effects of 

help, and the positive effects of appeasement, which depends on the responsiveness 

of the breeder. However, if the breeder is selected to increase its own responsiveness, 

the balance for the subordinate might never be reached unless the subordinate has 

influence over the responsiveness of the breeder. With logistic reaction norms, as the 
subordinate changes her behaviour, she also changes the behaviour of the partner, 

and the partner’s responsiveness. Therefore, only with the right curvature in the 

reaction norm will the equilibrium be convergence stable. Note, however, that for 
this stability analysis, we assumed no genetic correlations between the traits. But, 

the existence of such correlations could potentially stabilize the equilibria in linear 
reaction norms as well.  

Our mathematical model tailored to the breeder-subordinate interaction confirms 
results from the simulation model (Quiñones et al. 2016) showing that negotiation 
between breeder and subordinate individuals can drive the evolution of helping 

behaviour; subordinates effectively appease the dominants by providing more help. 

This process reaches equilibrium when the benefits of appeasing the dominant 
balance the costs of increasing help. Moreover, this equilibrium reflects not 
one particular combination of aggression and help, but rather a set of different 

combinations of the two behaviours. In the previous simulation model (Quiñones et 
al. 2016), the outcome of negotiation yielded higher levels of help, compared to a 
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scenario where helping behaviour evolves due to the presence of genetic relatedness 

between the partners. The existence of the set of neutrally stable equilibrium points, 
with different levels of help, might put into question whether negotiation in general 
leads to higher helping levels than kin selection. However, our approach is limited 

to a monomorphic population; thus, ignores the potential effects of a distribution of 

genotypic traits in the population. Taylor and Day (2004) argue that in the presence of 

variation the evolution of negotiation strategies lead to more cooperative outcomes, 

due to the presence of mutant-mutant interactions. This might explain why in the 

individuals based simulations of  Quiñones et al. (2016) outcomes are concentrated 

around equilibrium points with more helping. 

The existence of genotypic redundancy underlying the set of neutrally stable 

equilibrium points has consequences for the capacity of populations to reach novel 
stable equilibria. Our general model shows as potential end points of evolution the 
set of behaviours and slopes that satisfy equations . However, extending our analysis 

to more complex situations, such as spatially structured populations could potentially 

unveil alternative equilibria (Quiñones et al. 2016). The fact that there is a line of 
neutrally stable points implies that some of those points will necessarily be closer, 

in genotypic space, to the alternative equilibria found in more complex situations. 
In general, genotypic redundancy has been shown to have important consequences 
for the appearance of evolutionary novelties (Wagner 2011). Thus, we believe that 

more complex decision making mechanisms, that entail redundancy, could have also 

consequences for achieving alternative states in social evolution.

In order the capture in a simple and general model the evolutionary consequences 
of the negotiation dynamics we have restricted our analysis to pairwise interactions. 

However, this needs not to be the case. Negotiation between individuals in social 

groups is rarely restricted to pairs. Instead, cooperative groups are composed of 

several individuals; and those individuals are often structured in more than two 

classes. These classes are defined by different biological factors such as sex, age, 
condition and reproductive status. All these differences entail asymmetries between 

individuals, and the strategic considerations will most likely require more complex 
decision making mechanisms than our simple reaction norms. For example, for an 

individual it might be adaptive to make different decisions under different health 

conditions (McNamara and Houston 1996); or depending on the outside options 

they might have (Cant 2011). An individual’s strategy could use all these inputs 

for making decisions in the context of negotiations. Including more dimensions in 

the decision making mechanisms individuals use in negotiations will most likely 

increase the genotypic redundancy described here. We argue that future models of 

negotiation dynamics should progress closely informed by experimental studies on 

how individuals react to their environment in order to capture all this complexities.

Supplementary Information

In this supplement we extend the local stability analysis to a four dimensional system. 

We show that the four dimensional system makes explicit the redundancy of the 

negotiation games, and the stability conditions are the same as the ones derived for 

the two dimensional system. We also derive the fitness function from a life-history 
model of the pay-to-stay scenario.

Four dimensional system
The two dimensional system described for the evolution of the reaction norms can 

easily be extended to a four dimensional system. We include one more character 

determining the shape of each of the reaction norms. The equations determining 
the behaviour of a mutant helper and a resident breeder can be determined by four 

genetic traits; thus, mathematically they are expressed as

1 2 1 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ( , , ) ( , , ( , ))h H x x a H x x A y h′= =      (1)

1 2
ˆ ˆ( , , )a A y y h′ =        (2)

or

1 2 1 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ( , , ) ( , , ( , ))h H x x a H x x A y h′= =

     (3)

1 2
ˆ ˆ( , , )a A y y h′ =        (4)

depending on whether the mutant has a different trait value in 
1

x or 
2

x . Using the 

same logic we can derive the equations determining the behaviour of a mutant 
breeder interacting with a resident helper.
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Selection
Selection gradients for the four traits can be obtained as in the two dimensional 

system by taking the derivative of the fitness function with respect to each trait as 
done in the main text. Doing this we obtain the following system of four differential 

equations:

          (5)

         (6)

         (7)

         (8)

Stability
To assess the stability of the equilibria in the four dimensional system we derive the 
Jacobian matrix. Using a similar logic as the one used to derive the Jacobian in the 

two dimensional system, we get that the Jacobian can be expressed as
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The four dimensional system will be stable if the four eigenvalues of the Jacobian 

are negative. However, a simple calculation shows that determinant and two of 

the eigenvalues of matrix 9 are zero. In which case the stability conditions for the 

four dimensional system reduce to two conditions similar to the ones found for the 

two dimensional system. Specifically, we get that the system is stable if the trace 
of the Jacobian is negative, and the sum of the determinants of the principal 2x2 

sub-matrices of the Jacobian are positive. Deriving these two quantities we obtain 
conditions for the stability of the four dimensional system:

2 2 2 2
2 2 2

2 2

1 2 1 2

( ) 0
d W A A d W H H

Tr
da y y dh x x

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂= + + + <
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

J         (10)

2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2

2 2

1 2 1 2

0.
h h a a d W d W d W

x x y y dh da dhda
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂+ + − >
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

   

         (11)

These two inequalities show that the stability conditions for the four dimensional 
system are the same as the ones derived for the two dimensional system, and they 

can be summarized in inequalities 9 of the main text.

The fitness function
The life-cycle of individuals can be captured by a class-structured population model, 

where individuals in every generation move between two different classes (breeder 

and subordinate) depending on the patterns of survival and reproduction. Survival 

and reproduction in turn are determined by the behavioural traits of help and 

aggression. The evolutionary fate of mutations, that change the behavioural strategy 

of individuals, is assessed using the invasion fitness of mutants. Invasion fitness 
is derived as the leading eigenvalue λ  of the transition matrix ( , , , )h a h a′ ′M that 

specifies the transition probabilities between the classes for mutant individuals in the 
context of the resident population.

To derive the transition matrix for the pay-to-stay scenario, we divide the life cycle 

in three stages: survival and reproduction, colonization of breeding places, and 

colonization of helping places. Each one of these stages of the life cycle can be 

represented by a transition matrix. The product of the three matrices gives as the full 
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transition matrix that represents the life cycle.

Survival and reproduction matrix
Each class has a specific survival probability; and these probabilities depend on the 
interaction with the partner. The interaction determines the behavioural equilibrium 
of aggression and help that the interacting partners settle in. For helpers survival 

probability is a function of both the aggression received and the help provided. For 

breeders, survival probabilities are a function of the aggression they enforce. Finally, 

breeders produce juveniles according to how much help they receive from the helper. 

We keep track of the juveniles in a separate class, but later on these juveniles either 

become helpers or they die. Therefore, the transition matrix capturing survival and 

reproduction of the three classes -breeders, helpers and juveniles- is

0

0 .

0

a

b

a

S

S

F

=D        (12)

Colonization of breeding spots
The breeding spots are colonized by helpers. We define α  as the per capita probability 

that individuals from the helper class find a breeding spot. In matrix , we use this 

probability to define the flux of individuals from helper class to the breeder class.

        (13)

Colonization of helping spots
For the breeding places we assume that each breeder can only have one helper, which 

means that the number of helpers can only be as big as the number of breeders.  We 

define γ   as the per capita probability that an empty helping place is found by a 

juvenile. In matrix (14) , we use this probability to define the flux of individuals to 
the helping positions.

        (14)

T =
1 α 0
0 1−α 0
0 0 1

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟

H =
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 γ

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟

Transition matrix
The transition matrix capturing the flux of individuals between the different classes 
is given by the product of the matrices representing the different stages. Specifically, 
it is given by

· ·=M D T H

        (15)

         (16)

Density regulation and reproductive values
In order to impose density regulation on the populations we will assume that the 

number of breeders remains constant from one year to the next. This means that the 

per capita probability of finding a breeding place decreases with the abundance of 
individuals (helpers) bidding for such positions. Thus, to obtain an exact expression 

for a  we will assume that the population is in demographic equilibrium, which 
formally means that the leading eigenvalue of the matrix is 1. Its associated right 

eigenvector gives the stable class distribution. We are only interested in the direction 

of such vector and not in its magnitude; therefore, we can set one of the values 

arbitrarily. For convenience we set the element corresponding to the breeders to 1. 

Given that we have assumed pairwise interactions, the number of subordinates must 
be equal to the number of breeders. This is yet another restriction on the demographic 
model; which implies we need to express yet one more parameter of the model in 

terms of the other parameters. Thus, we derive g , the probability that juveniles find 
a helping position, from the survival and fecundity functions. We do this by solving 

the two equations for the stable class frequencies for a  and g . Doing this we get

α =
1− Sa
Sb        (17)

γ =
2− Sa − Sb

Fa
      (18)

Finally, we can derive the reproductive values of breeder and subordinates. That 

is, technically, the left eigenvector associated with the leading eigenvalue of the 

transition matrix. Just like before, we are interested in the direction, not the 

magnitude. So, we assume breeders to have a reproductive value of 1, and we derive 

M =
Sa αSb
γ Fa (1−α )Sb

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎟
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the reproductive value of subordinates. Which is given by

1

2

a

b

a b

S
v

S S

−=
− −  .     (19)

Plugging in all these expressions into equation 11 from the main text, and taking the 
derivatives required for equations 4 and 5 (from the main text), we get the selection 
gradient.

Second order derivative
In main text we derive the fitness gradient using a reproductive value approach. 
However, the reproductive value approach cannot be used directly to calculate the 

second order derivatives of the fitness function. Instead, we derive here the leading 
eigenvalue of the matrices that keep track of the mutant subpopulations. The 

expression of the eigenvalue can be differentiated to obtain the expressions in the 

local stability analysis. 

The matrix tracking the growth of the mutant breeder subpopulation is:

B =
Sa (a) αSb ĥ, â( )

γ Fa ′h( ) (1−α )Sb ĥ, â( )
⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟⎟

 

         20)

and its eigenvalue is given by:

λa =
1
2
Sa (a)+ (1−α )Sb ĥ, â( )+ 4αγ Sb ĥ, â( )Fa ′h( )+ (α −1)Sb ĥ, â( )+ Sa (a)( )2⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
 

         (21)

The matrix tracking the growth of the mutant subordinate subpopulation is:

S =
Sa â( ) αSb h, ′a( )
γ Fa ĥ( ) (1−α )Sb h, ′a( )

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
;         (22)

and its eigenvalue is given by:

λb =
1
2
Sa â( )+ (1−α )Sb h, ′a( )+ 4αγ Fa ĥ( )Sb h, ′a( )+ (α −1)Sh h, ′a( )+ Sa â( )( )2⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

 

         (23)

By taking the derivatives of these fitness functions we can obtain the full expression 
for the stability conditions 9 in the main text. The coefficients of the stability 
conditions are

k1 =
(4αγ FaSb + (Sa − (1−α )Sb)

2 )(Sa − Sb +αSb + J
1
2 )

J
3
2

  (24)

        

k2 =
4αγ FaSb

J
3
2

        (25)

k3 = −
2αγ Sb(Sa − (1−α )Sb)

J
3
2       (26)

k4 =
2αγ Sb(4αγ Fa + (Sa − (1−α )Sb)

2 )

J
3
2

     (27)

k5 = −
4α 2γ 2Sb

2

J
3
2

        (28)

k6 =
2αγ Sb

J
1
2

        (29)

l1 =
1
2
(1−α +

2αγ Fa − (1−α )(Sa − (1−α )Sb)

J
1
2

)     (30)

l2 = −
2αγ Fa (αγ Fa − (1−α )Sb)

J
3
2

      (31)

l3 = −
2αγ Fa (αγ Fa − (1−α )Sa )

J
3
2

      (32)

l4 = (1−α +
2αγ Fa − (1−α )(Sa − (1−α )Sb)

J
1
2

)     (33)

l5 = l1          (34)

l6 = l3          (35)

l7 = l1          (36)

where J  is given by

J = 4αγ FaSb + (Sa − (1−α )Sb)
2
      (37)
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John Maynard-Smith and Eӧrs Szathmáry (1998) defined major evolutionary 
transitions in their seminal book with the same title as follows: The Major 

Transitions in Evolution are events in the history of life that opened unprecedented 

avenues of biological novelty. Maynard-Smith and Szathmáry were concerned 

with how evolution always seems to reach new levels of complexity. They argued 

micro-evolutionary processes do not necessarily lead to an ever increasing level of 

complexity. Instead, they speculated that throughout the history of life, biological 

complexity increased by exploring the paths of novelty left open by eight major 

events, the major evolutionary transitions. Besides defining the eight major 
transitions, Maynard-Smith and Szathmáry outlined three features that characterize 

many, but not all, the transitions: 1) entities from a lower organizational level lose 

their capacity to reproduce independently; 2) entities develop division of labour, and 

3) there are changes in the processes of information storage and transmission. The 

first of those features includes the problem of the evolution of cooperation. In order 
to achieve a new organizational unit composed of entities at a lower level, the lower 

entities must forgo their selfish reproductive interests and cooperate to form a new 
unit. The evolution of eusociality was classified by Maynard-Smith and Szathmáry 
as one of the major transitions. The evolution of eusociality, arguably, has the three 

features of major transitions mentioned above, given that: 1) individual animals can 

no longer reproduce independently after they are part of a eusocial colony; 2) there is 

division of labour, with castes specialized on different tasks, and 3) the organization 

of a colony requires new paths of information transfer between individuals. 

Even before the major transition paradigm the evolution of eusociality had been a 

major topic of interest for evolutionary biologists. The cornerstone of eusociality, 

reproductive division of labour, has been seen as the pinnacle in social evolution, 

where some individuals reach a level of commitment to the social enterprise that they 

forgo their own reproduction (i.e. the worker trait). Formal theories of the evolution 

of eusociality have focused mainly -if not only- on explaining when and how natural 

selection would favour individuals to become altruistic workers (Hamilton 1964b; 

Trivers and Hare 1976; Crozier 2008; Nowak et al. 2010; Fromhage and Kokko 2011; 
Gardner et al. 2012; Alpedrinha et al. 2014, 2014; Avila and Fromhage 2015; Olejarz 
et al. 2015). The exclusive focus on the conditions for natural selection to favour 

the altruistic trait means that the theories of eusociality are ignoring developmental 

aspects such as: the origin of the worker trait, and the mechanisms of division of 

labour inside a colony (West-Eberhard 2003; Hunt 2012). Hence, these theories are 

incomplete, and could be referred to as selective rather than evolutionary theories 

of eusociality (Frank 1998; Uller and Helanterä 2014). In the chapters 3 and 4 of 

this thesis we followed this tradition and present a series of evolutionary models to 

understand when and how natural selection favours the establishment of eusocial 

colonies with individuals that forgo their own reproduction. In chapter 3 we focus 

on a series of models that integrate a set of traits (preadaptations) that had been 

proposed to favour the evolution of the worker trait. Furthermore, we considered the 

co-evolution of the sex ratio strategy of females in two different broods together with 

the worker trait. The model unveiled an evolutionary feedback between the sex ratio 

strategy and the worker trait, where the evolution of worker behaviour is facilitated 

by certain sex ratio biases, and once worker behaviour is present changes selection 

on the sex ratio strategy. In chapter 4, we extended one of the life history structures 

modelled in chapter 3 and considered the effect of the queen-worker conflict over 
sex ratio in the evolution of the worker trait. Specifically, we allowed the evolution 
of worker fratricide as a mechanism to influence the sex ratio of the colony, as well 
as different sex ratio strategies for solitary and social nests. 

The evolution of eusociality is, however, more than just selection of the worker trait. 

The functioning of a eusocial colony requires close communication between the 
colony members. The gathering and use of resources is coordinated by the members 

of the different castes of a colony. Besides, in order for the colony to adaptively tune 

the allocation of individuals of different castes, the expression of the worker trait 

itself must be determined by either environmental or social factors. A full theory 

of the transition from solitary to eusocial life must include all these complexities. 

In this afterthoughts section, I will discuss how the models presented here can be a 

stepping stone towards a more complete evolutionary theory of eusociality.

Towards an evolutionary developmental theory of eusociality

Evolutionary biology has traditionally ignored and neglected the role of development 

and mechanisms in the explanations of morphology and behaviour (West-Eberhard 

2003). However, in recent years evolutionary biologists seem to be more interested 

and aware of the relevance of development in evolutionary processes (Laland et 
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al. 2011b), particularly in the origin of new phenotypes (Badyaev 2011). Social 

evolution has not been the exception to this pattern (West-Eberhard 1987b; Uller 

and Helanterä 2014). Traditional formal models of the evolution of social behaviours 

have investigated the action of natural selection in changing allele frequencies, when 
those alleles are the direct and unique cause of social behaviours (Hamilton 1964a; 

Frank 1998; Gardner et al. 2011). Focusing on the effects of selection only amounts 
to ignoring the proximate causes behind those behaviours (Laland et al. 2011b). 

Ignoring proximate causes, however, is not due to theoreticians’ ignorance but rather 

a simplification made to facilitate the understanding of the action of natural selection 
on behavioural traits (Grafen 1984). 

Eusociality has inspired a multitude of theories that try to explain its origin and 

evolution. Some of these theories have been formalized in mathematical terms and 

some others not. Mathematical formalizations have mainly followed the kin selection 

and group selection framework (see introduction) (Hamilton 1964a; Marshall 2011, 

2015). More recent attempts to model the evolution of eusociality claim to rely on 

population genetic models (Nowak et al. 2010; Fromhage and Kokko 2011; Nonacs 
2011; Avila and Fromhage 2015; Olejarz et al. 2015). Although modelling eusociality 

with population genetics is not entirely novel; Hamilton’s original derivation 

of inclusive fitness is underlain by a population genetic model (Hamilton 1964a, 

1964b). Irrespective of the mathematical formalization, all of these theories have 

focused only on the selective part of the evolutionary processes, and have ignored 

the development of the colonies and the worker trait itself. In contrast, conceptual 

theories of the evolution of eusociality have highlighted proximate causes that lead to 

the origin of the worker trait (Alexander 1974; West-Eberhard 1987a, 1987b, 1996; 

Hunt 2012). Selection- and development-based theories are not mutually exclusive 

or oppose each other; rather they can naturally complement one another (Uller and 

Helanterä 2014). 

The theory of maternal manipulation postulates that eusociality evolves due to the 

capacity of mothers to force their offspring to stay in the natal nest (Alexander 

1974). If offspring do not evolve the tendency to stay in the nest to help their mother, 

because such action does not increase their inclusive fitness, the mother, given their 
influence on the offspring development, can force them to stay and work. In other 

words, the theory explains eusociality by postulating that the mother has the upper 

hand in the conflict between her and her offspring. When comparing kin selection 
and maternal manipulation, Alexander (1974) himself acknowledges that genetic 

relatedness is still necessary for selection to favour worker behaviour under maternal 

manipulation. He argued that maternal manipulation is just a mechanism that favours 

the origin of the trait, and its future selection. From a kin selection perspective, the 

fact that the trait determining the behaviour is expressed in the mother, and not the 

offspring, changes the inclusive fitness calculations. The relatedness component in 
Hamilton’s rule (1964a) would stand for the relatedness between the mother -the new 

actor- and her offspring, rather than between the workers and their siblings (Nonacs 

2014). However, assuming a full maternal control of the behavioural phenotype of all 

her offspring seems biologically unrealistic; especially when dealing with the origin 

of the worker phenotype. A more reasonable scenario is that the worker phenotype is 

under control of the worker, and the mother can have some influence in directing the 
expression of the trait (Uller and Pen 2011). Such type of evolutionary scenario of 
maternal manipulation has shown to indeed favour the evolution of the worker trait 

(González-Forero 2015). Moreover, the model exemplifies that kin selection theory 
is compatible with theories that address the origin and expression of the worker trait.

The leading formal theoretical framework that focuses on the effect of natural 

selection on the evolution of eusociality, kin selection, implicitly assumes that the 

altruistic or worker trait is subject to phenotypic plasticity (West-Eberhard 1987b; 

Schwander et al. 2010). In a hypothetical scenario where a group of individuals 

carrying the allele for altruistic behaviour have a life-long interaction, at least one of 

them should refrain from expressing the altruistic trait, if the trait is to be selected 

for. This is because altruistic individuals do not reproduce. By refraining from 

expressing the trait, the non-altruist individual would reproduce, enjoy the benefits 
of the action of the altruistic partners, and pass the altruistic allele on to the next 

generation. Thus, the altruist trait must be facultative. The facultative nature of the 

worker or altruistic trait implies that one of the key questions in the origin of the 
trait is when is it adaptive to express it (West-Eberhard 1987b). In the epigenetical 

theory of the origins of insect sociality (1987b), Mary Jane West-Eberhard argues 

that the worker trait should be understood not as a new trait, but as the expression 

of behavioural traits already present in solitary relatives of eusocial species. Solitary 

insects must time and order the expression of behaviours such as nest construction, 
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cell construction, oviposition and brood care in the right way to secure the survival 

and reproduction of their progeny. In the epigenetic scenario, the worker trait in 

solitary insects emerges when the daughter of a foundress expresses brood care 

towards the brood of her mother; namely, expressing a pre-existing behaviour in a 

new social context. The “miss-expression” of this solitary trait could be caused by 
the presence of a known cue in the new social environmental (West-Eberhard 1987a; 

Linksvayer and Wade 2005; Hunt 2012). For example, a female that stays in the nest 

of her mother might encounter a brood cell with an egg or larvae already developing. 

The presence of the developing brood might prime the new hatched female to engage 

in brood care before her own oviposition has taken place. Furthermore, the activities 

of females are regulated by hormonal cycles such that oviposition is inhibited by 

brood care (West-Eberhard 1987a). Hence, by engaging in brood care the female 

would be postponing reproduction. If such activity is maintained long enough, the 

female would be a behaviourally sterile worker at her mother’s nest. 

Interestingly, Mary Jane West-Eberhard (1987b) stresses that under her epigenetical 

theory for the origin of the worker trait, kin selection should favour not individuals 

that carry an allele for altruistic behaviour but rather individuals that express at 

the correct time of their life cycle brood care behaviour towards their siblings. 

However, she does not discuss or mention when is it that expressing brood care is 

adaptive. Instead, she argues that it is possible to disconnect brood care behaviour 

and oviposition. The answer to the question of when is it adaptive to express brood 
care towards siblings, rather than offspring, is one of ecology and life-history. The 

model we present in chapter 3 points to answer the question implicitly posted by the 
epigenetical theory regarding the origin of the worker trait (West-Eberhard 1987b). 

We presented a model where individuals of a solitary species produce two broods 

during their life-cycle. In such a life history set-up, the lifetime of an individual 

from the first brood overlaps with that of their parents, and with that of their siblings 
from the second brood, as developing larvae. If individuals from that first brood 
stay in the natal nest they are in contact with their siblings; thus, they are potentially 

exposed to the cues that trigger brood care in solitary individuals. Moreover, if the 

sex determination system is haplodiploidy, and foundresses monogamous, females 

from the first brood would care for siblings that are more related to themselves than 
their own offspring, given the female-biased brood (Hamilton 1964a; Trivers and 

Hare 1976; Seger 1983; Stubblefield and Charnov 1986). Hence, it is more adaptive 

for females to express brood care in the natal nest toward their siblings in the second 

half of a bivoltine life-cycle. 

In order to properly time the expression of brood care behaviours, individuals must 

rely on environmental or social cues. The machinery that responds to these cues can 

be co-opted from the existent regulation in the solitary bivoltine ancestors (Hunt 

and Amdam 2005). Species with a solitary bivoltine life cycle express different 

physiological phenotypes depending on which stage of the cycle individuals are 

born. Individuals from the first brood reproduce right after hatching. They leave 
the maternal nest, mate and find a suitable nesting place. In contrast, individuals 
from the second brood leave the natal nest, mate (under female hibernation life-

cycle), and look for a place to overwinter. Thus, they enter a state of metabolic 

diapause, which is already distinguishable at the larval stage (Shintani 2011). Before 

overwintering, individuals must store fat reserves and shut down the metabolic 

pathways involved in ovary development and reproduction. All in all, the metabolic 

and physiological phenotype of individuals from the two broods is different. In order 

to tune their metabolism and physiology, individuals must respond to cues from the 

environment such as temperature, photoperiod and larval nourishment. All these cues 

can potentially be co-opted for the expression of allomaternal care towards siblings 

of the second brood. Note that larval nourishment is a signal partly controlled by 

the foundress; thus, it opens the possibility for maternal manipulation as proposed 

by Alexander (1974). Further evidence for the homology of the two phenotypes in 

solitary bivoltine species and the queen and worker caste in eusocial nests is the 
different life-spans that the phenotypes present. The overwintering phenotype and 

queens have a much longer lifespan than the first brood phenotype and workers. 
Thus, the physiological differences between the solitary phenotypes could underlie 

the lifespan differences between queens and workers. 

In the models of chapters 3 and 4, for the sake of simplicity and clarity, we have 

assumed a simple direct relation between the quantitative value of an allele (h) and 

the probability of females from the first brood to stay as workers. Hence, we have 
ignored the mechanisms that allow these females to respond to environmental and 

social cues. Moreover, we have ignored the potential role that the foundress might 
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have in triggering the worker behaviour. Thanks to these simplifications we have 
been able to show in a clear way the effect of a set of preadaptations in the evolution 

of eusociality (chapter 3). However, there is no reason why the same life-history 

cannot be used to model the evolutionary dynamics of the signal-response system that 

underlies the expression of the worker trait. Such a model could include the selective 

aspects studied in the model presented in this thesis and unveil the developmental 

aspects of worker behaviour. The same framework we used to study the effect of 

preadaptations related to the ecology, life-history and genetics of species, could be 

used to assess the effect of different developmental programs on the evolution of 

eusociality.

In figure 1, I present a schematic representation of a conceptual theory of the 
evolution of eusociality including selective aspects highlighted in chapter 3, together 

with the developmental aspects discussed originally by Mary Jane West-Eberhard 

(1987a, 1987b), and elaborated by James Hunt (2012). Figure 1a shows the life 

cycle of a solitary partially bivoltine population. Mated females (purple) emerge 

from hibernation and raise a male-biased brood (Fig. 1a, chapter 3). Developing 

females from the first brood are exposed to environmental factors such as day-length 
and temperature (red-blue arrow), and to the larval nourishment provided by their 

mother (purple arrow). These cues and signals allow females to develop into the 

summer phenotype (pink females) that hatches ready for reproduction and cannot go 

into diapause; other solitary insects have been shown to respond to these type of cues 

(Shintani 2011). Both spring and summer females raise a brood that is female biased 

(chapter 3). The females from this brood develop under different environmental 

conditions than the summer females, and receive different cues and signals from their 

mothers. This information is used by the larvae to develop into the phenotype that 

will postpone reproduction and enter diapause. In a second stage (Fig.1b), some of 

the females from the summer brood delay dispersal from the natal nest, and express 

maternal care toward their siblings from the autumn brood. This behavioural change 

could be triggered either by environmental changes or changes in the maternal effects 

(Alexander 1974; Hunt 2012). The standing genetic variation in the genes involved 

in the signal-response system that determines the developmental path a female will 

follow would make some females more responsive to the environmental changes. 

The females that stay and care for their siblings would be raising a brood that is 

more related to themselves than their own offspring (Trivers and Hare 1976; Seger 

1983; Stubblefield and Charnov 1986). Thus, even if females staying at their natal 

nest are less efficient at raising siblings than offspring, their behaviour would be 

favoured by natural selection, and a population with a life-cycle as the one depicted 

in figure 1b would evolve towards the one depicted in figure 1c. In this life-cycle, the 
first brood has turned into a worker brood and the second into a reproductive brood. 
Note, however, that the signal-response system still responds to the environmental 

influences; hence, individuals can, under certain circumstances, deviate from the 
worker phenotype. In figure 1d, I depict the same life cycle with the difference that the 
signal response system only responds to signals from the social environment (mother 

and sister workers). This further integration of the developmental system and the 

social environment is likely necessary for the further elaboration and specialization 

of the caste system seen in advanced eusocial insects (Wheeler 1986). Finally, it’s 

worth noting that a life-cycle like the one presented in figure 1d, could easily make a 
transition to a ‘perennial’ colony (one that lives more than one year). The production 

of the worker brood could be extended in a tropical environment where the seasons 

are less pronounced, and the environmental cues for producing workers remain in 

place for longer.

The developmental evolutionary scenario depicted here combines elements of the 

kin selection models developed in this thesis, and the developmental scenarios 

hypothesized elsewhere (West-Eberhard 1987b, 1996; Hunt and Amdam 2005; Hunt 

2012). A mathematical formalization of the scenario presented here requires assuming 
the genetic machinery underlying the signal-response system that determines the 

developmental pathways in females. Assumptions about this system can be informed 

by recent advances in evolutionary developmental genetics of social behaviour 

(Toth and Robinson 2007), as well as from comparative socio-genomics (Kapheim 
et al. 2015). I believe that formal modelling of these ideas could take us a long way 

towards an evolutionary developmental theory of the evolution of eusociality. 

Density regulation in the bivoltine model

One of the first objectives of behavioural ecologists interested in social animals was 
to find ecological factors driving the evolution of cooperatively breeding species. 
Ecological constraints and life history characteristics have been proposed as main 
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Figure 1. Outline of an evolutionary developmental theory of eusociality. The blue and red curves at 

the top depict hypothetical environmental changes in two variables throughout one reproductive season.  

Life cycles a through d depict 4 transitional stages of behavioral and life-history evolution starting in a 

solitary partially bivoltine life-history (a) to advanced eusociality (d). In (a) individuals breed solitarily 

and provide maternal care to their offspring. Females (purple) emerge from overwintering in the spring 

and produce two broods. The first brood is male-biased while the second is female-biased. First brood 
females (pink) contribute to the autumn brood; thus, they reproduce right after hatching. Autumn brood 

females (purple) mate and enter into hibernation to withstand the winter. Life-history differences of 

females from the two broods imply also differences in physiology and metabolism. Differences are 

caused by different developmental pathways taken at the larval state (blank females). At the larval state, 

females use environmental cues (red-blue arrows) and social cues from their mothers (pink or purple 

arrows) to decide which developmental pathway to take. In b the worker phenotype appears (green). 

Triggered by either environmental changes or maternal cues, some of the first brood females (pink-
green) delay dispersal and express maternal care towards their sibling from the second brood. If they do 

so, they help raise a brood to which they are more related (chapter 3). Thus, natural selection favours 

developmental plans that trigger allomaternal care (green), leading the population to c, a eusocial 

univoltine life-history where the first brood is composed of female workers only, and the second one of 
reproductives. Environmental cues and maternal signals underlie the decision of whether to become a 

worker or a reproductive. Finally, in d the cues necessary to determine the developmental pathway of 

females are in control of the colony; either foundresses or workers control the cues to lead larvae in the 

developmental decision. This opens the possibility to a more elaborate caste system. 

factors causing the evolution of cooperative breeding (Emlen 1982; Arnold and 

Owens 1998). Both of these frameworks stress potential ecological and life-history 

factors that restrain the breeding opportunities of new offspring. Due to the restricted 

breeding options individuals might be selected to delay dispersal and help in raising 

siblings (Pen and Weissing 2000a). Until recently, the lack of breeding opportunities 

had not been used for explaining the evolution of eusocial insects. That is because 

the arguments implicitly assume a population with overlapping generations living in 

a saturated habitat, where there is a shortage of available breeding spots for juveniles. 

Life histories of social insects typically involve a hibernation period where the 

breeding spots become available again for newly hatched individuals (Schwarz et al. 

2007). A recent model, however, proposes ecological constraints as a potential driver 

of eusociality (Avila and Fromhage 2015). The authors argue that in a saturated 

environment with strong density regulation, it will be difficult for newly hatched 
offspring to find a breeding spot, while their mother already has acquired one; thus, 
it will be a better strategy to stay in the natal nest and help raise siblings.  

The model presented by Avila and Fromhage (2015) does not mimic the life history 

of taxa with primitively social species; thus, its applicability to understand the 

evolution of eusociality is limited. However, the model does show that the lack of 

breeding opportunities can have an important impact on the evolution of eusociality. 

In the model presented in chapters 2 and 3, we obviously assume density regulation 

acting in the bivoltine population (see supplementary material of the corresponding 

chapters). We assume that density regulation occurs during the winter season: only a 

fraction of the females from the second brood actually make it to the spring and found 

nests. Several mechanisms of density regulation are in line with this assumption. 

For instance, density regulation could occur through the death of a fraction of 

females that cannot stand the low temperatures; or successful overwintering could 

require finding a place with certain conditions, and these places might be limited 
in a given habitat. Density regulation at the overwintering stage does not limit the 

breeding opportunities of the potential workers from the first brood because it acts 
on the second brood. This is in line with our results (chapter 2) showing that it is 

the increased relatedness, driven by haplodiploidy and  sex ratio biases, the one that 

favours workers that are less efficient at raising siblings than offspring. Nevertheless, 
one can think of alternative density regulation mechanisms that do limit the breeding 
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opportunities of potential workers; resulting in the  effect described by Avila and 

Fromhage (2015). 

Density regulation driven by a constant number of breeding spots available for the 

population could limit the breeding opportunities for potential workers, favouring the 

evolution of eusociality. In the models presented in chapters 2 and 3, we assume that 

females from the first brood decide whether to stay and work in their natal nest, or 
seek their own breeding opportunities. If they decide to seek their own reproduction, 

they mate and find a suitable nest. This assumption, in a way, is a worst case scenario 
for the evolution of eusociality. The cost paid by a female that decides to stay and 

work is not diminished by low probabilities of finding a suitable nest. If we were to 
assume that density regulation is enforced by strict limit in the number of suitable 

nests, we would have to weigh the reproductive potential of first brood females by 
the per capita probability of finding a suitable nest. Thus, the selection differential of 
helping behaviour (equation 45 in the supplementary material of chapter 2) would 
have to be changed to

=
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where g  is the per capita probability of first brood females to find an available 
breeding place, and varies between 0 and 1. The larger g  is the more difficult it will 
be the evolution of the helping trait. g can be easily derived from the assumption on 

density regulation. If density regulation is driven by a constant number of breeding 

spots throughout the season, gamma is given by the ratio of breeding spots freed by 

mortality and the number of first brood breeding females, technically

γ =
1− S f
F1 !z1 !h

 .        (2)

Equations (1) and (2) together show that under this new mechanism of density 
regulation the effect of natural selection on the helping trait is influenced by specific 
life history quantities. High female survival, as well as a larger number of females 
from the first brood, reduces the chances of finding a breeding spot, favouring the 

evolution of the helping trait. Note that the results obtained in chapter 2 on sex 

ratio evolution indicate that natural selection would lead foundresses to produce 

fewer females in the first brood, reducing the positive effect of density regulation. 
Also noticeable, the population helping tendency reduces the strength of the density 

regulation process. Thus, even if density regulation favours the initial invasion of 

the worker trait, this effect might be ephemeral along the evolutionary process. All 

in all, the preliminary analysis shown here evidences the need to formally account 

for density regulation; and more importantly, it is necessary to inform the density 

regulation assumption by the natural history of social animals. The relevance of the 

arguments laid here will most likely depend on the ecological situation in which 

eusociality evolved. This is also an open question. 

Understanding the diversity of eusocial insects

The haplodiploidy hypothesis is the first theoretically derived insight that proposed an 
explanation for the phylogenetic distribution of eusociality (Hamilton 1964a, 1964b). 

Hamilton argued that the relatedness asymmetry caused by the sex determination 

system made eusociality more likely to evolve in haplodiploid systems (see Fig. 4 

in the introduction of this thesis). This argument stems from his general derivation 

of inclusive theory, and the calculation of relatedness coefficients between females 
of a haplodiploid colony, but without a specific model. Despite Hamilton’s lack of 
a formal model checking the verbal arguments of the haplodiploidy hypothesis, he 

certainly developed the appropriate methods for making this formalization. Over 

the years many models have been developed formalizing the idea of haplodiploidy 

favouring eusociality, and clarifying when this can be the case (Trivers and Hare 

1976; Iwasa 1981; Seger 1983; Stubblefield and Charnov 1986; Fromhage and 
Kokko 2011; Gardner et al. 2012; Johnstone et al. 2012; Alpedrinha et al. 2013, 2014; 
Rautiala et al. 2014; Avila and Fromhage 2015). All this theoretical work has not 

reached an agreement on whether generally eusociality is favoured by haplodiploidy, 

but it has certainly improved our understanding of the effects of haplodiploidy on 

particular ecological and life history conditions. 

A logical step, given the theoretical knowledge acquired in the last years, would be to 
match the models with empirical data. However, progress in that respect seems meagre 

compared to the one on the theoretical understanding. A simple statistical analysis 

of the number of families that have haplodiploidy and eusociality shows eusociality 

to be skewed towards families with haplodiploid sex determination (Crozier 2008). 
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However, this simple analysis does not correct for potential phylogenetic biases, 

or other preadaptations that are also present in families with haplodiploidy. Thus, 

evidence is not definitive on a statistical bias towards haplodiploids in the distribution 
of eusociality. A more elaborate statistical analysis indicates that monogamy most 

likely preceded every event of the evolution of eusociality (Hughes et al. 2008). 

Monogamy is a trait that many models have predicted to favour the evolution of 

eusociality (Boomsma 2009; Fromhage and Kokko 2011; Gardner et al. 2012; Avila 
and Fromhage 2015; Davies and Gardner 2016). Although Hughes et al’s (2008) 

analysis is a commendable effort to test predictions derived from theory, it focuses 

on only one trait, and it derives the prediction from a general kin selection argument 

rather than from a specific model of the evolution of eusociality. 

A more complete explanation of eusociality requires an understanding of ecological, 
life history, genetic and developmental aspects influencing its evolution; furthermore, 
it requires a mutual feedback between empirical studies of social animals and 
theoretical studies unveiling causal links. Thus, model assumptions need to be 

substantiated by the natural history of social animals; and models must provide 

testable predictions. I believe the model presented in chapter 3 to be a stepping stone 

in that that direction. First, the life history structures we modelled were inspired by 

primitively social insects. Secondly, the parameters that crucially define the behaviour 

of the model have clear life history interpretations. Hence, model predictions can 

be potentially matched with statistical analysis of the interspecific variation in the 
parameter values and life history characteristics. It is worth mentioning that our 

model uses the same life histories as the model developed by Seger (1983), and 

that sex ratio predictions from his model could not be validated with empirical data 

(Brockmann and Grafen 1992). Brockman and Grafen were mainly trying to find 
male overlap and right kind of sex ratio biases in one bivoltine species. However, 

our model clearly shows that if females have the capacity to produce different sex 

ratios in the two broods, the coevolution of sex ratio and social behaviour would 

erase any traces of male overlap. Thus, rather than looking for one example of a 

species with the right biases, statistical analysis of interspecific variation could try 
to find correlations between key life history characteristics (Kocher and Paxton 
2014); for instance, female hibernation, and eusociality. For that specific example of 
female hibernation, there is already some evidence from paper wasps in line with our 

predictions (Hunt 1999). Another key feature that our model indirectly points at is 

the length of the reproductive season. If, as our model (chapter 3) and developmental 

data (Hunt and Amdam 2005) indicate, bivoltinism is a preadaptation for eusociality, 

then ecological traits that favour a breeding season long enough to have two broods 

should correlate with social behaviour. A recent meta-analysis shows precisely that 

prediction to hold in a latitudinal gradient (Kocher et al. 2014). These examples 

show the potential of combining comparative methods and theoretical models to 

illuminate the mechanisms behind social evolution.

The evolution of altruism has been the main focus of models attempting to understand 

the evolution of eusociality. Altruism is indeed the cornerstone of eusociality. 

However, individuals in eusocial societies face many other social conflicts, and 
their existence and resolution define some of the interspecific variation in eusocial 
species. Traditionally, models addressing the evolutionary consequences of these 
conflicts treated them separately. Recently, coevolutionary models of the traits 
underlying the conflict have shown to add considerable insights to our understanding 
of eusocial insects (Wenseleers et al. 2013). In chapter 3 of this thesis we used the 

same approach by extending the bivoltine model of chapter 2 to include the sex 

allocation conflict between queens and workers. The model showed the evolution 
of societies with different levels of altruism, sex allocation patters and life history 

structures. The evolved life cycles match some of the species found in primitively 

social insects (see references chapter 3); thus, potentially contributing to understand 

interspecific variation in social species. As argued above, a statistical analysis of 
the interspecific variation in social structures, queen and workers sex allocation 
strategies could validate the explanation provided by our models. 

Interspecific variation in social behaviour in the different families of primitively 

social insects arises not only through the transition from solitarity to eusociality, 

but also due to the reverse transition in some species (Danforth et al. 2003; Brady 

et al. 2006). Despite the prevalence of reversals to solitary life, there is no formal 

evolutionary explanation of why some species lose the worker trait. One potential 

explanation is that social life comes along with new selective pressures and that 

some species are not equipped to deal with those pressures. In which case, solitary 

behaviour might invade, leading to a reversal in social behaviour. For instance, 
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social life will probably come along with higher rates of pathogen and parasitoids 

transmission, due to the constant contact between individuals of a colony (Cremer et 

al. 2007). Some species might have evolved better strategies than others to deal with 

the new immunological pressures. Individual traits that facilitate social immunity 

will allow colonies to thrive despite the challenges of higher pathogenic pressure.  In 

chapter 2, we presented data adding to the mounting evidence that extended brood 

care is a preadaptation to eusociality (Plateaux-Quénu 2008). There is, however, no 

clear mechanistic explanation of how extended brood care facilitates eusociality. 

Extended brood care could reduce the pathogenic pressure of a newly social species. 

Modelling studies could test verbal arguments and provide some prediction of when 

we would expect reversals to solitary life due to higher pathogenic pressure. More 

generally, a complete picture of social insects requires a better understanding of why 
some species revert back to solitary life. 

Concluding remarks

At the beginning of these afterthoughts, I described what a major evolutionary 

transition is, and why eusociality was chosen to be one of them. Maynard Smith and 

Szathmáry stressed in their seminal book that a key question that must be answered 
to understand all major transitions is: why did the action of natural selection at the 

lower level not disrupt the formation of the higher level? In this thesis we presented 

some models showing how a certain set of conditions (preadaptations), which evolved 

before eusociality, align the fitness interests of workers with that of their colony. 
The alignment of fitness interests between the two levels of organization explains 
why natural selection favoured the formation of a primitive new level organization, 

the eusocial colony. A second element stressed by Maynard Smith and Szathmáry 

is that of new path of information transmission and storage. I argue this aspect of 

information transfer in the major transition to eusociality has been mostly ignored 

by formal evolutionary models of eusociality, including the ones presented in this 

thesis. In contrast, the information aspect has been salient in developmental theories 

of the origin of the worker trait (West-Eberhard 1987a, 1987b, 1996; Hunt 2012). In 

this closing section I discussed how the insights obtained from our modelling efforts 

can be part of a more integrative theory of the evolution of eusociality. Particularly, 
I discussed how the bivoltine model can be a unifying life-history aspect between 

evolutionary theories of eusociality and developmental theories of the origin of the 

worker trait. Furthermore, I argue that the models presented here can be used to 

provide predictions that are subject to be tested with comparative methods; deepening 

the link between theoretical models and natural history of social insects is necessary 

for advancing in our understanding of the major transition to eusociality.
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Background

Social interactions play an important role in animal life. However, the degree of 

interdependency between individuals varies vastly from species to species. On the 

one end, there are species where individual’s interactions with their conspecifics are 
limited to competition for different resources; while on the other side of the spectrum, 

there are species where individuals require being in a social context to successfully 
complete their life cycles. Understanding the evolutionary forces behind the vast 

diversity of social behaviours is the aim of social evolution. 

The prominence of natural selection, as the leading mechanism behind evolutionary 

change, stresses the role of competition between individuals driving the origin of 

traits in natural populations. Thus, cooperative interactions have been perceived, from 

a Darwinian perspective, as puzzling, and in need of an explanation. Nevertheless, 

cooperative interactions are ubiquitous in nature. Social evolution theory has, over the 
past 60 years, attempted to solve this apparent paradox by describing and analysing 

abstract and general mechanisms for the evolution of cooperative behaviours.

In this thesis, I build upon that knowledge, and try to use some of those general 

mechanisms to understand specific biological systems. With this aim, I present a 
series of evolutionary models that attempt to capture key factors in the evolution 

of those cooperative systems. First, I present a model about the evolution of human 

cooperation in the context of cultural evolution. Second, I present two models and 

field data about the major evolutionary transition from solitary to eusocial life. The 
models are inspired on the life history of taxa with primitively social species. Finally, 

I present two models on the evolution of negotiated helping behaviour in the context 

of cooperative breeding. The models are inspired on the ecology and life-history of 

a cooperative breeding cichlid.

The cultural evolution of human cooperation

Humans owe their outstanding ecological success partly to their social behaviour. 

Human societies show an unprecedented level of cooperation in many aspects of 

their complex dynamics. These cooperative interactions occur among large groups 

of unrelated individuals. Therefore, the leading theories for the evolution of 

cooperation, kin selection and reciprocity, cannot fully account for the evolution of 

such type of cooperation. The evolution of cooperation through kin selection requires 
high levels of genetic relatedness among individuals in a cooperative group. Human 

groups due to their large size and mobility do not fulfil this condition. The evolution 
of cooperation, through reciprocity, requires individuals to keep track of their past 
interactions with other individuals; thus, cognitive abilities impose a limitation to 

cooperation in large groups. 

An alternative theory of the evolution of human cooperation is that of cultural group 

selection. Group selection theory explains the evolution of cooperation by the action 
of natural selection at the level of the group, rather than that of the individuals. 

Classical models on group selection have shown that the evolution of cooperation 

through group selection requires demographic conditions such as small groups and 
low levels of mixing between the groups. Those classical models, however, assume 

cooperation to be determined by genes. More recent models, in contrast, assume 

cooperation to be a cultural trait; that is, is learned from social peers. Some forms 

of social learning have been proposed to be particularly favourable for the evolution 

of cooperation through group selection. The idea is that those rules reduce the 

variation between members of a group, making the differences between different 

groups more salient and the competition between them stronger. In Chapter 1 of this 

thesis, we assess this proposition in a systematic way. We develop a computational 

model where we compare different forms of social learning such as: conformism, 

leader-following, and pay-off imitation; and, we compare different forms of group 

competition, to assess which conditions favour the evolution of cooperation. Our 

results show that conformism, the tendency to copy common behaviours, is less 

favourable to cooperation than previously proposed. It only allows cooperation to 

evolve if there is direct competition between the groups, in a war-like scenario. 

Leader-following, in contrast, has a more positive effect on cooperation in general 

across the forms of group competition. 

The evolution of eusociality

 The evolution of eusocial insects, such as ants, bees, wasps and termites, has been 

described as one of the major transitions in evolutionary history. Major transitions in 

evolutionary history are events in the history of life that have opened novel avenues 

of biological novelty. Major transitions share some important features; for example, 
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many of them involve the origin of a new level of individuality. The evolution of 

eusociality involves such feature. Individual insects in eusocial species forgo their 

own reproduction and devote their life to the success of their colony; they also divide 

labour necessary to secure the colony’s success. It is the deep dependency between 

all individuals in a colony, and the coordinated fashion in which they work, which 

has led some to call eusocial societies a super-organism. 

The evolutionary explanation for why individual insects forgo their own reproduction 

to invest in the reproduction of their queen was formalized by W.D. Hamilton using 
kin selection theory. Workers in eusocial colonies give up their own reproduction for 

the reproduction of their queen, because they are related to her. Thus, she will pass 
copies of the worker genes to the next generation. Hamilton also provided the first 
hypothesis to explain the prevalence of eusociality in haplodiploid taxa. Sisters in 

haplodiploid species are more related to each other than to their own daughters; thus, 

eusociality is more likely to evolve under haplodiploidy. Therefore, haplodiploidy 

can be considered a preadaptation to eusociality. Later theoretical work on the 

haplodiploidy hypothesis showed that considering the male side of a colony cancels 

the benefit of raising highly related sisters. In chapter 2, we present a series of 
models inspired on the life-history of taxa with primitively social insects and show 

that haplodiploidy indeed favours eusociality; however, this is only when a series 

of other preadaptations, such as monogamy, sex ratio manipulation, bivoltinism and 

female hibernation, are in place. More interestingly, our model shows that when a 

solitary species produces two broods in one year, and females can evolve different 

sex ratios for each one, they evolve to produce a first fully female bias worker brood, 
and a second reproductive brood with even sex ratios. Thus, our model presents a 

radical life-history change as part of the evolutionary transition to eusociality. 

In the models presented in chapter 2, we assumed that the sex ratios in a colony 

are determined exclusively by the reproductive females. Several studies, however, 

have shown that in some cases workers can change the sex ratio produced by the 

reproductive female. Due to their sterility, they do this by selectively caring for 

one sex more than the other. In chapter 3, we extend one of the models presented 

in chapter 2, allowing partial control of workers over the sex ratio of the colony. 

Furthermore, we allowed reproductive females to have a different sex ratio strategy 

when they have workers and when they do not. Worker partial control over the sex 

ratio had a twofold effect: it facilitated the original evolution of sterile workers, and 

promoted a polymorphic population with solitary and eusocial nests. Furthermore, 

the flexible strategy in sex ratio caused the evolution of split sex ratios; that is, when 
some nests produce the females, and others the males. Split sex ratios are found in 

many species of social insects. Our model, thus, presents a novel explanation for 

such phenomenon. 

Primitively social species are particularly interesting for the evolutionary theory 
of eusociality. As they have not evolved eusociality so long ago, they allow us to 

understand the very first changes that species go through during the transition. Even 
more interesting are species with polymorphisms in social behaviour; as they provide 

the opportunity to understand conditions under which eusociality is selected for. In 

chapter 4, we present data on brood care behaviour in a species with polymorphism 

in social behaviour. We show that reproductive females show extended brood care. 

They regularly assess the condition of the developing larvae and react to unusual 

changes that might occur. This finding supports the idea that extended brood care is 
another preadaptation to eusociality. 

The evolution of cooperative breeding

Cooperative brood care, when individuals help others in raising their brood, is 

a major ecological and life-history decision in the life time of an individual. For 

helping individuals, cooperative care implies investing time and resources into 

the survival and reproduction of somebody else’s brood; time and resources that 

could be used for their own reproduction. The logical question is, of course, why 
would an individual delay her own reproduction to aid a peer? Traditionally, the 

answer to this question was in terms of kin selection theory. An individual delays her 
reproduction to help her kin, indirectly favouring the transmission of her own genes. 

Recent years, however, have seen the accumulation evidence for biological systems 

where individuals delay their reproduction to help unrelated individuals. Thus, an 

alternative explanation to kin selection is necessary.

One of the examples of systems of cooperative breeding among unrelated individuals 

is the cichlid Neolamprolagus pulcher. In N. pulcher, dominant individuals tend to 
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monopolize reproduction, and subordinates of different sizes divide the necessary 

tasks for nest maintenance and brood care. Experimental evidence shows that 

subordinates use helping and submissive behaviours to appease aggression from 

dominants. On the other side, dominants adjust their level of aggression according 

to the help received. It seems that helping behaviour in N. pulcher evolved as a 

payment of rent from subordinates to dominants for the right to stay at a territory that 

provides fitness benefits. As part of the decision of whether to evict lazy subordinates 
there is a negotiation between the partners. In chapter 5, we present an evolutionary 

model, inspired by the ecology and life history of N. pulcher, where we include an 

explicit negotiation between a dominant and a subordinate. Our model shows that 

helping behaviour can indeed evolve as rent payment when individuals negotiate 

the final level of help and aggression they give. Moreover, when we include genetic 
relatedness between the partners the dynamics lead the partners to two alternative 

outcomes. One of these is achieved through the negotiation between the partners, as 

when relatedness was absent. The alternative equilibrium is driven by kin selection, 
where subordinates provide help without being forced to, and the dominants do 

not behave aggressively toward subordinates. Interestingly, the negotiated solution 

yields a higher level of help than the kin selected solution. This means that despite 

the general positive effect of relatedness on helping behaviour, in this system, 

relatedness reduces the average helping level achieved by populations. 

In chapter 6 we present a general model of negotiation between partners inspired by 

the specific model presented in chapter 5. Mutual responsiveness is a much more 
general phenomenon than the example of cooperative breeding analysed in chapter 

5. The general model makes no assumptions about the ecology or life-history of the 

negotiating partners, or about the mechanism through which individuals respond. 

We derive conditions for the evolution of the responsive behaviours, as well as 

equilibrium conditions. Furthermore, we derive stability conditions for the potential 
equilibria. Interestingly, the shape of the reaction norms determining the response 
of individuals has strong implication in the stability of evolutionary equilibria. This 
result points to the importance of looking into de mechanisms of responsiveness, 

as they could determine when negotiation solutions are a possible evolutionary 

outcome. 
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Achtergrond

Sociale interacties spelen een belangrijke rol in het leven van alle dieren; alleen de 

mate van afhankelijkheid van soortgenoten varieert sterk van soort tot soort. Aan 

het ene uiteinde zijn er soorten waarbij de interacties tussen individuen van dezelfde 

soort zich beperken tot concurrentie om voedsel en andere middelen, aan de andere 

extreem zijn er soorten waarbij de individuen hun hun levenscyclus alleen kunnen 

voltooien binnen een sociale context. Het doorgronden van de evolutionaire krachten 

achter de diversiteit van sociaal gedrag is het doel van de sociale evolutietheorie. 

De prominentie van natuurlijke selectie, als belangrijkste mechanisme van 

evolutionaire verandering, benadrukt de rol van competitie tussen individuen als 

oorzaak voor het ontstaan van biologische eigenschappen in natuurlijke populaties. 

Daarom werden coöperatieve interacties vanuit een Darwiniaans perspectief gezien 

als verassend en vragend om een verklaring. Desalniettemin komen coöperatieve 

interacties  in de natuur veel voor. Sociale evolutietheorie heeft, de afgelopen 

halve eeuw, getracht om deze ogenschijnlijke paradox te doen verdwijnen door het 

beschrijven en analyseren van abstracte en algemene mechanismen voor de evolutie 

van coöperatief gedrag.

In dit proefschrift bouw ik voort op die kennis en probeer ik een aantal van die algemene 

mechanismen te gebruiken om specifieke biologische systemen te begrijpen. Met dat 
doel presenteer ik een reeks van evolutionaire modellen waarmee ik heb gepoogd om 

cruciale factoren te ontdekken in de evolutie van coöperatieve systemen. Ten eerste 

presenteer ik een model over de evolutie van menselijke coöperatie in de context van 

culturele evolutie. Ten tweede presenteer ik twee modellen en veldgegevens over de 

belangrijke evolutionaire transitie van de solitaire naar de eusociale levensstijl. De 

modellen zijn geïnspireerd door de kenmerken van taxa met primitief-sociale soorten. 

Tenslotte presenteer ik twee modellen over de evolutie van onderhandeld helpgedrag 

in de context van coöperatieve voortplanting. De modellen zijn geïnspireerd op de 

ecologie en kenmerken van een coöperatief broedende cichlide vis. 

De culturele evolutie van coöperatie bij de mens

Mensen danken hun uitzonderlijke ecologische succes deels aan hun sociale gedrag. 

Menselijke samenlevingen laten een ongehoord niveau van coöperatie zien in 

veel aspecten van hun complexe dynamiek. Deze coöperatieve interacties vinden 

plaats tussen grote groepen onverwante individuen. Daarom zijn de belangrijkste 

theorieën voor de evolutie van coöperatie, verwantenselectie en reciprociteit, niet 

geschikt om de evolutie van dergelijke systemen van coöperatie te verklaren. De 

evolutie van coöperatie door verwantenselectie vereist een hoge mate van genetische 

verwantschap tussen individuen in een groep. Menselijke groepen voldoen niet 

aan die eis vanwege hun grootte en de mobiliteit van individuen tussen groepen. 

De evolutie van coöperatie door reciprociteit vereist dat individuen bijhouden hoe 

hun interacties met anderen zijn verlopen, waardoor cognitieve vaardigheden een 

limiterende factor vormen voor coöperatie in grote groepen.

Een alternatieve theorie voor de evolutie van menselijke samenwerking is culturele 

groepsselectie. Groepsselectie verklaart de evolutie van coöperatie door natuurlijke 
selectie op groepsniveau in plaats van op individueel niveau. Klassieke modellen van 
groepsselectie laten zien dat de evolutie van coöperatie door groepsselectie bepaalde 

demografische omstandigheden vereist, zoals kleine groepen en lage mobiliteit 
van individuen tussen groepen. Deze klassieke modellen gaan er echter vanuit dat 

de coöperatie bepaald wordt door genen. Nieuwere modellen daarentegen nemen 

aan dat coöperatie een culturele eigenschap is en dat het geleerd wordt van sociale 

groepsgenoten. Sommige vormen van sociaal leren zijn voorgesteld als extra gunstig 

voor de evolutie van coöperatie door groepsselectie. Het idee is dat de leerregels 

de variatie tussen groepsleden klein houden, waardoor de verschillen tussen de 

groepen benadrukt worden en zo de competitie tussen de groepen wordt versterkt. In 

hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift bekijken we deze hypothese op een systematische 

manier. We ontwikkelen een rekenmodel waarmee we verschillende vormen van 

sociaal leren vergelijken, zoals: conformisme, leider-volgen en beloningsimitatie. 

Ook vergelijken we verschillende vormen van groepscompetitie om na te gaan welke 

omstandigheden de evolutie van coöperatie faciliteren. Onze resultaten laten zien dat 

conformisme, het overnemen van veelvoorkomend gedrag, minder gunstig is voor 

coöperatie dan voorheen werd beweerd. Het staat alleen de evolutie van coöperatie 

toe als er directe competitie is tussen groepen, in een soort oorlogssituatie. Leider-

volgen daarentegen heeft in het algemeen een positiever effect op coöperatie voor 

alle vormen van groepscompetitie.  
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De evolutie van eusocialiteit

De evolutie van eusociale insecten, zoals mieren, bijen, wespen en termieten, is 

beschreven als één van de grote omwentelingen in de evolutionaire geschiedenis. 
Grote omwentelingen in de evolutionaire geschiedenis zijn gebeurtenissen in 
de historie van het leven die het mogelijk maakten geheel nieuwe evolutionaire 

paden in te slaan naar biologische vernieuwing. Grote omwentelingen hebben 
verschillende belangrijke kenmerken gemeen, zoals het ontstaan van hogere niveaus 

van individualiteit. De evolutie van eusocialiteit is daar ook een voorbeeld van. 

Individuele insecten in een eusociale soort geven hun eigen voortplanting op en 

wijden hun leven aan het succes van hun kolonie. Ook doen zij aan taakverdeling 

om het succes van de kolonie te waarborgen. Het zijn de grote afhankelijkheid tussen 

alle individuen in een kolonie, en hun gecoördineerde werkwijze, die ertoe hebben 

geleid dat eusociale samenlevingen soms beschouwd worden als super-organismen. 

De evolutionaire verklaring voor het door individuele insecten opgeven van hun eigen 

voortplanting om te investeren in de voortplanting van hun koningin is geformaliseerd 

door W.D. Hamilton met de theorie van verwantenselectie. Werksters in eusociale 

kolonies zien af van hun eigen voortplanting ten gunste van de voortplanting van 

hun koningin, omdat zij verwant aan haar zijn. Aldus zal de koningin kopieën van de 

genen van de werksters doorgeven aan de volgende generatie. Hamilton stelde ook 

de eerste hypothese op om te verklaren waarom eusocialiteit juist zoveel voorkomt 

in haplodiploide taxa. Zusters in haplodiploide soorten zijn nauwer verwant aan 

elkaar dan aan hun eigen dochters, en om die reden kan eusocialiteit gemakkelijker 

ontstaan onder haplodiploidie. Haplodiploidie kan daarom gezien worden als een 

preadaptatie voor eusocialiteit. Echter, meer recentelijk theoretisch werk aan de 

haplodiploidie- hypothese laat juist zien dat als de mannelijke lijn van een kolonie 

wordt meegenomen in de berekeningen, dit het voordeel van de hoge verwantschap 

tussen zusters geheel teniet doet. In hoofdstuk 2 presenteren wij een serie van 

modellen die geïnspireerd zijn door de levensgeschiedenis van taxa met primitieve 

sociale insecten, en we laten zien dat haplodiploïdie inderdaad eusocialiteit faciliteert. 

Echter, dit gaat alleen op als een aantal andere preadaptaties verondersteld worden, 

zoals monogamie, manipulatie van de geslachtsverhouding, twee generaties per jaar 

en overwintering door bevruchte vrouwtjes. Fascinerend is dat ons model laat zien 

dat als een solitaire wespensoort twee broedsels per jaar produceert en de moeder 

de geslachtsverhouding voor elk daarvan apart kan aanpassen, dan zal de soort zo 

evolueren dat het eerste broedsel volledig uit vrouwelijke werksters zal bestaan en 

het tweede broedsel uit reproductieve insecten met een gelijke geslachtsverhouding. 

Aldus laat ons model zien hoe een extreme verandering van levenscyclus deel 

uitmaakt van de overgang naar eusocialiteit. 

In de modellen van hoofdstuk 2 namen wij aan dat de geslachtsverhouding in een 

kolonie alleen bepaald wordt door het vrouwtje dat de eieren produceert. Verschillende 

onderzoeken hebben echter laten zien dat soms werksters de geslachtsverhoudingook 

kunnen aanpassen. Omdat zij zelf steriel zijn, doen ze dit door selectief één van 
de geslachten beter te verzorgen dan het andere. In hoofdstuk 3 breiden we één 
van de  modellen van hoofdstuk 2 door de werksters gedeeltelijke invloed te geven 

op de  geslachtsverhouding van de kolonie. Verder gaven we de reproducerende 

vrouwtjes de mogelijkheid om de geslachtsverhouding van hun nakomelingen aan 

te passen aan het al dan niet hebben van werksters. De invloed van de werksters op 

de geslachtsverhouding had een tweeledig effect: het faciliteerde de evolutie van 

een steriele werksterkaste en het veroorzaakte een polymorfe populatie van solitaire 

en eusociale nesten. Verder zorgde de flexibele geslachtsverhouding-strategie voor 
gesplitste geslachtsverhoudingen: sommige nesten produceren alleen vrouwtjes 

en anderen alleen mannetjes. Gesplitste geslachtverhoudingen komen voor bij 
veel soorten sociale insecten. Ons model geeft dus een nieuwe verklaring voor dit 

fenomeen. 

Primitieve sociale soorten zijn extra interessant voor de evolutionaire theorie van 
eusocialiteit. Omdat zij nog niet zo lang geleden eusocialiteit evolueerden, helpen zij 

ons te begrijpen wat de allereerste veranderingen zijn die soorten ondergaan bij de 

overgang naar eusocialiteit. Nog interessanter zijn die soorten met een polymorfisme 
in sociaal gedrag: zij laten zien onder welke omstandigheden eusocialiteit 

geselecteerd wordt. In hoofdstuk 4 presenteren wij gegevens over broedzorg bij 

een soort met polymorfisme in sociaal gedrag. We laten zien dat de voortplantende 
vrouwtjes uitgebreide broedzorg vertonen. Zij controleren regelmatig hoe de larven 

zich ontwikkelen en ze reageren op eventuele ongebruikelijke veranderingen. Deze 

waarneming ondersteunt het idee dat uitgebreide broedzorg een verdere preadaptatie 

is voor eusocialiteit. 
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De evolutie van coöperatieve voortplanting

Coöperatieve broedzorg, waarbij individuen anderen helpen met het grootbrengen 

van hun nakomelingen, is een enorm belangrijke beslissing in het leven van een 

individu. Voor de helpende individuen betekent het dat zij tijd en energie investeren 

in de overleving en voortplanting van de nakomelingen van anderen; tijd en energie 

die gebruikt had kunnen worden voor hun eigen voortplanting. De logische vraag 

is, vanzelfsprekend, waarom zou een individu zijn eigen voortplanting uitstellen 

om een ander daarmee te helpen? Het traditionele antwoord luidde in termen van 

verwantenselectie. Een individu stelt haar voortplanting uit om haar verwanten te 

helpen, om zo indirect de verspreiding van haar eigen genen te bevorderen. De 

afgelopen jaren zagen echter een toename van bewijs voor biologische systemen 

waarbij individuen hun eigen voortplanting uitstellen om onverwante individuen te 

helpen. Vandaar dat een andere verklaring dan verwantenselectie nodig is.

Eén van de voorbeelden van systemen met coöperatieve voortplanting tussen 
onverwante individuen is de cichlide Neolamprolagus pulcher. Bij N. pulcher 

hebben dominante individuen de neiging om de voortplanting te monopoliseren, 

en ondergeschikten van variërende grootte verdelen de taken die nodig zijn voor 

onderhoud van het nest en het verzorgen van het broedsel. Experimenteel bewijs 

laat zien dat ondergeschikten helpen en onderwerpend gedrag vertonen om agressie 

van dominanten te sussen. Anderzijds passen dominanten hun mate van agressie 

aan naar gelang de hoeveelheid hulp die ze ontvangen. Het lijkt erop dat het 

helpgedrag van de ondergeschikten is geëvolueerd als een vorm van huurbetaling 

van ondergeschikten aan dominanten voor het recht om te mogen blijven in een 

territorium dat fitnessvoordelen verschaft. Als onderdeel van de besluitvorming 
om een luie ondergeschikte al dan niet uit het territorium te verjagen, vindt er een 

soort onderhandeling plaats tussen de partners. In hoofdstuk 5 presenteren wij een 

evolutionair model, geïnspireerd door de ecologie en levenscyclus van N. pulcher, 

waarbij we expliciet onderhandelingen tussen dominanten en ondergeschikten 

inbouwden. Onze modellen laten zien dat helpgedrag inderdaad kan evolueren 

als huurbetaling wanneer individuen onderhandelen over de hoeveelheid hulp 

en agressie. Bovendien, wanneer we genetische verwantschap tussen partners 

toevoegden zorgde dat voor twee alternatieve uitkomsten. Eén daarvan wordt 
bereikt via  onderhandelingen tussen partners, zoals in het geval van onverwante 

partners. Het alternatieve evenwicht wordt gedreven door verwantenselectie, 

waarbij ondergeschikten ongedwongen helpen en dominanten geen agressie jegens 

ondergeschikten vertonen. Wat interessant is, is dat de onderhandelde uitkomst meer 

hulp genereert dan de uitkomst via verwantenselectie. Dit betekent dat ondanks het 

positieve effect van verwantschap op helpgedrag in het algemeen, in dit systeem 

verwantschap juist het gemiddelde hulpniveau in populaties reduceert.

In hoofdstuk 6 presenteren wij een algemeen model van onderhandeling tussen 

partners, geïnspireerd door het specifieke model van hoofdstuk 5. Wederzijdse 
responsiviteit is een veel algemener fenomeen dan het voorbeeld van coöperatieve 

broedzorg in hoofdstuk 5. Het algemene model maakt geen aannames over de 

ecologie of levenscyclus van de onderhandelende partners, noch over het mechanisme 

waarmee de individuen op elkaar reageren. We leiden voorwaarden af voor de evolutie 

van wederzijdse responsiviteit en de evenwichtscondities. Verder bepalen we de 

voorwaarden voor stabiliteit van de potentiële evenwichten. Interessant genoeg heeft 

de vorm van de reactienormen die de respons van de individuen bepaalt belangrijke 

gevolgen voor de stabiliteit van de evolutionaire evenwichten. Dit resultaat wijst 

op het belang van het bestuderen van de mechanismen van responsiviteit, omdat 

die kunnen bepalen of evenwichten op basis van onderhandelingen mogelijke 

evolutionaire uitkomsten zijn.
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